
 

 

 
 
 
September 26, 2011 
 
 
British Columbia Utilities Commission 
6th Floor, 900 Howe Street 
Vancouver, BC 
V6Z 2N3 
 
Attention:  Ms. Alanna Gillis, Acting Commission Secretary 
 
Dear Ms. Gillis: 
 
Re: FortisBC Energy Utilities1 (“FEU” or the “Companies”) 2012 and 2013 Revenue 

Requirements and Natural Gas Rates Application (the “Application”) 

Rebuttal Evidence to the Direct Testimony of John Plunkett on Behalf of the BC 
Sustainable Energy Association (“BCSEA”) 

 
On August 23, 2011, the BCSEA submitted the Direct Testimony of John Plunkett in 
accordance with the Amended Regulatory Timetable set out in the British Columbia Utilities 
Commission (the “Commission”) Order No. G-129-11. Mr. Plunkett’s Direct Testimony related 
to the FEU’s Energy Efficiency and Conservation (“EEC”) program proposals. The evidence 
of Mr. Plunkett was supportive of the FEU’s EEC proposals in many respects, but there are 
discrete elements with which the FEU take issue.  Attached to this letter is the Rebuttal 
Evidence of the FortisBC Energy Utilities in response to Mr. Plunkett.  This rebuttal evidence 
only addresses aspects of Mr. Plunkett evidence with which the FEU take issue.   
 
The Commission’s regulatory timetable did not address the potential need for the FEU to file 
rebuttal evidence.  Accordingly, the FEU respectfully request that, as a matter of fairness and 
ensuring that the Commission has access to a complete evidentiary record, the Commission 
accept the attached rebuttal evidence as part of the record in this proceeding.  
 
If you require further information or have any questions regarding this submission, please 
contact the undersigned. 
 
Yours very truly, 
 
on behalf of the FORTISBC ENERGY UTILITIES 
 
Original signed: 
 

 Diane Roy 
 
Attachments 
 
cc:  Registered Parties   

                                                
1
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Fax: (604) 576-7074 
Email:  diane.roy@fortisbc.com   
www.fortisbc.com  
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TO DIRECT TESTIMONY OF JOHN PLUNKETT ON BEHALF OF THE BRITISH COLUMBIA 
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY ASSOCIATION AND THE SIERRA CLUB OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

 

This evidence is filed by FortisBC Energy Inc., FortisBC Energy (Vancouver Island) Inc. and 
FortisBC Energy (Whistler) Inc. (“FEU” or “the Companies”) in reply to the Direct Testimony of 
John Plunkett with respect to FEU’s energy efficiency and conservation (“EEC”) program 
proposals. 

 

Introduction 

Mr. Plunkett agrees with key aspects of the FEU’s proposals, concluding that the Companies’ 
proposed spending targets are reasonable and within the range of investment by its peers, and 
that the Companies’ request to use the Societal Cost Test in place of the Total Resource Cost 
Test is reasonable and appropriate.  However, there are discrete elements of Mr. Plunkett’s 
evidence where Mr. Plunkett makes statements and recommendations about which the FEU 
disagree or to which the FEU otherwise have evidence in reply.  These elements are as follows:  

1. The details of the FEU’s EEC program portfolio; 

2. The integration of gas and electricity efficiency investments; 

3. The principles of EEC activity; 

4. The use of the Societal and Utilities Cost Tests; and 

5. The inclusion of fuel-switching programs. 

This rebuttal evidence will respond to each of these points below.   

 

Details of FEU’s EEC Program Portfolio 

On page 6 of his Direct Testimony, Mr. Plunkett states: 

Fortis has not yet estimated natural gas savings associated with these [energy 
efficiency program] expenditures; nor has it specified program designs for the 
constituent programs such as financial incentives, marketing strategies for 
customers or upstream market actors or delivery mechanisms. Also missing from 
the Fortis plan is an assessment of the value to British Columbia’s economy or to 
Fortis ratepayers.  …Before committing to full-scale implementation of the 
programs…the Company should refine program designs to clarify how it will use 
best industry practices in financial, marketing, and delivery strategies to acquire 
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gas efficiency savings over time. Fortis should also submit detailed estimates of 
costs and savings for each program and for the portfolio as a whole, as well as 
cost-effectiveness analysis under the societal and utility costs tests.  

Mr. Plunkett suggests that “Fortis should provide to the Commission estimated natural gas 
savings and assessment of individual and portfolio economic performance under the societal 
and utility cost tests.”  Mr. Plunkett recommends (page 24) “that the Commission direct Fortis to 
refine and supplement its plan in the form of a compliance filing.”  The overall tenor of Mr. 
Plunkett’s comments in this regard may suggest that the FEU have not filed sufficient detail for 
the Commission to accept the FEU’s proposed EEC expenditure schedules.  

Mr. Plunkett’s statements do not take into account that the FEU are proposing to continue many 
existing EEC programs, which have estimated natural gas savings and program designs, 
including financial incentives, marketing strategies and delivery mechanisms.  These existing 
programs are described in the FEU’s 2010 Energy Efficiency and Conservation Annual Report 
attached as Appendix K-4 to Exhibit B-1.  In addition, the FEU have filed details regarding its 
proposed EEC programs in its Application1 and in response to information requests, particularly 
in response to Commission information requests.2  This evidence includes a Conservation 
Potential Review3 and estimated Total Resource Cost and Societal Cost Test ratios for the 
proposed programs.4   

In further response to Mr. Plunkett’s comments, attached as Appendix 1 to this Rebuttal 
Evidence is a detailed plan for the Companies EEC expenditures for 2012 and 2013 in 
previously accepted Program Areas (the “2012-2013 EEC Plan”).  The Companies developed 
the 2012-2013 EEC Plan with the assistance of ICF-Marbek, the consulting company that 
prepared the FEU’s Conservation Potential Review.   

The Program Areas covered by the 2012-2013 EEC Plan are the following: Residential 
(including the Program Area previously known as “Joint Initiatives”), High-Carbon Fuel 
Switching, Low Income, Commercial, Conservation Education and Outreach, Industrial, and 
Innovative Technologies. The expenditure schedules related to these existing Program Areas 
are for $39.5 million in each of 2012 and 2013.  The 2012-2013 EEC Plan does not provide 
information about the new Program Areas (New Initiatives) proposed in the Revenue 
Requirements Application (Exhibit B-1).  

Mr. Plunkett recommends that the FEU should analyze prospective cost-effectiveness at the 
measure, program and portfolio levels.  This analysis has been done, although the results are 
presented at the program and portfolio levels in this 2012-2013 EEC Plan.  As shown in the 
2012-2013 EEC Plan, the Companies’ proposed EEC activity for 2012 and 2013 in existing 
Program Areas has an estimated Total Resource Cost test ratio of 1.28, a Societal Cost Test 
ratio of 3.07, a Utility Cost Test ratio of 1.97 and NPV energy savings from the measures and 
activities proposed by the FEU for 2012 and 2013 of approximately 15.7 million GJs.   

                                                 
1
 Exhibit B-1, Appendices K-1 to K-4. 

2
 See, generally, Exhibit B-9, response to BCUC IRs 1.189 to 1.218; Exhibit B-16, BCUC IR 2.90 to 2.122.   

3
 A summary of the Conservation Potential Review is filed as Appendix K-3 to the Exhibit B-1.  

4
 Exhibit B-9, BCUC IR 1.189.2. 
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It is the Companies’ intent to present the 2012-2013 EEC Plan to its EEC Stakeholder group in 
the EEC Stakeholder meeting currently scheduled for November 22, 2011 for their input and 
feedback.  If the proposed new Program Areas are accepted by the Commission, then the 
Companies intent is to prepare a similar EEC plan for those Program Areas which would also be 
presented to the EEC Stakeholder group for their input and feedback.   

 

Integration of Gas and Electricity Efficiency Investments 

Mr. Plunkett states that: “It is particularly important that Fortis design and deploy its residential 
and commercial gas efficiency programs to integrate gas and electricity efficiency investments 
that arise…”.  In reply, the FEU note that collaborative efforts on energy efficiency and 
conservation between the FEU, the FortisBC electric utility (FortisBC), BC Hydro and 
government are happening at unprecedented levels in British Columbia.  Programs conducted 
jointly between the FEU and other entities include: 
 

 Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Programs; 

 Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal; 

 ENERGY STAR® Washers and Other Measures for DHW Conservation; 

 Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours; 

 New Construction – EnerGuide for Homes 80 & Beyond and Energy Efficient 
Appliances; 

 Switch N Shrink; 

 Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW); 

 Energy Saving Kit (ESK); 

 Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP); 

 Commercial Custom Design Program; and 

 Continuous Optimization Program. 

 

In addition, the FEU have commenced discussion with BC Hydro and FortisBC electric about 
conducting joint outreach to the public, although the customer research being conducted will 
need to be more complete before the feasibility of such joint outreach can be adequately 
evaluated. Thus, it can be seen that the Companies’ 2012-2013 EEC Plan satisfies Mr. 
Plunkett’s recommendation regarding integration of gas and electric efficiency efforts. 

 

Principles of EEC Activity 

On page 10, Mr. Plunkett outlines the following guiding tenets for EEC activities: 
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“Give first priority to capturing efficiency opportunities in market-driven transactions like 
new construction and renovation as well as purchases of products, appliances and 
equipment at the time of scheduled replacement… 

Avoid the creation of lost opportunities in discretionary efficiency markets… 

Choose the pace and scale of discretionary efficiency resource procurement…” 

The Companies’ 2012-2013 EEC Plan aligns with these guiding tenets.   

 It can be seen that there are a number of programs that are aimed at capturing efficiency 
opportunities in new construction (Residential New Construction – Energuide 80 and 
beyond, Commercial Custom Design Program – New Construction) and in renovation 
(Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Program/LiveSmartBC, Commercial Custom Design 
Program – Retrofit).   

 The FEU’s collaborative effort with BC Hydro, FortisBC and the Government of British 
Columbia on the LiveSmartBC residential efficiency retrofit program is a prime example 
of the Companies’ efforts to avoid lost opportunities as the program incorporates both 
gas and electric measures.   

 Addressing Mr. Plunkett’s third tenet, the Companies’ proposed EEC activity for 2012 
and 2013 contains only one program related to “discretionary efficiency resource 
procurement”: the Furnace Scrap-it program.  This proposed furnace early retirement 
program is a new program that will proceed only if a change to the Societal Cost Test as 
the primary test is approved or some other change to DSM cost-effectiveness screening 
is implemented.  It would be an incremental expenditure over and above proposed 
funding levels for previously-approved Program Areas and therefore would not cause 
portfolio funding constraints that would limit other opportunities to capture efficiency 
resources in new construction and renovation.  These efficiency resources would be 
captured using the proposed funding for previously-approved areas of activity. 

In further reply, in the FEU’s original EEC Application of May 28, 2008, the Companies laid out 
key principles that guide the FEU’s EEC activity.  These principles are listed below:  

 
1. Programs will have a goal of being universal, offering access to energy efficiency and 

conservation for all residential and commercial customers, including low income 
customers through the DSM for Affordable Housing initiative. 

 
2. Wherever possible, programs will be uniform, so that customers in one part of the 

service territories of the FEU have access to the same programs as customers 
throughout the service territories. 

 
3. EEC expenditures will be efficient, with non-incentive costs not exceeding 50% of the 

expenditure in a given year. 
 

4. Program results will be analyzed on a portfolio-wide basis. 
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5. The Total Resource Cost/Benefit of the Portfolio over the funding period will have a ratio 

of 1 or higher. 
 

6. The FEU will submit an Annual EEC Report to the BCUC, by the end of the first quarter 
of each year that details the results of the previous year’s programs and anticipates 
program activity and spending for the upcoming (current) year. 

 
7. To every extent practical, programs will support the objectives of established 

government policies. 
 

8. The Companies will continue to seek funding for programs from additional sources, such 
as the provincial and federal governments, other utilities, and equipment suppliers and 
manufacturers, in order to minimize the cost impacts of EEC programs to ratepayers, 
and in recognition of the broader societal benefits resulting from successful program 
development and implementation. 

 
9. Incentives may be directed to the end users of an appliance, to the customer point of 

contact at the time that an equipment purchase decision is made (for example, to the 
gas contractor in the case of a furnace), to a system designer or engineer, or to an 
equipment developer, supplier or manufacturer. The most effective use of incentives will 
be determined through the program design process. 

 
10. Education and outreach regarding conservation will be part of the Companies’ EEC 

activity. 
 

11. Programs will be multi-year so as to create a sense of funding certainty necessary to 
effective implementation in the marketplace. 

 
12. Programs will have market transformation as their ultimate goal, and program plans will 

describe how a program will contribute to market transformation. 
 

13. Programs will aim to develop capacity within the market through manufacturers, 
distributors, vendors and installers. 

 
14. To ensure value creation and alignment with the market, the Companies will establish 

and engage an EEC stakeholder group, comprised of governments, industry, trades, 
manufacturers, NGOs, advocacy groups, other utilities and customers to provide it with 
advice on effective program design and implementation, as well as some oversight of 
the Companies’ EEC activity and expenditure. Consideration may be given by the 
Companies to consolidate the FEU’s EEC Stakeholder activity with stakeholder activity 
currently being undertaken by other utilities in order to reduce potential “stakeholder 
fatigue”. 

 

These EEC principles guide the FEU’s EEC activity in its entirety, and are based on the “DSM 
Best Practices” report prepared for the Canadian Gas Association by IndEco Consulting.    
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Use of the Societal and Utilities Cost Test 

In Exhibit B-1 the FEU have proposed the use of the Societal Cost Test as the primary test for 
cost-effectiveness screening and Mr. Plunkett supports this proposal.  Further, beginning on 
page 17, Mr. Plunkett’s Direct Testimony addresses the Utility Cost Test (or Program 
Administrator Cost [“PAC”] Test as it is referred to in the California Standard Practice Manual, 
attached to this Rebuttal Evidence as Appendix 2).  Mr. Plunkett states on page 17 that, “It is 
necessary to use both [the Utility Cost and Societal Cost] tests to plan and assess DSM 
programs; neither test is sufficient on its own.”  

The FEU report on the results of the Utility Cost Test in its EEC Annual Reports and in its 2012-
2013 EEC Plan (see Appendices K-3 and K-4 of Exhibit B-1 and Appendix 1 to this Rebuttal 
Evidence, respectively).  However, the FEU have used the Total Resource Cost test, and now 
propose to use the Societal Cost Test, to plan its EEC programs. The FEU have not found it 
necessary to date to use the Utility Cost Test to screen EEC programs for cost-effectiveness. As 
stated in California’s Energy Efficiency Policy Manual, attached as Appendix 2 to this Rebuttal 
Evidence, “In almost all instances, an energy efficiency program that passes the TRC test will 
also pass the PAC test.”5  The FEU are open to the use of the Societal Cost Test in conjunction 
with the Utility Cost Test; however, the Utility Cost Test should be applied at the portfolio level 
as the TRC test has been applied by the Commission in the past.  

 

Exclusion of Fuel-Switching Programs 

Mr. Plunkett states on page 6 that he excludes fuel switching programs in his analysis and that 
by “Fortis’s proposed DSM expenditures” he means “to the exclusion of fuel switching and NGV 
spending.”  Mr. Plunkett does not explain why this exclusion is made.  

The High-Carbon Fuel Switching Program Area was approved by the Commission in its 
Decision in the Companies’ original EEC proceeding, The FEU’s fuel-switching programs are 
properly included within its proposed DSM expenditures. There are several reasons for this. 

1. The FEU’s fuel-switching programs are some of the FEU’s longest running programs, 
and promote the switching from burning of heating oil and propane to natural gas for 
home heating purposes.  

2. In the vast majority of cases, the oil- or propane- burning equipment is old and 
inefficient, and in all cases, is being replaced with an Energy Star furnace or boiler, thus 
increasing the efficiency of the equipment.     

3. Natural gas emits lower greenhouse gas levels than heating oil (a reduction of 32%) or 
propane (a reduction of 15%). 

                                                 
5
 Appendix 2, page 9 
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4. Fuel-switching programs are recognized in the California Standard Practice Manual 
(attached, along with California’s Energy Efficiency Policy Manual, as Appendix 2 to this 
Rebuttal Evidence) as being a demand-side management category or program.6.  

 

Conclusion 

In summary, while the Direct Testimony of Mr. Plunkett is supportive of the FEU’s EEC proposal 
in many respects, this rebuttal evidence addresses those aspects of Mr. Plunkett’s testimony 
which suggest a deficiency in FEU’s EEC proposals. The FEU EEC programs, including fuel-
switching programs, are designed according to sound principles, appropriately integrate gas and 
electricity efficiency investments, and provide value to ratepayers under the various cost 
effectiveness tests.   
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and Objectives 

This EEC Plan covers the funding request in the 2012 – 2013 Revenue Requirements 
Application for FortisBC Energy Inc., FortisBC Energy (Vancouver Island) Inc. and FortisBC 
Whistler Inc. (collectively known as “FEU”, “FortisBC” or “the Companies”) for previously 
approved Program Areas: Residential (including the Program Area previously known as “Joint 
Initiatives”), High-Carbon Fuel Switching, Low Income, Commercial, Conservation Education 
and Outreach, Industrial, and Innovative Technologies.  

This EEC Plan does not provide information about the “New Initiatives” (Furnace Scrap-It 
program, Solar Thermal, and TES for Schools), nor the Natural Gas Vehicles program proposed 
in the Revenue Requirements Application, as these Program Areas have not been previously 
approved by the BCUC and FortisBC’s preference at this time is to focus their resources on an 
EEC Plan for those Program Areas that the Commission has previously approved.   

Many of the programs in this EEC Plan are continuations of programs that FortisBC is currently 
running, and has reported on in their 2009 and 2010 EEC Annual Report. This EEC Plan is 
intended to provide program details and projected cost-effectiveness results for FortisBC’s 
proposed portfolio of previously-approved EEC Program Area activity.  

It should be noted that as with all plans, this EEC Plan is subject to change in response to 
changes in market conditions, customer responses to programs, input from stakeholders 
including program partners, and changes in the political environment in which the Companies 
operate.    

1.2 Approach 

The information presented in this report involved a collaborative working effort between 
FortisBC EEC program personnel and ICF Marbek staff. The following steps were employed: 

 FortisBC program managers identified and provided a description of the individual programs 
included within their respective portfolio, including eligible measures, target markets and 
potential delivery partners.  

 Drawing on a combination of previous FortisBC EEC market experience, relevant 
technology and market studies1, and, in some cases, professional estimates, FortisBC EEC 

managers completed Profiles for each program within their portfolio. These individual 
Profiles are included in the body of this report. 

 ICF Marbek staff worked from the Program Profiles provided by FortisBC staff and 
populated the Cost-Effectiveness model. Initial results were generated at the level of total 
EEC Program Portfolio, Program Area (e.g., residential, commercial etc) and individual 
program.   

 The initial results were reviewed collaboratively and revisions were made, as applicable. 

 The final results were compiled into the current report. 

                                                

1
 This included the recently completed 2010 Conservation Potential Review, which was completed by ICF Marbek for 

FortisBC. 
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1.2.1 Conservation Potential Review 2010 

FortisBC completed its Conservation Potential Review - 2010 (CPR 2010) in May of 2011. The 
completed CPR provided a comprehensive update of the current energy efficiency opportunities 
within FortisBC’s service territory. The results identified both the sectors and the end uses that 
offer the most significant opportunities for natural gas efficiency over the next 20 years. 

The completed CPR 2010 also provided an updated dataset on the current costs and 
performance for a wide range of energy efficiency technologies and measures that are 
applicable to FortisBC’s customers. 

While the completed CPR 2010 did not recommend specific programs or targets both the 
technology and market priorities as well as the scope of achievable savings potential identified 
in the study have assisted FortisBC’s program managers in the design of the program portfolios 
included in this EEC plan. 

1.3 Report Organization 

Following this introductory section, the remainder of this report is presented in 9 sections: 

 Section 2 provides an overview of the EEC Program Portfolio Results. 

 Section 3 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for 
the Residential Sector Programs.  

 Section 4 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for 
the High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs. 

 Section 5 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for 
the Low Income Programs. 

 Section 6 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for 
the Commercial Sector Programs. 

 Section 7 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for 
the Conservation Education & Outreach Programs. 

 Section 8 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for 
the Industrial Sector Programs. 

 Section 9 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for 
the Innovative Technologies Programs. 

 Section 10 summarizes the findings of this report and provides some commentary to put 
these results into perspective. 
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2 Overall EEC Program Portfolio Results 

2.1 Introduction 

This section provides a summary of the total expenditures, estimated natural gas savings, and 
associated cost-effectiveness for FortisBC’s proposed portfolio of Energy Efficiency and 
Conservation (EEC) programs for the 2012 and 2013 periods. The EEC portfolio has been 
organized into the following program areas: 

 Residential Sector Programs 

 High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs 

 Low Income Programs 

 Commercial Sector Programs 

 Conservation Education & Outreach Programs 

 Industrial Sector Programs 

 Innovative Technologies Programs 

2.2 Overall EEC Program Portfolio Results 

The overall EEC program results are summarized in the following two exhibits. 

 Exhibit 1 presents the results for the total EEC program portfolio, by service territory and 
year.  

 Exhibit 2 presents the results for each individual program area and for the total EEC 
program portfolio. 

The results presented in the following exhibits and throughout the remainder of this EEC Plan 
combine the Whistler results within the FEI service area. This is because FortisBC’s Cost-
Effectiveness Model is currently only able to track a maximum of two service areas. Future 
versions of the model will have the capability to report Whistler (FEW) separately. Note, 
however, that the FEW territory is reported separately in the individual program profiles that are 
provided throughout this document. 

It should also be noted that the Societal Cost Test (SCT) results that are provided in the 
following exhibits and throughout the remainder of this EEC Plan employ a distinct set of inputs 
from those applied in the conventional cost-effectiveness tests. More specifically, a societal 
discount rate of 3.0% and a levelized avoided gas commodity cost of $15.28/GJ representing 
the ceiling price of biomethane were employed.   

In addition, the Carbon Tax input was replaced by a 30% TRC adder, which was added to all of 
the programs except for the low income programs.  These programs did not require an 
additional TRC adder since they already benefited from a 30% low income program adder in the 
standard TRC analysis.  The remaining inputs used for the SCT analysis were identical to those 
in the standard TRC tests.  
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Exhibit 1: EEC Portfolio Results, by Service Territory and Year 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FEI FEVI

2012 849,976 85,764 935,740

2013 1,862,972 166,162 2,029,134

14,412,588 1,325,457 15,738,045

2012 22,174 3,439 25,614

2013 22,174 3,447 25,621

Total 44,348 6,886 51,234

2012 11,127 1,536 12,662

2013 11,021 1,541 12,563

Total 22,148 3,077 25,225

2012 33,301 4,975 38,276

2013 33,195 4,988 38,183

Total 66,496 9,963 76,459

TRC 1.28 1.27 1.28

Utility 2.08 1.35 1.97

Participant 2.47 2.52 2.48

RIM 0.60 0.53 0.58

Societal 3.14 2.59 3.07

Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory

Benefit/Cost Ratios

Utility Expenditures, 

Total ($1000s)

Annual Gas Savings 

(GJ/yr.)

Total
Service Territory

Indicator

NPV of Gas Savings (GJ)

Utility Expenditures, 

Incentives ($1000s)

Utility Expenditures, 

Non-Incentives 

($1000s)
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Exhibit 2: EEC Program Portfolio Results by Program Area 

 

2012 2013 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total

Residential Sector

FEI 178,683 434,822 3,409,352 5,613 5,224 10,838 2,794 3,263 6,057 8,407 8,487 16,895 0.95 1.92 1.74 0.57 2.42

FEVI 22,363 42,369 448,891 809 718 1,527 298 279 577 1,107 997 2,104 0.92 2.03 2.15 0.45 2.28

Total 201,045 477,191 3,858,243 6,422 5,942 12,365 3,092 3,542 6,634 9,514 9,484 18,999 0.94 1.93 1.79 0.55 2.40

High Carbon Fuel Switching

FEI -4,300 -8,600 -87,292 100 100 200 26 26 52 126 126 252 1.67 0.00 1.73 0.91 1.71

FEVI -17,200 -34,400 -361,302 400 400 800 104 104 208 504 504 1,008 1.68 0.00 1.28 1.04 1.71

Total -21,500 -43,000 -448,593 500 500 1,000 130 130 260 630 630 1,260 1.68 0.00 1.35 1.02 1.71

Low Income

FEI 27,169 54,338 393,473 2,752 2,752 5,504 1,698 1,698 3,395 4,450 4,450 8,899 0.54 0.40 1.96 0.27 1.00

FEVI 3,019 6,038 44,708 306 306 612 214 214 427 519 519 1,039 0.52 0.39 2.34 0.24 0.95

Total 30,188 60,376 438,181 3,058 3,058 6,116 1,911 1,911 3,822 4,969 4,969 9,938 0.54 0.40 2.00 0.27 0.99

Commercial Sector

FEI 447,358 887,671 7,004,449 10,824 11,388 22,212 1,713 1,135 2,848 12,537 12,523 25,060 1.44 2.67 2.59 0.61 3.60

FEVI 76,466 135,699 1,079,518 1,834 1,801 3,635 149 176 325 1,983 1,977 3,960 1.71 2.58 4.20 0.44 4.15

Total 523,824 1,023,370 8,083,967 12,658 13,189 25,847 1,861 1,312 3,173 14,520 14,500 29,020 1.47 2.66 2.78 0.58 3.67

Conservation Education and Outreach

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,281 4,284 8,564 4,281 4,284 8,564 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 720 717 1,436 720 717 1,436 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,000 5,000 10,000 5,000 5,000 10,000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Industrial Sector

FEI 172,758 402,486 2,879,123 1,840 1,840 3,679 258 258 516 2,098 2,098 4,195 3.73 6.49 5.34 0.78 9.00

Innovative Technologies

FEI 19,598 74,835 610,000 1,046 870 1,916 358 358 716 1,404 1,228 2,632 1.81 2.57 2.79 0.78 4.25

FEVI 1,116 16,456 113,641 90 222 312 52 52 104 142 274 416 2.00 2.96 4.19 0.55 4.38

Total 20,714 91,291 723,641 1,136 1,092 2,228 410 410 820 1,546 1,502 3,048 1.84 2.62 2.99 0.73 4.27

ALL PORTFOLIOS

FEI 849,976 1,862,972 14,412,588 22,174 22,174 44,348 11,127 11,021 22,148 33,301 33,195 66,496 1.28 2.08 2.47 0.60 3.14

FEVI 85,764 166,162 1,325,457 3,439 3,447 6,886 1,536 1,541 3,077 4,975 4,988 9,963 1.27 1.35 2.52 0.53 2.59

Total 935,740 2,029,134 15,738,045 25,614 25,621 51,234 12,662 12,563 25,225 38,276 38,183 76,459 1.28 1.97 2.48 0.58 3.07

Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory

Participant
Incentives Non-Incentives

Utility

Portfolio 

and Service 

Territory

All Spending

Benefit/Cost RatiosNPV Gas 

Savings 

(GJ)

Annual Gas Savings 

(GJ/yr.)

Utility Expenditures ($1000s)

TRC SocietalRIM
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3 Residential Sector Programs 

3.1 Introduction 

The Residential Sector Programs will continue to provide value to customers by encouraging 
households to reduce their overall consumption of natural gas and manage their energy bills. 
The 2012 and 2013 Residential Energy Efficiency Programs will extend energy saving offers to 
over 850,000 BC households. Residential programs, in combination with the Companies’ 
education and outreach activities, are critical components in driving the culture of conservation 
for the longer term GHG emissions reduction strategy of the province of British Columbia.  

The 2012/2013 suite of Residential Sector Program offerings is listed below: 

 ENERGY STAR® Domestic Hot Water “DHW” Technologies 

 EnerChoice Fireplace Program 

 “Give your Furnace/Fireplace Some TLC” – Service Campaign 

 Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Programs – Joint Initiatives with Governments and Utilities 
(LiveSmartBC and other opportunities) 

 Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal  

 ENERGY STAR® Washers and Other Measures for DHW Conservation 

 Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours 

 New Construction – EnerGuide for Homes (80 & Beyond) and Energy Efficient Appliances 

 Efficiency Partners Program 

The ENERGY STAR® water heater technologies program, the EnerChoice fireplace program 
and the ENERGY STAR® washer program, in collaboration with BCHydro and FortisBC 
(electric), will promote increased customer adoption of energy efficient appliances.  
 
To ensure appliances are running as efficiently as possible and to engage contractors in 
efficiency dialogues with customers, the successful “Give Your Furnace/Fireplace some TLC” 
program will be offered for 2012 and 2013. 
 
Retrofit programs focus on conservation behaviours, energy efficient appliance upgrades and 
whole home performance.  Whole home performance will be promoted through Joint Initiatives 
that support Energy Efficient Home Retrofits including LiveSmartBC, expanding weatherization 
capacity and other opportunities.  

To consolidate energy efficiency rebate offers for British Columbians, a Home Energy Efficiency 
Web Portal is under development, with support from the electric utilities. FortisBC is currently 
investigating customer engagement tools to foster conservation behaviours, with the 
expectation of conducting a pilot in the fall of 2012, and, if successful, a larger scale rollout in 
2013. 
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The new construction program, which will be implemented in collaboration with electric utilities, 
will focus on building envelope upgrades to achieve EnerGuide for Homes (EGH) 80, in support 
of pending changes to the BC Building Code. Research is under way for developing programs 
that go beyond EGH 80 in preparation for Near Net Zero homes. In addition to building envelope 
measures, incentives will be developed to ensure that the most energy efficient natural gas 
appliances (space heat and hot water) are installed in new homes and town homes. 

The Efficiency Partners program is FortisBC’s trades engagement strategy that largely supports 
residential retrofits. Over this period, FortisBC will expand the scope and reach of this program, 
since contractors are one of the major drivers of program adoption.  

 

3.2 Overview of Results 

Exhibit 3 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-
effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Residential Sector 
Portfolio, as a whole. 
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Exhibit 3: Residential Sector Program Results 

 
 

2012 2013 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total

ENERGY STAR® Domestic Hot Water “DHW” Technologies

FEI 20,250 40,500 394,677 1,215 1,215 2,430 393 393 785 1,608 1,608 3,215 0.50 1.22 1.03 0.50 1.27

FEVI 2,250 4,500 45,327 135 135 270 44 44 87 179 179 357 0.52 1.26 1.33 0.41 1.27

Total 22,500 45,000 440,004 1,350 1,350 2,700 436 436 872 1,786 1,786 3,572 0.50 1.23 1.06 0.49 1.27

EnerChoice Fireplace Program

FEI 22,599 35,154 327,467 875 486 1,361 347 266 612 1,221 752 1,973 2.37 1.36 8.69 0.52 5.87

FEVI 5,301 8,246 79,069 205 114 319 82 63 144 287 177 463 2.44 1.39 11.39 0.42 5.86

Total 27,900 43,400 406,535 1,080 600 1,680 428 328 756 1,508 928 2,436 2.38 1.36 8.96 0.51 5.87

“Give your Furnace/Fireplace Some TLC” – Service Campaign

FEI 0 0 0 394 394 788 169 169 338 563 563 1,126 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 44 44 88 19 19 38 63 63 126 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 438 438 875 188 188 376 626 626 1,251 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00

Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Programs

FEI 84,240 168,480 1,797,316 2,147 2,147 4,293 576 576 1,152 2,723 2,723 5,445 1.62 3.05 2.88 0.64 4.21

FEVI 9,360 18,720 207,221 239 239 477 64 64 128 303 303 605 1.68 3.17 3.85 0.49 4.21

Total 93,600 187,200 2,004,538 2,385 2,385 4,770 640 640 1,280 3,025 3,025 6,050 1.62 3.06 2.97 0.62 4.21

Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 90 90 180 90 90 180 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 20 10 10 20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 100 200 100 100 200 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

ENERGY STAR® Washers and Other Measures for DHW Conservation

FEI 22,950 45,900 406,907 383 383 765 90 90 180 473 473 945 0.94 4.42 1.44 0.69 2.25

FEVI 2,550 5,100 46,496 43 43 85 10 10 20 53 53 105 0.96 4.54 1.90 0.53 2.25

Total 25,500 51,000 453,403 425 425 850 100 100 200 525 525 1,050 0.94 4.44 1.49 0.68 2.25

Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours

FEI 17,500 122,500 222,644 0 0 0 500 1,050 1,550 500 1,050 1,550 1.38 1.38 0.50 3.11

New Construction – EGH 80 & Beyond and EE Appliances

FEI 11,144 22,288 260,341 601 601 1,201 180 180 360 781 781 1,561 0.44 1.84 0.90 0.52 1.20

FEVI 2,902 5,803 70,778 144 144 288 20 20 40 164 164 328 0.48 2.38 1.14 0.45 1.25

Total 14,045 28,091 331,119 745 745 1,490 200 200 400 945 945 1,890 0.45 1.89 0.92 0.52 1.20

Efficiency Partners Program

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 450 450 900 450 450 900 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 50 100 50 50 100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 500 500 1,000 500 500 1,000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

ALL PROGRAMS

FEI 178,683 434,822 3,409,352 5,613 5,224 10,838 2,794 3,263 6,057 8,407 8,487 16,895 0.95 1.92 1.74 0.57 2.42

FEVI 22,363 42,369 448,891 809 718 1,527 298 279 577 1,107 997 2,104 0.92 2.03 2.15 0.45 2.28

Total 201,045 477,191 3,858,243 6,422 5,942 12,365 3,092 3,542 6,634 9,514 9,484 18,999 0.94 1.93 1.79 0.55 2.40

Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory

Utility RIM Societal

Program 

and Service 

Territory

Annual Gas Savings 

(GJ/yr.)
NPV Gas 

Savings 

(GJ)

Utility Expenditures ($1000s)

Participant

Benefit/Cost Ratios

Incentives Non-Incentives All Spending
TRC
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3.3 Program Profiles 

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 3. 

3.3.1  ENERGY STAR® Domestic Hot Water “DHW” Technologies 

Program Description This Program will promote the replacement of standard efficiency water heaters with 
efficient ENERGY STAR

®
 models. As part of a longer term market transformation strategy, 

the Program will also introduce new technologies with energy factors (EF) of 0.80, or 
higher. 
 
Promotional activities will include educational materials and incentives targeted to both 
consumers and contractors. 
  

Target Market Residential customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Both  
 

Eligible Measures ESTAR Water Heaters Condensing Water Heaters Tankless Water Heaters 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost** 
 

$200 $1,650 $1,800 

Incentive Amount $100 + $50 SPIF* $500 + $50 SPIF* 
 

$500 + $50 SPIF* 

Savings per 
Participant 
 

3 GJ 5 GJ 6.5 GJ 

Measure Life & 
Source 

13 years for tanks, 20 years for tankless - Manufacturers, CANETA and OPA studies 
 

Free Rider Rate & 
Source 

10% - Based on estimates of market penetration from manufacturers and CANETA 
 
 

Spillover Rate & 
Source 

Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 4,539 4,539 

FEVI  510 510 

FEW 51 51 

Total 5,100 5,100 

Participant 
Breakdown 

Measure ESTAR W.H. Condensing W.H. Tankless W.H. 

Percentage 58% 2% 40% 

Expenditures 
($,000s)*** 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin* Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $1,202 $259 $67 $62 $1,590 

FEVI $135 $29 $8 $7 $179 

FEW $14 $3 $1 $1 $18 

Total $1,350 $291 $75 $70 $1,786 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin* Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $1,202 $259 $67 $62 $1,590 

FEVI $135 $29 $8 $7 $179 

FEW $14 $3 $1 $1 $18 

Total $1,350 $291 $75 $70 $1,786 

*Note: Dealer Sales Promotion Incentive Fund (SPIF) is included in the Admin portion of expenditures. 

** Note: Incremental costs are presented for retrofit situations. Builders who can participate in volume buying may be 
able to purchase these technologies for lower costs.   
***Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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3.3.2 EnerChoice Fireplace Program 

Program Description This Program will provide financial rebates to customers that purchase and install an 
EnerChoice fireplace.  To help drive program awareness and participation, the Program 
will also provide a dealer incentive. 
 
The goal is to educate consumers and dealers about the importance of selecting natural 
gas fireplaces based on energy efficient performance rather than just decorative features. 
 

Target Market Residential customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Both 
 

Eligible Measures EnerChoice Fireplace 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

$150 
 
 

Incentive Amount $300 + $50 SPIF* 
 

Savings per Participant 7.75 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 15 years - Impact assessment, Conservation Potential Review, and application form data  
 

Free Rider Rate & 
Source 
 

24% - Findings of previous programs (competitive industry reluctant to provide market 
share data) 

Spillover Rate & 
Source 

Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 2,880 1,600 

FEVI  684 380 

FEW 36 20 

Total 3,600 2,000 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)** 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin* Communication* Evaluation Total 

FEI $864 $182 $120 $40 $1,206 

FEVI  $205 $43 $29 $10 $287 

FEW $11 $2 $2 $1 $15 

Total $1,080 $228 $150 $50 $1,508 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin* Communication* Evaluation Total 

FEI $480 $119 $120 $24 $742 

FEVI  $114 $28 $29 $6 $176 

FEW $6 $2 $2 - $9 

Total $600 $148 $150 $30 $928 

* Note: Dealer Sales Promotion Incentive Fund (SPIF) is included in the Admin portion of expenditures, and $100,000 
in co-op funding is included in the Communication portion. 
** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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3.3.3 “Give your Furnace/Fireplace Some TLC” – Service Campaign 

Program Description This Program will educate the market about the energy efficiency and other benefits of 
regular appliance maintenance. It is also expected that this approach will create 
opportunities to upgrade appliances to more efficient models.  
 

Target Market Residential customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures Furnace service and fireplace service 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

$150 
 
 

Incentive Amount $25 
 

Savings per Participant Unknown - Working on combustion analysis project to determine savings 
 

Measure Life & Source 1-2 years; 1.5 assumed - Annual servicing is recommended 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 80% - 2010 TLC Participant Survey (participants also cited gift card incentive as key 
driver) 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 15,575 15,575 

FEVI  1,750 1,750 

FEW 175 175 

Total 17,500 17,500 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $389 $78 $45 $45 $556 

FEVI  $44 $9 $5 $5 $63 

FEW $4 $1 $1 $1 $6 

Total $438 $88 $50 $50 $625 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $389 $78 $45 $45 $556 

FEVI  $44 $9 $5 $5 $63 

FEW $4 $1 $1 $1 $6 

Total $438 $88 $50 $50 $625 

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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3.3.4 Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Programs – Joint Initiatives with 
Governments and Utilities (LiveSmartBC and other opportunities)  

Program Description These Programs will promote energy efficiency home retrofits involving collaboration 
with utility partners, as well as provincial, federal, and municipal governments.  
 
The major initiative is LiveSmartBC for which economic modeling data is presented 
below. Other initiatives include capacity building for weatherization and initiatives with 
individual municipalities. There is a significant shared investment in energy modeling 
studies and evaluation.  
 

Target Market Residential customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures Several different types of Air Sealing, Insulation, and Window measures 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost* 

$682 
 
 

Incentive Amount* $265 + $54 MEM** 
 

Savings per Participant* 10.4 GJ 
 

Measure Life 20 year average assumed 
(10-15 years for Air Sealing, 20-25 years for Insulation, and 20-25 years for Windows) 
 

Measure Life Source Consultations with BC Hydro, Habart & Hood, and 2010 Conservation Potential Review 
 

Free Rider Rate 18% average assumed 
(12% for Air Sealing, 12% for Insulation, and 25% for Windows) 
 

Free Rider Rate Source BCHydro past program analysis 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

  

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 8,010 8,010 

FEVI  900 900 

FEW 90 90 

Total 9,000 9,000 

Expenditures ($,000s)*** 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $2,123 $45 $401 $125 $2,692 

FEVI  $239 $5 $45 $14 $303 

FEW $24 $1 $5 $1 $30 

Total $2,385 $50 $450 $140 $3,025 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $2,123 $45 $401 $125 $2,692 

FEVI  $239 $5 $45 $14 $303 

FEW $24 $1 $5 $1 $30 

Total $2,385 $50 $450 $140 $3,025 

*Weighted averages based on multiple measures and projected participants. Note: Assumptions were based on 

limited data from past performance. A full program evaluation has been initiated in collaboration with BCHydro to 
validate energy savings claims and measure uptake. 
**FortisBC incentive is supplemented by a Ministry of Energy and Mines (MEM) incentive. 
*** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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3.3.5 Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal 

Program Description This Program will develop a home energy efficiency web portal with content, energy 
saving tips and a "one-stop rebate shop" for the province of BC. 
 
Note: this program is under development; consequently complete information is not 
currently available. 
 

Target Market Residential customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source  
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI   

FEVI    

FEW   

Total   

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI - $45 $45 - $89 

FEVI  - $5 $5 - $10 

FEW - $1 $1 - $1 

Total - $50 $50 - $100 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI - $45 $45 - $89 

FEVI - $5 $5 - $10 

FEW - $1 $1 - $1 

Total - $50 $50 - $100 

* Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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3.3.6 ENERGY STAR® Washers and Other Measures for DHW Conservation 

Program Description This Program will provide rebates on select Tier 3 ENERGY STAR
®
 clothes washers in 

collaboration with utility partners. 
 
Low flow fixtures (also covered in Section 7 Conservation Education and Outreach) as 
well as other potential initiatives remain under consideration at this time. Consequently, 
the program inputs provided below are only for clothes washers at this time.  
 
 

Target Market Residential customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Both 
 

Eligible Measures ENERGY STAR
®
 Washing Machines, ENERGY STAR

®
 Dish Washers (under review), 

Low Flow Fixtures (under review) 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

$325 
 
 

Incentive Amount Retrofit: $50 + $25 BCH* 
New Construction: $25 + $25 BCH* 
 

Savings per Participant 1.5 GJ - Based on ICF Marbek Measure TRC Model results from a recent Conservation 
Potential Review for Fortis, and assuming 8% penetration of gas dryers 
 

Measure Life & Source 14 years - 2010 Conservation Potential Review and Ontario Power Authority “2010 
Prescriptive Measures and Assumptions: Release 1” 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 5% - BCHydro, based on market share of these select Tier 3 washers 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not Available 
 

 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 7,565 7,565 

FEVI  850 850 

FEW 85 85 

Total 8,500 8,500 

Expenditures ($,000s)** 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $378 $27 $45 $18 $467 

FEVI  $43 $3 $5 $2 $53 

FEW $4 - $1 - $5 

Total $425 $30 $50 $20 $525 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $378 $27 $45 $18 $467 

FEVI $43 $3 $5 $2 $53 

FEW $4 - $1 - $5 

Total $425 $30 $50 $20 $525 

*FortisBC incentive is supplemented by BC Hydro (BCH) incentive. 

** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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3.3.7 Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours 

Program Description This Program will develop a communications tool that engages customers in 
conservation through behaviour change.  
 
Each year, 3-4 energy consumption reports will be mailed to participating customers. 
 

Target Market Residential Customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures Communication tool 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount $0 (energy consumption reports) 
 

Savings per Participant 1 GJ (Based on approximately 1% savings for natural gas heated homes , OPOWER) 
 

Measure Life & Source 2 years – OPOWER analysis  
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A -  OPOWER  
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 17,500 105,000 

FEVI  - - 

FEW - - 

Total 17,500 105,000 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI - $100 $400 - $500 

FEVI  - - - - - 

FEW - - - - - 

Total - $100 $400 - $500 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI - $200 $800 $50 $1,050 

FEVI - - - - - 

FEW - - - - - 

Total - $200 $800 $50 $1,050 

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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3.3.8 New Construction – EnerGuide for Homes (80 & Beyond) and Energy 
Efficient Appliances 

Program Description This Program will provide education and financial incentives to new home builders that 
attain EnerGuide for Homes (EGH) 80 through building envelope measures. This 
program will support the pending updates to the BC Building Code.  
 
Energy Efficient Appliance projections are included in their respective individual 
program areas; program inputs are currently under development. 
 
The Program will also educate consumers about the benefits of purchasing energy 
efficient new homes. 
 

Target Market Builders of residential properties – single family homes and town homes  
 

New vs Retrofit New Construction 
 

Eligible Measures EGH 80 & building envelope incentives 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost* 

FEI: $2,360  
FEVI: $2,965 
 

Incentive Amount* FEI: $442 + $198 BCH** / FEVI: $517 + $219 BCH** 
 

Savings per Participant* FEI: 8.2 GJ / FEVI: 10.4 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 25+ years - SAR Engineering report and Dunsky Consulting 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 10% - Focus groups will help determine EGH 80 market share 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 1,359 1,359 

FEVI  279 279 

FEW - - 

Total 1,638 1,638 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)*** 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $601 $4 $85 $89 $779 

FEVI  $144 $1 $10 $10 $164 

FEW - - $1 $1 $2 

Total $745 $5 $95 $100 $945 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $601 $4 $85 $89 $779 

FEVI $144 $1 $10 $10 $164 

FEW - - $1 $1 $2 

Total $745 $5 $95 $100 $945 

*Weighted averages based on multiple measures. 

**FortisBC incentive is supplemented by BC Hydro (BCH) incentive. 
*** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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3.3.9 Efficiency Partners Program 

Program Description 
 

This Program will develop and manage a contractor network to promote EEC programs 
and energy efficiency messaging.  
 
Currently, this program includes natural gas service providers but may be expanded to 
include equipment manufacturers, distributors, and retailers. 
 

Target Market Residential Customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Both 
 

Eligible Measures  
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI TBD TBD 

FEVI  TBD TBD 

FEW TBD TBD 

Total TBD TBD 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI N/A $445 - - $445 

FEVI  N/A $50 - - $50 

FEW N/A $5 - - $5 

Total N/A $500 - - $500 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI N/A $445 - - $445 

FEVI N/A $50 - - $50 

FEW N/A $5 - - $5 

Total N/A $500 - - $500 

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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4 High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs 

4.1 Introduction  

The High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs are designed to result in the more efficient us eof 
energy by moving existing customers away from less efficient appliances using fossil fuels with 
higher carbon content than natural gas to natural gas ENERGY STAR® or EnerChoice rated 
appliances. 
 
The 2012/2013 High Carbon Fuel Switching Program offering currently consists of the Switch N’ 
Shrink program, which is focused on converting oil or propane heating systems to ENERGY 
STAR® natural gas appliances.  
 
Additional programs are under development for 2012 and 2013 to further reduce GHG 
emissions. When completed it is expected that the total ask for this program area will be 
approximately $2 million annually. Further information will be available in the 2011 EEC Report. 

   

4.2 Overview of Results 

Exhibit 4 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-
effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the High Carbon Fuel 
Switching Portfolio. 
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Exhibit 4: High Carbon Fuel Switching Program Results 

   

2012 2013 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total

Switch N Shrink

FEI -4,300 -8,600 -87,292 100 100 200 26 26 52 126 126 252 1.67 0.00 1.73 0.91 1.71

FEVI -17,200 -34,400 -361,302 400 400 800 104 104 208 504 504 1,008 1.68 0.00 1.28 1.04 1.71

Total -21,500 -43,000 -448,593 500 500 1,000 130 130 260 630 630 1,260 1.68 0.00 1.35 1.02 1.71

ALL PROGRAMS

FEI -4,300 -8,600 -87,292 100 100 200 26 26 52 126 126 252 1.67 0.00 1.73 0.91 1.71

FEVI -17,200 -34,400 -361,302 400 400 800 104 104 208 504 504 1,008 1.68 0.00 1.28 1.04 1.71

Total -21,500 -43,000 -448,593 500 500 1,000 130 130 260 630 630 1,260 1.68 0.00 1.35 1.02 1.71

Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory

Societal

Program 

and Service 

Territory

Annual Gas Savings 

(GJ/yr.)
NPV Gas 

Savings 

(GJ)

Utility Expenditures ($1000s) Benefit/Cost Ratios

Incentives Non-Incentives All Spending
TRC Utility Participant RIM
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4.3 Program Profiles 

The following provides a profile of the program shown above in Exhibit 4. 

4.3.1 Switch N Shrink 

Program Description This Program will encourage customers to switch from higher carbon oil and propane 
heating systems to natural gas. Promotional efforts will include a combination of 
education and financial incentives. 
 

Target Market Residential customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures Heating system conversion to ENERGY STAR
®
 natural gas appliances 

 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

$1,000 
 

Incentive Amount $1,000 + $50 VSM* 
 

Savings per Participant 46 GJ in fuel oil savings, 43 GJ increase in natural gas consumption 
 

Measure Life & Source 18 years - Navigant Consulting report, BC Hydro Power Smart QA Standard, NRCan 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 50% -  Based on 40% used in 2009 furnace program 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 95 95 

FEVI  400 400 

FEW 5 5 

Total 500 500 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $95 $2 $19 $4 $120 

FEVI  $400 $8 $80 $16 $504 

FEW $5 - $1 - $6 

Total $500 $10 $100 $20 $630 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $95 $2 $19 $4 $120 

FEVI $400 $8 $80 $16 $504 

FEW $5 - $1 - $6 

Total $500 $10 $100 $20 $630 

*FortisBC incentive plus additional $50 for Variable Speed Motors (VSM) from electric utility partners. 
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5 Low Income Programs 

5.1 Introduction 

This Program Area was specifically created to meet the needs of low income customers. The 
Low Income portfolio is important to FortisBC as it also helps us meet our regulated adequacy 
requirements. As per the Demand-Side Measures Regulation, a utilities’ DSM portfolio is 
considered adequate (by the authorities) when there is “a demand-side measure intended 
specifically to assist residents of low income households to reduce their energy consumption.”2  

Further, one of the EEC program principles is that “programs will have a goal of being universal, 
offering access to energy efficiency and conservation for all residential and commercial 
customers, including low income….”3   

The Companies are maintaining their commitment to this principle by offering a set of no cost or 
low cost programs to low income participants. The 2012/2013 suite of Low Income Program 
offerings is listed below: 

 Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW) 

 Energy Saving Kit (ESK) 

 Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP) 

The REnEW program is a longer term and deeper impact program that seeks to enhance the 
energy efficiency retrofit trade industry by providing specific training to individuals facing barriers 
to employment.   

The Energy Saving Kit is a broad reaching program that enables low-income customers to 
easily implement self-install energy savings measures.   
 
The ECAP program reaches a more targeted set of low income customers and seeks to achieve 
a deep level of energy savings for customers living in very inefficient homes.   

 

5.2 Overview of Results 

Exhibit 5 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-
effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Low Income Portfolio, as 
a whole. Results shown below in Exhibit 5 include the 30 percent benefits adder, as provided for 
in the Demand-Side Measures regulation for Low Income programs.4 

 
It should be noted that providing energy efficiency and conservation programs for low income 
customers can be challenging in terms of achieving a positive TRC result, despite the 30 
percent benefits adder. This is because of the relatively high cost of providing conservation 
services to this important customer segment. The ECAP program, in particular, uses a full-
service approach that the Companies believe is required to achieve deep energy savings within 

                                                

2
 November 7, 2008, Regulation of the Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, Ministerial Order No. M 

271, Section 3[a] 
3
 Energy Efficiency and Conservation Programs Application, May 28, 2008, pg 47 

4
 November 7, 2008, Regulation of the Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, Ministerial Order No. M 

271, Section 4.2.6 
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this sector. Servicing this sector requires fully funding the measures, not only the incremental 
cost, which makes it very difficult to achieve favourable TRC results. 
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Exhibit 5: Low Income Program Results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2012 2013 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total

Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW)

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 145 145 290 145 145 290 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 40 80 40 40 80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 185 185 370 185 185 370 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Energy Saving Kit (ESK)

FEI 14,164 28,328 172,845 165 165 329 135 135 270 300 300 599 3.29 2.16 7.80 0.60 5.92

FEVI 1,574 3,148 19,539 18 18 37 16 16 32 34 34 69 3.22 2.13 10.54 0.46 5.71

Total 15,738 31,476 192,385 183 183 366 151 151 302 334 334 668 3.28 2.16 8.07 0.58 5.90

Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP)

FEI 13,005 26,010 220,628 2,588 2,588 5,175 1,418 1,418 2,835 4,005 4,005 8,010 0.38 0.28 1.59 0.21 0.71

FEVI 1,445 2,890 25,168 288 288 575 158 158 315 445 445 890 0.39 0.29 1.82 0.20 0.71

Total 14,450 28,900 245,796 2,875 2,875 5,750 1,575 1,575 3,150 4,450 4,450 8,900 0.38 0.28 1.61 0.21 0.71

ALL PROGRAMS

FEI 27,169 54,338 393,473 2,752 2,752 5,504 1,698 1,698 3,395 4,450 4,450 8,899 0.54 0.40 1.96 0.27 1.00

FEVI 3,019 6,038 44,708 306 306 612 214 214 427 519 519 1,039 0.52 0.39 2.34 0.24 0.95

Total 30,188 60,376 438,181 3,058 3,058 6,116 1,911 1,911 3,822 4,969 4,969 9,938 0.54 0.40 2.00 0.27 0.99

Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory

Societal

Program 

and Service 

Territory

Annual Gas Savings 

(GJ/yr.)
NPV Gas 

Savings 

(GJ)

Utility Expenditures ($1000s) Benefit/Cost Ratios

Incentives Non-Incentives All Spending
TRC Utility Participant RIM
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5.3 Program Profiles 

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 5. 

5.3.1 Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW) 

Program Description This Program provides energy efficiency trade training by industry experts at no cost to 
the participants. This training program includes course materials, developed by 
FortisBC, that are focused on the Energy Efficiency trade industry. The program also 
includes first aid, Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (“WHMIS”) and 
other trade industry certifications, a set of tools and a tool belt, and two meals per day 
during training. 
 

Target Market Low income individuals facing barriers to employment  
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 
 

N/A 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 43 43 

FEVI  12 12 

FEW - - 

Total 55 55 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI - $145 - - $145 

FEVI  - $40 - - $40 

FEW - - - - - 

Total - $185 - - $185 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI - $145 - - $145 

FEVI - $40 - - $40 

FEW - - - - - 

Total - $185 - - $185 
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5.3.2 Energy Saving Kit (ESK) 

Program Description This Program provides a bundle of easy-to-install energy efficiency measures for low-
income households. 
 

Target Market Low Income Residential Customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures Faucet aerators, Low Flow Showerhead, Water Heater Pipe Wrap, Caulking, Draft 
proofing, Outlet Gaskets, Window Film 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 
 

$10 -  Average cost 
 

Incentive Amount $10 - Based on the full cost of the gas measures included in the ESK and pro-rated by 
the proportion of participants that use natural gas for space or water heating 
 

Savings per Participant 0.86 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 8 years - Average based on the individual gas measures included in the Energy Saving 
Kit 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 27% - Based on customer survey 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 16,287 16,287 

FEVI  1,830 1,830 

FEW 183 183 

Total 18,300 18,300 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $163 $60 $60 $13 $296 

FEVI  $18 $7 $7 $2 $33 

FEW $2 $1 $1 - $3 

Total $183 $68 $68 $15 $333 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $163 $60 $60 $13 $296 

FEVI $18 $7 $7 $2 $33 

FEW $2 $1 $1 - $3 

Total $183 $68 $68 $15 $333 

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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5.3.3 Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP) 

Program Description This is a full-service direct-install program that will provide deep energy savings for low-
income households. The Program will target very inefficient homes and provide 
financial incentives for the installation of a variety of energy saving measures. 
 

Target Market Low Income Residential Customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures Basic Stream of measures includes direct Installation of: Faucet aerators, Low Flow 
Showerheads, Water Heater Pipe Wrap, Caulking, Draftproofing, Outlet Gaskets, 
Window Film, and Basic Draftproofing. 
 
Advanced Stream of measures includes all the above and, in some cases: Insulation 
(typically ceiling and crawl space), High Efficiency Furnaces, and Advanced 
Draftproofing. 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 
 

$1,150 - Average cost 
 

Incentive Amount $1,150 - Based on the full cost of the gas measures installed. 
 

Savings per Participant 5.78 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 13 years - Average based on the individual gas measures included in ECAP 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 4% - Primarily third-party studies 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 2,225 2,225 

FEVI  250 250 

FEW 25 25 

Total 2,500 2,500 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $2,559 $819 $467 $116 $3,961 

FEVI $288 $92 $53 $13 $445 

FEW $29 $9 $5 $1 $45 

Total $2,875 $920 $525 $130 $4,450 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $2,559 $819 $467 $116 $3,961 

FEVI $288 $92 $53 $13 $445 

FEW $29 $9 $5 $1 $45 

Total $2,875 $920 $525 $130 $4,450 

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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6 Commercial Sector Programs 

6.1 Introduction 

The Commercial Sector Programs encourage commercial and institutional customers to 
implement measures that reduce their natural gas consumption and energy costs while 
contributing to the realization of the government’s energy and climate objectives. These 
programs are offered to both new construction and retrofit applications in the FEI, FEVI, and 
FEW service areas. 
 
The 2012/2013 suite of Commercial Sector Program offerings is listed below: 
 

 Efficient Boiler Program 

 Light Commercial Boiler Program 

 Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program 

 Commercial Energy Assessment Program 

 Spray Valve Program 

 Commercial Custom Design Program 

 Continuous Optimization Program 

 Commercial Kitchen Program 

 MURB Program 

 Process Heat Program 

 Fireplace Timers Pilot Program 

 Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program 

 Energy Specialist Program 

The 2012/2013 programs listed above extend the Companies’s commercial program offering by 
rolling out the following new programs to take advantage of a wider array of natural gas saving 
opportunities. 
 
The Commercial Custom Design and Continuous Optimization Programs will encourage 
reduced natural gas consumption through custom engineered capital upgrades and ongoing 
facilities performance management.  These programs, to be offered in partnership with BC 
Hydro and eventually FortisBC Inc, will further inter utility cooperation on DSM initiatives, 
allowing each to leverage the other’s reach to promote a cohesive energy saving message and 
take full advantage of all investment opportunities.   
 
Programs targeted at MURBs, commercial kitchens and process heating will round out the new 
offerings during the period, providing the companies with a portfolio of programs addressing a 
significantly broadened range of potential participants. 
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6.2 CAVEAT 

Every attempt has been made to provide an accurate representation of the portfolio of 
commercial area programs for the planning period. However, certain limitations must be 
acknowledged and understood. This is particularly the case for the Commercial Custom Design 
program, the Continuous Optimization program and the Process Heat program.  

These programs, being more complex and non prescriptive in nature, have variable measure 
savings, costs, incentives and/or cash flows. Additional information is provided below and in the 
Program Profiles that are included later in this section.  

6.2.1 Commercial Custom Design Program 

The numbers presented in this plan are based on values observed for the first 5 participants in 
the Beta test stage of the commercial custom design program. While these values represent the 
best available information to date vis-a-vis average savings, costs, incentives and measure 
lives, they may not be representative of program results over the longer term as the former are, 
by definition, specific to each participant. It should be understood however that under the 
program rules no incentives will be provided for measures having a TRC less than one, thus the 
companies are confident that the program will be cost effective. 

6.2.2 Process Heat 

The process heat program remains in initial concept stage while the Companies focus on rolling 
out other programs to market. The values provided in this plan represent the Companies’ 
estimates that are based primarily on boiler upgrades for process heating. Additional details are 
to be worked out during more detailed program design. 

6.3 Overview of Results 

Exhibit 6 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-
effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Commercial Sector 
Portfolio, as a whole. 
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Exhibit 6: Commercial Sector Program Results 

  

2012 2013 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total

Efficient Boiler Program

FEI 99,145 207,058 2,205,531 2,537 2,762 5,298 124 234 358 2,660 2,995 5,656 1.71 3.61 2.57 0.72 4.46

FEVI 11,367 23,244 257,112 290 304 594 14 26 40 304 330 634 1.78 3.75 3.97 0.48 4.46

Total 110,512 230,302 2,462,644 2,827 3,066 5,892 138 260 397 2,965 3,325 6,290 1.71 3.63 2.71 0.69 4.46

Light Commercial Boiler Program

FEI 8,288 16,872 179,875 97 100 197 32 5 36 128 105 233 1.82 7.10 2.54 0.79 4.74

FEVI 1,184 2,368 26,213 14 14 28 4 1 4 17 14 32 1.90 7.62 4.04 0.51 4.78

Total 9,472 19,240 206,088 111 114 225 35 5 40 146 119 265 1.82 7.15 2.69 0.77 4.74

Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program

FEI 7,031 14,062 113,502 174 174 349 26 26 51 200 200 400 1.33 2.87 2.13 0.68 3.25

FEVI 1,157 2,314 19,143 29 29 57 5 5 9 33 33 66 1.36 2.91 3.21 0.46 3.23

Total 8,188 16,376 132,645 203 203 406 30 30 60 233 233 466 1.33 2.88 2.23 0.65 3.24

Commercial Energy Assessment Program

FEI 55,632 55,632 107,441 143 143 285 45 45 90 188 188 375 2.25 1.66 5.16 0.54 5.32

FEVI 18,544 18,544 35,896 48 48 95 15 15 30 63 63 125 2.25 1.66 7.78 0.38 5.32

Total 74,176 74,176 143,336 190 190 380 60 60 120 250 250 500 2.25 1.66 5.42 0.53 5.32

Spray Valve Program

FEI 2,961 5,922 24,923 43 43 86 3 3 5 45 45 91 2.67 2.38 4.43 0.63 6.20

FEVI 333 666 2,834 5 5 10 0 0 1 5 5 10 2.70 2.40 6.58 0.43 6.20

Total 3,294 6,588 27,758 48 48 95 3 3 6 51 51 101 2.67 2.38 4.64 0.61 6.20

Commercial Custom Design Program

FEI 122,464 218,647 2,024,865 4,262 3,326 7,588 954 375 1,328 5,216 3,700 8,916 1.74 2.21 3.11 0.63 4.36

FEVI 32,061 58,342 555,991 1,109 937 2,045 58 85 143 1,167 1,022 2,189 1.92 2.48 4.62 0.45 4.66

Total 154,525 276,989 2,580,857 5,371 4,262 9,633 1,012 460 1,472 6,383 4,722 11,105 1.76 2.24 3.26 0.61 4.39

Continuous Optimization Program

FEI 103,635 236,880 1,438,891 1,760 2,453 4,213 216 239 455 1,976 2,692 4,668 0.98 3.19 2.18 0.47 2.32

FEVI 4,230 9,870 60,979 72 104 176 14 16 30 86 120 206 0.98 3.06 2.94 0.35 2.28

Total 107,865 246,750 1,499,870 1,832 2,557 4,389 230 255 485 2,062 2,812 4,874 0.98 3.17 2.25 0.46 2.32

Commercial Kitchen Program

FEI 1,404 3,300 26,498 60 81 141 2 2 5 62 83 146 1.09 1.85 1.90 0.60 2.67

FEVI 140 351 2,885 6 9 15 2 2 3 8 11 18 1.03 1.72 2.76 0.41 2.44

Total 1,545 3,651 29,383 66 90 156 4 4 8 70 94 164 1.08 1.84 1.99 0.58 2.64

Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory

Societal

Program 

and Service 

Territory

Annual Gas Savings 

(GJ/yr.)
NPV Gas 

Savings 

(GJ)

Utility Expenditures ($1000s) Benefit/Cost Ratios

Incentives Non-Incentives All Spending
TRC Utility Participant RIM
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Exhibit 6: Commercial Sector Program Results (cont’d) 

 

 
 
 
 
 

2012 2013 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total

MURB Program

FEI 19,800 50,400 210,495 371 574 945 28 28 56 399 602 1,001 2.07 1.89 3.64 0.59 4.81

FEVI 4,950 12,150 51,390 93 135 228 7 7 14 100 142 242 2.09 1.90 5.30 0.41 4.80

Total 24,750 62,550 261,886 464 709 1,173 35 35 70 499 744 1,243 2.07 1.89 3.81 0.57 4.81

Process Heat Program

FEI 26,250 52,500 560,061 525 525 1,050 14 14 27 539 539 1,077 2.11 4.69 3.02 0.75 5.51

FEVI 2,500 5,000 55,348 50 50 100 2 2 3 52 52 103 2.19 4.84 4.71 0.49 5.49

Total 28,750 57,500 615,409 575 575 1,150 15 15 30 590 590 1,180 2.12 4.70 3.19 0.73 5.50

Fireplace Timers Pilot Program

FEI 0 25,650 104,109 0 428 428 68 23 90 68 450 518 2.07 2.09 4.00 0.62 4.79

FEVI 0 2,850 11,726 0 48 48 8 3 10 8 50 58 2.09 2.11 5.89 0.43 4.78

Total 0 28,500 115,835 0 475 475 75 25 100 75 500 575 2.07 2.09 4.19 0.60 4.79

Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program

FEI 748 748 8,258 12 0 12 8 0 8 20 0 20 3.71 4.45 7.71 0.74 9.64

Energy Specialists Program

FEI 0 0 0 840 780 1,620 195 144 339 1,035 924 1,959 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 120 120 240 22 16 38 142 136 278 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 960 900 1,860 217 160 377 1,177 1,060 2,237 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00

ALL PROGRAMS

FEI 447,358 887,671 7,004,449 10,824 11,388 22,212 1,713 1,135 2,848 12,537 12,523 25,060 1.44 2.67 2.59 0.61 3.60

FEVI 76,466 135,699 1,079,518 1,834 1,801 3,635 149 176 325 1,983 1,977 3,960 1.71 2.58 4.20 0.44 4.15

Total 523,824 1,023,370 8,083,967 12,658 13,189 25,847 1,861 1,312 3,173 14,520 14,500 29,020 1.47 2.66 2.78 0.58 3.67

Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory

Societal

Program 

and Service 

Territory

Annual Gas Savings 

(GJ/yr.)
NPV Gas 

Savings 

(GJ)

Utility Expenditures ($1000s) Benefit/Cost Ratios

Incentives Non-Incentives All Spending
TRC Utility Participant RIM
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6.4 Program Profiles 

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 6. 

6.4.1 Efficient Boiler Program 

Program Description This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial boilers 
with more than 300 MBH input. 
 

Target Market Commercial Customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Both 
 

Eligible Measures Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% and condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% 
with input >300 MBH. 
 

 Retrofit New Construction 

Incremental Measure 
Cost* 

$35,834 $65,711 

Incentive Amount* 
 

$13,517 $24,687 

Savings per Participant* 
 

510 GJ 1069 GJ 

Measure Life & Source 20 years - ASHRAE Handbook and Conservation Potential Review 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 18%  - Jack Habart Study 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 

Participants** 

Service Region 2012 2013 

Retrofit New Constr. Retrofit New Constr. 

FEI 141 25 154 27 

FEVI  16 3 17 3 

FEW 1 - 1 - 

Total 158 28 173 30 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)** 

2012 – Retrofit 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $1,908 $89 $15 - $2,013 

FEVI  $214 $10 $2 - $226 

FEW $16 $1 - - $17 

Total $2,139 $100 $17 - $2,256 

2012 – New Construction 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $615 $16 $3 - $633 

FEVI  $69 $2 - - $71 

FEW $5 - - - $5 

Total $689 $18 $3 - $710 

2013 – Retrofit 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $2,082 $91 $15 $89 $2,277 

FEVI  $234 $10 $2 $10 $256 

FEW $18 $1 - $1 $20 

Total $2,333 $102 $17 $100 $2,552 

2013 – New Construction 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $671 $16 $3 $18 $707 

FEVI  $75 $2 - $2 $76 

FEW $6 - - - $6 

Total $752 $18 $3 $20 $793 

*Values provided are 2010 averages. 

**Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.  
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6.4.2 Light Commercial Boiler Program 

Program Description This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial boilers 
with less than 300 MBH input. 
 

Target Market Commercial Customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Both 
 

Eligible Measures Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% and condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% 
with input < 300 MBH. 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost* 

Retrofit: $18,695 
New Construction: $18,695 
 

Incentive Amount $5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE and $3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE 
 

Savings per Participant* 296 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 20 years - ASHRAE Handbook and Conservation Potential Review 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 18%  - Jack Habart Study 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

Retrofit New Constr. Retrofit New Constr. 

FEI  25 3 26 3 

FEVI  3 - 3 - 

FEW - - - - 

Total 28 3 29 3 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)** 

 
2012 – Retrofit 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $85 $2 $2 $24 $113 

FEVI  $10 - - $3 $13 

FEW $1 - - - $1 

Total $96 $2 $3 $27 $127 

 
2012 – New Construction 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $9 - - $3 $13 

FEVI  $1 - - - $1 

FEW - - - - - 

Total $11 - - $3 $14 

 
2013 – Retrofit 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $90 $2 $2 - $94 

FEVI  $10 - - - $11 

FEW $1 - - - $1 

Total $101 $2 $3 - $105 

 
2013 – New Construction 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $10 - - - $10 

FEVI  $1 - - - $1 

FEW - - - - - 

Total $11 - - - $12 

*Values provided are 2010 averages. 

**Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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6.4.3 Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program 

Program Description This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial water 
heaters with thermal efficiency greater than or equal to 84%. 
 

Target Market Commercial Customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Both 
 

Eligible Measures Near condensing storage and volume type water heaters 84% ≤ T.E. ≥ 90% 
Condensing storage and volume type water heaters 90% ≤ T.E. 
Condensing on demand water heaters 90% ≤ T.E. 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost* 

$5,378 
 

Incentive Amount $5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers 
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers 
$2.50 / mbh for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type 
 

Savings per Participant* 89 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 12 years - Conservation Potential Review, CEE data, Other Utility programs 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 5% - OEB Approved DSM assumptions 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

Retrofit New Constr. Retrofit New Constr. 

FEI  70 8 70 8 

FEVI  12 1 12 1 

FEW 1 - 1 - 

Total 83 9 83 9 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)** 

 
2012 – Retrofit 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $154 $4 $12 $7 $177 

FEVI  $27 $1 $2 $1 $32 

FEW $2 - - - $2 

Total $183 $5 $14 $8 $210 

 
2012 – New Construction 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $17 - $1 $1 $20 

FEVI  $3 - - - $4 

FEW - - - - - 

Total $20 $10 $0 $1 $32 

 
2013 – Retrofit 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $154 $4 $12 $7 $177 

FEVI  $27 $1 $2 $1 $32 

FEW $2 - - - $2 

Total $183 $5 $14 $8 $210 

 
2013 – New Construction 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $17 - $1 $1 $20 

FEVI  $3 - - - $4 

FEW - - - - - 

Total $20 $10 $0 $1 $32 

*Values provided are 2010 averages. **Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.  
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6.4.4 Commercial Energy Assessment Program 

Program Description This Program promotes energy saving retrofits by providing no charge energy use 
assessments of commercial facilities. 
 

Target Market Commercial Customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures Walkthrough energy assessment and written report. 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

$1,250 
 

Incentive Amount $1,250 
 

Savings per Participant 488 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 1 year 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 35% - 2008 and 2010 EAP Program Evaluations 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI  112 112 

FEVI  38 38 

FEW 2 2 

Total 152 152 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $141 $41 $4 - $185 

FEVI  $48 $14 $1 - $63 

FEW $2 $1 - - $3 

Total $190 $55 $5 - $250 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $141 $41 $4 - $185 

FEVI  $48 $14 $1 - $63 

FEW $2 $1 - - $3 

Total $190 $55 $5 - $250 

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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6.4.5 Spray Valve Program 

Program Description This Program partners with Green Table to reduce the energy consumption of 
commercial food service customers by offering free provision and installation of low 
flow pre rinse spray valves.  
 

Target Market Commercial Customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Both 
 

Eligible Measures Low flow pre rinse spray valves 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

$130 
 

Incentive Amount $130 
 

Savings per Participant 9 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 5 years - Food Service Technology Center and OEB approved DSM assumptions 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 12 % - Food Service Technology Center and OEB approved DSM assumptions 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants* 

Service Region 2012 2013 

Retrofit New Constr. Retrofit New Constr. 

FEI  322 3 322 3 

FEVI  36 - 36 - 

FEW 4 - 4 - 

Total 362 4 362 4 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 – Retrofit 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $42 $1 $1 - $44 

FEVI  $5 - - - $5 

FEW - - - - - 

Total $47 $1 $1 - $50 

 
2012 – New Construction 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  - - - - - 

FEVI  - - - - - 

FEW - - - - - 

Total - - - - $1 

 
2013 – Retrofit 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $42 $1 $1 - $44 

FEVI  $5 - - - $5 

FEW - - - - - 

Total $47 $1 $1 - $50 

 
2013 – New Construction 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  - - - - - 

FEVI  - - - - - 

FEW - - - - - 

Total - - - - $1 

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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6.4.6 Commercial Custom Design Program 

Program Description This Program provides commercial customers with an Energy Study, and then uses 
financial incentives to encourage the implementation of cost effective energy saving 
measures identified in the study. The Program will encourage a wide variety of 
commercial customers to participate because the Energy Study will consider their 
specific situations. The energy saving measures will vary depending on the customer, 
and must be approved by the utility.  
 
This Program is offered in partnership with BC Hydro. 
 

Target Market Commercial Customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Both 
 

Eligible Measures Utility funded energy study, and utility incented Energy Saving Measures (ESMs) as 
identified in the energy study and approved by the utility. ESMs are variable. 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

Variable. Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures. Assumed 
the following: 
 
Retrofit: $255,298 
New Construction: $334,750 
 

Incentive Amount If TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of the Energy Measure Life 
(EML), up to 10 yrs max. Assumed the following: 
 
Retrofit: $171,700 
New Construction: $250,000 
 

Savings per Participant Dependent upon participant proposed ESMs. Assumed the following: 
 
Retrofit: 5,780 GJ 
New Construction: 3,161 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 15 years - Variable. Dependent upon participant’s proposed Energy Saving Measures 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 10% - Variable. Dependent upon participant’s proposed Energy Saving Measures 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants* 

Service Region 2012 2013 

Retrofit New Constr. Retrofit New Constr. 

FEI  19 4 15 3 

FEVI  5 1 4 1 

FEW - - - - 

Total 24 5 19 4 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 – Retrofit 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $3,255 $64 $13 $134 $3,467 

FEVI  $824 $16 $3 $34 $878 

FEW $41 $1 - $2 $44 

Total $4,121 $81 $17 $170 $4,389 

 
2012 – New Construction 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $988 $13 $3 $27 $1,030 

FEVI  $250 $1 - $3 $255 

FEW $13 - - - $13 

Total $1,250 $14 $3 $30 $1,297 

 
2013 – Retrofit 
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Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $2,577 $168 $7 $134 $2,886 

FEVI  $652 $43 $2 $34 $731 

FEW $33 $2 - $2 $37 

Total $3,262 $213 $9 $170 $3,653 

 
2013 – New Construction 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $790 $33 $1 $27 $851 

FEVI  $200 $4 - $3 $207 

FEW $10 - - - $11 

Total $1,000 $38 $2 $30 $1,069 

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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6.4.7 Continuous Optimization Program 

Program Description This Program will provide financial incentives to commercial customers who capture 
energy savings through building commissioning and other improvement strategies.  
 
Partnership with BC Hydro. 
 

Target Market Commercial Customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures Re/Retro commissioning study, employee training, and real time energy consumption 
monitoring 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

$43,384 (Average gas side investment) 
 

Incentive Amount $23,812 (Average incentive over 8 years) 
 

Savings per Participant 70 GJ/year for the first 3 years 
1,086 GJ/year thereafter  
(Average of 705 GJ/year used in the analysis) 
 

Measure Life & Source 8 years - None 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 0% - BC Hydro 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI  145 187 

FEVI  6 8 

FEW 2 2 

Total 153 197 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $1,740 $143 $5 $67 $1,954 

FEVI  $73 $6 - $8 $87 

FEW $18 $2 - $1 $21 

Total $1,832 $150 $5 $75 $2,062 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $2,429 $143 $5 $89 $2,665 

FEVI  $102 $6 - $10 $118 

FEW $26 $2 - $1 $28 

Total $2,557 $150 $5 $100 $2,812 

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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6.4.8 Commercial Kitchen Program 

Program Description This Program offers a suite of rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial 
cooking equipment. 
 

Target Market Commercial Customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Both 
 

Eligible Measures High Efficiency deep fryers, ovens, ranges, griddles 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

$2,700 (Average) 

Incentive Amount $1,500 (Average) 
 

Savings per Participant 35.11 GJ’s 
 

Measure Life & Source 12 years - The Food Service Technology Center and OEB DSM Assumptions 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 5% - The Food Service Technology Center and OEB DSM Assumptions 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants* 

Service Region 2012 2013 

Retrofit New Constr. Retrofit New Constr. 

FEI  36 4 48 5 

FEVI  4 - 5 1 

FEW - - 1 - 

Total 40 4 54 6 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 – Retrofit 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $53 $2 $6 - $61 

FEVI  $6 - $1 - $7 

FEW $1 - - - $1 

Total $60 $2 $7 - $69 

 
2012 – New Construction 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $5 - $1 - $6 

FEVI  $1 - - - $1 

FEW - - - - - 

Total $6 - $1 - $7 

 
2013 – Retrofit 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $72 $2 $6 - $80 

FEVI  $8 - $1 - $9 

FEW $1 - - - $1 

Total $81 $2 $7 - $90 

 
2013 – New Construction 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $8 - $1 - $9 

FEVI  $1 - - - $1 

FEW - - - - - 

Total $9 - $1 - $10 

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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6.4.9 MURB Program 

Program Description This Program offers an assortment of rebates targeted primarily at "In-Suite" gas saving 
measures for multi-unit residential buildings (MURBs). 
 
Note: In the first two years of operation energy saving measures are currently expected 
to be limited to the installation of low flow aerators and shower heads.  Additional 
measures will be included as more business cases are developed. 
 

Target Market Commercial Customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Both 
 

Eligible Measures Low flow faucet aerators and Low flow showerhead 
(Assume 2 aerators and 1 showerhead per suite) 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

$8,440 per building ($75 per suite) 

Incentive Amount $8,440 per building ($75 per suite) 
 

Savings per Participant 450 GJ per building (4 GJ per suite) 
 

Measure Life & Source 5 years - OEB approved DSM assumptions and Conservation Potential Review 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 10% - OEB approved DSM assumptions 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants* 

Service Region 2012 2013 

Retrofit New Constr. Retrofit New Constr. 

FEI  35 9 53 13 

FEVI  9 2 13 3 

FEW - - 1 - 

Total 44 11 67 17 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 – Retrofit 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $293 $6 $16 - $315 

FEVI  $74 $2 $4 - $80 

FEW $4 - - - $4 

Total $371 $8 $20 - $399 

2012 – New Construction 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $73 $2 $4 - $79 

FEVI  $19 - $1 - $20 

FEW $1 - - - $1 

Total $93 $2 $5 - $100 

 
2013 – Retrofit 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $447 $6 $16 - $469 

FEVI  $113 $2 $4 - $119 

FEW $6 - - - $6 

Total $565 $8 $20 - $593 

2013 – New Construction 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $113 $2 $5 - $119 

FEVI  $29 - $1 - $30 

FEW $1 - - - $2 

Total $143 $2 $5 - $150 

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.  
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6.4.10 Process Heat Program 

Program Description This Program provides rebates to encourage energy efficiency retrofits targeted 
towards Manufacturing processes. 
 

Target Market Commercial Customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures High efficiency boilers, Stack Economizers, Boiler controls, Drying ovens 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

$70,000 
 

Incentive Amount $25,000 
 

Savings per Participant 1,250 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 20 years - Assumed value 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 20% - Assumed value 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants* 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI  21 21 

FEVI  2 2 

FEW - - 

Total 23 23 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $513 $4 $8 - $525 

FEVI  $58 - $1 - $59 

FEW $6 - - - $6 

Total $576 $5 $10 - $590 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $513 $4 $8 - $525 

FEVI  $58 - $1 - $59 

FEW $6 - - - $6 

Total $576 $5 $10 - $590 

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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6.4.11 Fireplace Timers Pilot Program 

Program Description This Pilot Program will assess the natural gas savings potential of fireplace "time-of-
operation" controllers in multi-unit residential buildings. 
 
Note: There are no participants in 2012, as the pilot is closed and the results are 
being evaluated.  The 2013 number is based on an assumed full program roll out. 
 

Target Market Commercial Customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures Electronic fireplace "time-of-operation" controller 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

$50 
 

Incentive Amount $50 
 

Savings per Participant 3 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 5 years - Assumed value. No similar equipment is known to exist 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 0% - Pilot program assumption 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI  - 8,455 

FEVI  - 950 

FEW - 95 

Total - 9,500 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  - - - $67 $67 

FEVI  - - - $8 $8 

FEW - - - $1 $1 

Total - - - $75 $75 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $423 $9 $13 - $445 

FEVI  $48 $1 $2 - $50 

FEW $5 - - - $5 

Total $475 $10 $15 - $500 

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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6.4.12 Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program 

Program Description This Pilot Program will assess the incremental costs and savings potential of radiant 
tube heaters when used for space heating in place of standard unit heaters. 
 

Target Market Commercial Customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures Radiant tube heaters 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

Variable. Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building. Assumed the 
following: 
  
$1,220 
 

Incentive Amount If TRC ≥ 1.0 then up to 75% of incremental cost between radiant tube heaters and 
standard unit heaters. Assumed the following: 
  
$915 
 

Savings per Participant Variable.  Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building. Assumed the 
following: 
  
57.5 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 20 years - OEB approved DSM assumptions 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 0% - Pilot program assumption 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI  13  

FEVI  -  

FEW -  

Total 13  

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $12 $1 - $4 $17 

FEVI  - $1 - $2 $3 

FEW - - - - - 

Total $12 $2 - $6 $20 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI       

FEVI       

FEW      

Total      

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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6.4.13 Energy Specialist Program 

Program Description This Program will create Energy Specialist positions, whose key priority is to identify 
opportunities for their organization to participate in FortisBC’s EEC programs. The 
Energy Specialist reports to and supports the Energy Manager on holistic energy 
reduction projects, while also focusing on identifying opportunities to use natural gas 
more efficiently.  
 
Energy Specialist positions are funded by FortisBC up to $60,000 for a period of one 
year. This Program will be funded as an enabling program. 
 

Target Market Large Commercial and Institutional Customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures Energy Specialist position 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

$60,000 
 

Incentive Amount $60,000 
 

Savings per Participant Not applicable 
 

Measure Life & Source Not applicable 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 0% - Learnings from 2010/2011 Energy Specialist Pilot Program 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants* 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI  14 13 

FEVI  2 2 

FEW - - 

Total 15 15 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $810 $159 - $36 $1,005 

FEVI  $90 $18 - $4 $112 

FEW - - - - - 

Total $900 $177 - $40 $1,117 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI  $780 $108 - $36 $924 

FEVI  $120 $12 - $4 $136 

FEW - - - - - 

Total $900 $120 - $40 $1,060 

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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7 Conservation Education & Outreach Programs 

7.1 Introduction 

The Conservation Education and Outreach (“CEO”) Programs provide general conservation and 
non-program specific communications. CEO initiatives support the EEC’s portfolio goals of 
energy conservation and GHG emissions reduction established by the Government of BC. This 
program area is also intended to foster a culture of conservation within the province by 
educating customers about changing their awareness and behaviours in regards to conserving 
energy. The goal of these initiatives is to ensure customers learn about taking small steps 
towards energy conservation and that customers will be receptive to incentive programs when 
they are proposed.  
 
Many of the initiatives listed are a continuation from 2011, with a goal of program expansion for 
2012 and 2013. CEO programs are not individually run through the California Standards Tests 
at a program level, and do not have any energy savings directly associated with them. However, 
costs are included at the portfolio level in the overall EEC portfolio TRC. Some of the programs 
which are being piloted in 2011, such as the Home Efficiency Measures and Behaviour Change 
Programs – Online Community Site, are attempting to measure potential energy savings from 
behaviour change. 
 
The 2012/2013 suite of Conservation Education & Outreach Program offerings is listed below: 

 Residential Mass Education on Conservation and Energy Literacy 

 Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach 

 Canadian Home Builders’ Association Promotions and Support 

 Residential Outreach Education Tools 

 Energy Champion Program 

 Home Efficiency Measures 

 Municipal Partnerships - Other  

 Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions 

 Small Commercial Education and Outreach 

 Commercial Trade Shows and Association Events 

 Commercial Multi Family 

 Behaviour Programs - Online Community Site 

 Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists 

 Conservation Assistance - Education and Outreach 

 School Programs: Class and Online Curriculum 
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 School Programs: K-12 In-Class Programs and Presentations  

 School Programs: K-12 Home Efficiency Measures  

 School Programs: Post Secondary 

 
The scope of CEO Programs noted above includes continuation of the 2011 initiatives, as well 
as several new initiatives for the 2012/2013 period. Selected highlights are listed below. 
 

 A Home Efficiency Measures Partnership Program will disseminate low flow kits to other 
municipalities, big box retailers, multi-family housing, and even students through school 
programs.   

 Customer Behaviour Programs will be expanded as large commercial customers, including 
municipalities, continue to look for low cost behaviour adjustments in their efforts to reduce 
energy costs within their facilities, including behaviour projects carried out by Energy 
Specialists.   

 School programs will also continue to expand in the 2012/2013 period, with a new program 
for post secondary students.   

 A mass education campaign on natural gas conservation programs and energy literacy will 
be delivered that will educate customers on the differences in energy efficiency ratings (eg. 
AFUE vs. Energy Factor), rating percentages, and efficiency labeling (eg. ENERGY STAR®, 
EnerChoice, and EnerGuide). 

7.2 Overview of Results 

Exhibit 7 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-
effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the CEO Portfolio, as a 
whole. 
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Exhibit 7: Conservation Education & Outreach Program Results 

 

 
 

 

2012 2013 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total

Residential Mass Education on Conservation and Energy Literacy

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 590 590 1,179 590 590 1,179 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 66 66 131 66 66 131 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 655 655 1,310 655 655 1,310 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 320 320 639 320 320 639 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 76 76 151 76 76 151 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 395 395 790 395 395 790 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Canadian Home Builders’ Association Promotions and Support

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 153 153 306 153 153 306 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 17 34 17 17 34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 170 170 340 170 170 340 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Residential Outreach Education Tools

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 180 180 360 180 180 360 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 40 20 20 40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 200 200 400 200 200 400 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Energy Champion Program

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 688 688 1,376 688 688 1,376 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 162 162 324 162 162 324 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 850 850 1,700 850 850 1,700 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Home Efficiency Measures

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 405 423 828 405 423 828 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 47 92 45 47 92 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 450 470 920 450 470 920 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Municipal Partnerships - Other

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 135 144 279 135 144 279 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 16 31 15 16 31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 150 160 310 150 160 310 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory

Societal

Program 

and Service 

Territory

Annual Gas Savings 

(GJ/yr.)
NPV Gas 

Savings 

(GJ)

Utility Expenditures ($1000s) Benefit/Cost Ratios

Incentives Non-Incentives All Spending
TRC Utility Participant RIM
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Exhibit 7: Conservation Education & Outreach Program Results (cont’d) 

 
 
 

 
 
  

2012 2013 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total

Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 63 63 126 63 63 126 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 14 7 7 14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 70 70 140 70 70 140 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Small Commercial Education and Outreach

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 80 160 80 80 160 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 40 20 20 40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 100 200 100 100 200 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Commercial Trade Shows and Association Events

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 130 130 259 130 130 259 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 31 61 31 31 61 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 160 160 320 160 160 320 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Commercial Multi-Family

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 297 297 594 297 297 594 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 33 66 33 33 66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 330 330 660 330 330 660 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Behaviour Programs - Online Community Site

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 200 216 416 200 216 416 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 54 104 50 54 104 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 250 270 520 250 270 520 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 180 180 360 180 180 360 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 40 20 20 40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 200 200 400 200 200 400 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Conservation Assistance - Education and Outreach

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 216 216 432 216 216 432 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 54 54 108 54 54 108 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 270 270 540 270 270 540 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory

Societal

Program 

and Service 

Territory

Annual Gas Savings 

(GJ/yr.)
NPV Gas 

Savings 

(GJ)

Utility Expenditures ($1000s) Benefit/Cost Ratios

Incentives Non-Incentives All Spending
TRC Utility Participant RIM
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Exhibit 7: Conservation Education & Outreach Program Results (cont’d) 

 

 
 

2012 2013 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total

School Programs: Class and Online Curriculum

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 0 40 40 0 40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 10 10 0 10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 50 50 0 50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

School Programs: K-12 In-Class Programs and Presentations

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 227 227 454 227 227 454 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 53 53 106 53 53 106 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 280 280 560 280 280 560 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

School Programs: K-12 Home Efficiency Measures 

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 216 216 432 216 216 432 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 24 48 24 24 48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 240 240 480 240 240 480 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

School Programs: Post Secondary

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 162 162 324 162 162 324 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 18 36 18 18 36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 180 180 360 180 180 360 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

ALL PROGRAMS

FEI 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,281 4,284 8,564 4,281 4,284 8,564 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FEVI 0 0 0 0 0 0 720 717 1,436 720 717 1,436 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,000 5,000 10,000 5,000 5,000 10,000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory

Societal

Program 

and Service 

Territory

Annual Gas Savings 

(GJ/yr.)
NPV Gas 

Savings 

(GJ)

Utility Expenditures ($1000s) Benefit/Cost Ratios

Incentives Non-Incentives All Spending
TRC Utility Participant RIM
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7.3 Program Profiles 

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 7. 

7.3.1 Residential Mass Education on Conservation and Energy Literacy 

Program Description This Program will promote natural gas conservation and energy literacy by providing 
consumers with the information they need to make smart energy choices. Through 
outreach events, it has become apparent that greater education, as well as energy 
literacy, is required to educate residential customers on understanding why energy 
efficiency is important.  
 
An energy literacy campaign will educate customers on topics such as: the differences 
in energy efficiency ratings (eg. AFUE and Energy Factor), rating percentages, and 
efficiency labeling (eg. ENERGY STAR

®
, EnerChoice, and EnerGuide).   

 
Mass media education will include print and online communications such as bill inserts, 
newspaper advertising, as well as, ethnic media channels, radio, and television.  Media 
advertising tracking will also be used to effectively evaluate the campaign. The benefits 
of utilizing a mix of mass media as part of an education campaign include cost 
effectiveness in reaching all customers, message retention due to stronger frequency, 
and informing customers on complex information through an appropriate medium.  
Using a mix of mass media will supplement EEC outreach at home shows and 
community events. 
 

Target Market Residential customers and general public 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 
Service Region 2012 - 2013 

All N/A 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $25 $560 $70 $655 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $25 $560 $70 $655 
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7.3.2 Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach 

Program Description This Program will maintain a presence within the community to provide information and 
encourage energy efficiency and conservation practices. To get its message out to the 
community, the program will take advantage of regional home shows, the Pacific 
National Exhibition prize home showcase, and community outreach events.  
 
Additionally, educational tools such as shower timer prizes, weatherstripping materials, 
etc., that are intended to reinforce the energy conservation message at home, will be 
distributed at these events and have been included in the budget.  
 

Target Market Residential customers and general public 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 34,600 34,600 

FEVI  3,500 3,500 

FEW 150 150 

Total 40,000 40,000 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI - $20 $280 $16 $316 

FEVI  - $5 $67 $4 $75 

FEW - - $4 - $4 

Total - $25 $350 $20 $395 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI - $20 $280 $16 $316 

FEVI  - $5 $67 $4 $75 

FEW - - $4 - $4 

Total - $25 $350 $20 $395 
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7.3.3 Canadian Home Builders’ Association Promotions and Support 

Program Description This Program will encourage energy efficiency practices through promotions and 
events associated with the regional Canadian Home Builders Association (CHBA) 
offices. This will include building award events, training sessions, efficient appliances 
for a "green home" showcase, and trade shows. 
 

Target Market Builders / renovators, Association members and general public 
 

New vs Retrofit Both 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 
Service Region 2012 - 2013 

All N/A 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $150 $20 - $170 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $150 $20 - $170 
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7.3.4 Residential Outreach Education Tools 

Program Description This Program will demonstrate and give away energy savings devices to the public.  
Giveaways and tools required for the shows and outreach events include: shower 
timers, furnace filters, weatherstripping, and other prizes. The program will feature 
giveaways for outreach events and sports partnerships events, kid’s materials, and a 
survey kiosk. 
 

Target Market Residential customers and children at events 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 
Service Region 2012 - 2013 

All N/A 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $180 $20 - $200 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $180 $20 - $200 
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7.3.5 Energy Champion Program 

Program Description This Program will partner with local sports organizations, such as the Vancouver 
Canucks, BC Lions, Western Hockey League, and BC Hockey League, to promote 
energy conservation to consumers through a variety of methods, including online 
competitions, face-to-face interactions, pre and in-game activities, leveraging on media 
channels, and even school outreach programs delivered by the local team.   
 
Additionally, educational tools such as shower timer prizes, weatherstripping materials, 
etc., that are intended to reinforce the energy conservation message at home, will be 
distributed at these events and have been included in the budget.  
 

Target Market Residential customers, students and schools, and general public 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 11,350 11,350 

FEVI  3,500 3,500 

FEW 150 150 

Total 15,000 15,000 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI - $80 $584 $16 $680 

FEVI  - $19 $139 $4 $162 

FEW - $1 $7 - $9 

Total - $100 $730 $20 $850 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI - $80 $584 $16 $680 

FEVI  - $19 $139 $4 $162 

FEW - $1 $7 - $9 

Total - $100 $730 $20 $850 

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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7.3.6 Home Efficiency Measures 

Program Description This Program will promote efficient, low-cost measures that homeowners can easily 
apply to achieve energy savings. There are potential leverage opportunities for 
program dissemination through partnerships with big box retailers, and with 
municipalities. 
 

Target Market Residential customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 
Service Region 2012 - 2013 

All N/A 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $300 $100 $50 $450 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $300 $120 $50 $470 
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7.3.7 Municipal Partnerships - Other 

Program Description This Program will support municipal initiatives that target commercial customers, 
builders, developers, and municipal employees. Measures will include education for 
small businesses through the Climate Smart program, promotion of efficient building 
practices during the permit application process, and employee behaviour change 
programs.  
 
Initiatives in this program area will also allow EEC programs to assist those 
municipalities that have committed to becoming carbon neutral under the BC Climate 
Action Charter, thereby supporting government policy. 
 

Target Market Commercial customers, builders/developers and municipal employees  
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 
Service Region 2012 - 2013 

All N/A 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $100 $30 $20 $150 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $100 $40 $20 $160 
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7.3.8 Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions 

Program Description This Program will develop and deliver education sessions to commercial building 
operators around the province. With a curriculum developed by Natural Resources 
Canada specifically for natural gas conservation, these sessions will be delivered by 
FortisBC Energy Solution Managers. 
 

Target Market Commercial building operators 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 
Service Region 2012 - 2013 

All N/A 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $60 - $10 $70 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $60 - $10 $70 
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7.3.9 Small Commercial Education and Outreach 

Program Description This program will promote energy efficient practices for small commercial customers 
through print and online communications, and event support. These initiatives will 
include bill inserts, ethnic communication materials, and will support organizations such 
as the Business Improvement Areas of British Columbia (BIABC) that target small 
businesses. 
 

Target Market Small commercial customers  
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 
Service Region 2012 - 2013 

All N/A 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $50 $20 $30 $100 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $50 $20 $30 $100 
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7.3.10 Commercial Trade Shows and Association Events  

Program Description This Program will take advantage of industry trade shows, industry association 
meetings and events, and building award events to promote energy efficiency and 
conservation practices to commercial customers. 
 

Target Market Commercial customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Both 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 1,200 1,200 

FEVI  295 295 

FEW 5 5 

Total 1,500 1,500 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI - $88 $40 - $128 

FEVI  - $21 $10 - $30 

FEW - $1 $1 - $2 

Total - $110 $50 - $160 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI - $88 $40 - $128 

FEVI  - $21 $10 - $30 

FEW - $1 $1 - $2 

Total - $110 $50 - $160 

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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7.3.11 Commercial Multi Family 

Program Description This Program will include education programs and distribution of efficient, low-cost 
measures that multi-family customers can apply to achieve energy savings. 
 

Target Market Commercial customers, multi-family buildings 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 
Service Region 2012 - 2013 

All N/A 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $250 $50 $30 $330 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $250 $50 $30 $330 
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7.3.12 Behaviour Programs - Online Community Site 

Program Description This Program will support the existing Health Authority Staff Engagement Pilot Program 
which is currently being implemented in 2011. In addition, in 2012 and 2013, the goal is 
to extend this behaviour change program to other health authorities and/or large 
institutional and municipal customers. 
 
With an online tool, the Companies hope to capture the attribution of energy savings to 
this behaviour program. This program would also act as an EEC tool for those 
organizations that have committed to becoming carbon neutral under the BC Climate 
Action Charter, thereby supporting government policy. 
 

Target Market Commercial / municipal / institutional organizations and their employees 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 
Service Region 2012 - 2013 

All N/A 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $150 $80 $20 $250 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $150 $100 $20 $270 
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7.3.13 Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists 

Program Description This Program will support behaviour education programs developed by Energy 
Specialists for their respective organizations, thereby supporting their efforts to educate 
staff and further reduce energy consumption in facilities. Many of their education 
campaigns take the form of education fairs, education sessions, “green” teams, 
competitions, and communications. 
 

Target Market Commercial / municipal / institutional organizations and their employees 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 
Service Region 2012 - 2013 

All N/A 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $50 $130 $20 $200 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $50 $130 $20 $200 
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7.3.14 Conservation Assistance - Education and Outreach 

Program Description This Program will support initiatives such as the BC Housing Tenant Engagement Pilot 
Program aimed at educating tenants on behaviour change to reduce their heat and hot 
water usage, the BC Non Profit Housing Association annual conference, print and 
online communications, as well as outreach to service providers such as food banks 
and family services organizations. 
 

Target Market Low income, residential customers 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 
Service Region 2012 - 2013 

All N/A 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $200 $50 $20 $270 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $200 $50 $20 $270 
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7.3.15 School Programs: Class and Online Curriculum 

Program Description This Program will develop Phase 2 of the EEC in-class modules, online modules, 
printed collateral, mobile applications, and teacher resources for the EEC schools and 
students curriculum.  Phase 1 is currently being developed in 2011.   
 
This program area also supports section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Utilities Commission Act, 
R.S.B.C 1996, c.473, s.125.1 (4) (e), where a public utility’s plan portfolio is adequate if 
it includes an education program for  students enrolled in schools in the Companies’ 
service area. 
 

Target Market Students / teachers / school administration 
 

New vs Retrofit N/A 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 
Service Region 2012 - 2013 

All N/A 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - - $50 - $50 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - - - - - 
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7.3.16 School Programs: K-12 In-Class Programs and Presentations 

Program Description This Program will provide support for a variety of in-school and student programs such 
as Destination Conservation, BC Green Games, Environmental Mind Grind, Beyond 
Recycling, and Energy Champion Assembly presentations. The Companies have been 
supporting many of these initiatives since 2009.  
 
This program area also supports section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Utilities Commission Act, 
R.S.B.C 1996, c.473, s.125.1 (4) (e), where a public utility’s plan portfolio is adequate if 
it includes an education program for  students enrolled in schools in the Companies’ 
service area. 
 

Target Market Students / Teachers 
 

New vs Retrofit Both 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 

N/A 
 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 20,000 20,000 

FEVI  4,750 4,750 

FEW 250 250 

Total 25,000 25,000 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s)* 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI - $184 - $40 $224 

FEVI  - $44 - $10 $54 

FEW - $2 - $1 $3 

Total - $230 - $50 $280 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI - $184 - $40 $224 

FEVI  - $44 - $10 $54 

FEW - $2 - $1 $3 

Total - $230 - $50 $280 

*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding. 
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7.3.17 School Programs: K-12 Home Efficiency Measures  

Program Description This Program will educate students and distribute efficient low-cost fixtures for them to 
bring home, linking their classroom materials with home behaviours on natural gas 
conservation.    
 
This program area also supports section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Utilities Commission Act, 
R.S.B.C 1996, c.473, s.125.1 (4) (e), where a public utility’s plan portfolio is adequate if 
it includes an education program for  students enrolled in schools in the Companies’ 
service area. 
 

Target Market Students and residential customers 
 

New vs Retrofit N/A 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 
 

N/A 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 
Service Region 2012 - 2013 

All N/A 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $200 $20 $20 $240 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $200 $20 $20 $240 
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7.3.18 School Programs: Post Secondary  

Program Description This Program will develop and administer post secondary programs/competitions and 
initiatives, such as goBEYOND, directed at students living on campuses. These 
programs will encourage post secondary students to make energy saving choices.  
 
This program area also supports section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Utilities Commission Act, 
R.S.B.C 1996, c.473, s.125.1 (4) (e), where a public utility’s plan portfolio is adequate if 
it includes an education program for  students enrolled in schools in the Companies’ 
service area. 
 

Target Market Students 
 

New vs Retrofit N/A 
 

Eligible Measures N/A 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 
 

N/A 
 

Incentive Amount N/A 
 

Savings per Participant N/A 
 

Measure Life & Source N/A 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source N/A 
 

Spillover Rate & Source N/A 
 

Participants 
Service Region 2012 - 2013 

All N/A 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $150 $10 $20 $180 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

All - $150 $10 $20 $180 
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8 Industrial Sector Programs 

8.1 Introduction 

The Industrial Sector Program area will continue to offer opportunities for energy efficiency and 
conservation activities throughout the 2012/2013 period. The Companies believe that the 
investments in this portfolio will lay the foundation for significant capital investments by large 
industrial customers that will produce significant energy and cost savings.   
 
The 2012/2013 suite of Industrial Sector Program offerings is listed below: 

 Industrial Technology Retrofit Program 

 Industrial Energy Audit and Analysis Program 

8.2 Overview of Results 

Exhibit 8 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-
effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Industrial Sector 
Portfolio, as a whole. 
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Exhibit 8: Industrial Sector Program Results 

 
 

2012 2013 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total

Industrial Technology Retrofit Program

FEI 181,468 362,936 2,689,407 1,487 1,487 2,974 223 223 446 1,710 1,710 3,420 3.90 7.47 5.51 0.79 9.48

Industrial Energy Audit and Analysis Program

FEI 0 56,970 393,198 353 353 705 35 35 70 388 388 775 2.78 4.86 4.02 0.75 6.69

ALL PROGRAMS

FEI 172,758 402,486 2,879,123 1,840 1,840 3,679 258 258 516 2,098 2,098 4,195 3.73 6.49 5.34 0.78 9.00

Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory

Societal

Program 

and Service 

Territory

Annual Gas Savings 

(GJ/yr.)
NPV Gas 

Savings 

(GJ)

Utility Expenditures ($1000s) Benefit/Cost Ratios

Incentives Non-Incentives All Spending
TRC Utility Participant RIM
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8.3 Program Profiles 

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 8. 

8.3.1 Industrial Technology Retrofit Program 

Program 
Description 

This Program provides financial incentives for the retrofit of specific eligible technologies. Eligible 
technologies will be added over time, but in the 2012 and 2013 period the program will focus on 
heat exchangers, boiler management systems, lime kiln chains, and boiler upgrades. 
  

Target Market Medium and Large Industrial Facilities 
 

New vs. 
Retrofit 
 

Retrofit 

Eligible 
Measures 

 Retrofit shell and tube heat exchangers to plate and frame heat exchangers 

 Replacement of existing burner management systems with electronic modulation control 
units 

 Upgrade existing lime kiln chain systems 

 Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades 
 

Incremental 
Measure Cost 

Varies by measure as follows: 

 Shell and tube heat exchangers – $2M 

 Burner management system upgrade –$14,000 

 Lime kiln chain system upgrade – $1M 

 Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades - $400,000 
 

Incentive 
Amount 

Varies by measure as follows: 

 Shell and tube heat exchangers – up to $869,591 

 Burner management system upgrade – up to $8,696 

 Lime kiln chain system upgrade – up to $434,795 

 Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – up to  $173,918 
 

Savings per 
Participant 
 

 Variable 

Measure Life & 
Source 

Varies by measure as follows: 

 Shell and tube heat exchangers – 10 years (Source: Customer and manufacturer reports 
as well as E-source research) 

 Burner management system upgrade – 10 years (Source: Customer and manufacturer 
reports as well as E-source research) 

 Lime kiln chain system upgrade – 10 years (Source: Conservation Potential Study) 

 Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – 25 years (Source: Conservation 
Potential Study) 
 

Free Rider 
Rate & Source 

Varies by measure as follows: 

 shell and tube heat exchangers – 10% (Source: best estimate) 

 burner management system upgrade – 10% (Source: best estimate) 

 lime kiln chain system upgrade – 10% (Source: best estimate) 

 Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – 25% (Source: best estimate) 
 

Spillover Rate 
& Source 
 

All conservatively estimated to be zero 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 4 4 

FEVI  - - 

FEW - - 

Total 4 4 
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Expenditures 
($,000s) 

2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $1,487 $153 $20 $50 $1,710 

FEVI  - - - - - 

FEW - - - - - 

Total $1,487 $153 $20 $50 $1,710 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $1,487 $153 $20 $50 $1,710 

FEVI  - - - - - 

FEW - - - - - 

Total $1,487 $153 $20 $50 $1,710 
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8.3.2 Industrial Energy Audit and Analysis Program 

Program Description This Program will assess the scope of existing natural gas efficiency opportunities in 
industrial manufacturing processes.    

When assessing opportunities, emphasis will be given to selecting pilot projects that, if 
successful, would have widespread opportunity for replication throughout the sector. 

The program will fund up to 50% of the cost of the audits for eligible customers up to a 
maximum $18,250. The program will also fund a free energy analysis up to $6,800. 

Target Market Medium and Large Industrial Facilities 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures  Industrial energy audit 

 Industrial energy analysis 

 Industrial energy audit implementation 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 
 

Not applicable 

Incentive Amount  50% of the cost of energy audits for eligible customers up to a maximum 
$18,250.  

 Free high level energy analysis for medium sized customers in manufacturing 
sector, up to $6,800 

 
 

Savings per Participant Variable 
 

Measure Life & Source Variable 
 

Free Rider Rate & 
Source 
 

10% for audits, 30% for energy analysis (best estimate) 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Conservatively estimated to be zero 
 

Participants Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 35 36 

FEVI  - - 

FW - - 

Total 35 36 

 
 
Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $353 $20 $5 $10 $388 

FEVI  - - - - - 

FEW - - - - - 

Total $353 $20 $5 $10 $388 

 
2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $353 $20 $5 $10 $388 

FEVI  - - - - - 

FEW - - - - - 

Total $353 $20 $5 $10 $388 
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9 Innovative Technologies Programs 

9.1 Introduction 

The Innovative Technologies5 Program evaluates market-ready technologies and conducts pilot 

studies to validate manufacturer’s claims related to equipment and system performance. The 
program also assesses actual savings and customer acceptance of these newer technologies. 
Technologies that successfully emerge from the Innovative Technologies Program will be 
considered for inclusion within the applicable sector programs within the larger EEC portfolio.  

FortisBC believes that the funding envelope for Innovative Technologies as referenced in 
Appendix K-1, (Section 3.2.1 Innovative Technologies - Non-NGV Initiatives, Exhibit B-1) should 
be $1.5 million for 2012 and $1.5 million for 2013. The $1.5 million annual budget will be 
allocated as follows:  

 $1 million for pilots and demonstration projects;  

 $300,000 for EM&V to confirm savings claims, and  

 $200,000 for prefeasibility studies. 

As prefeasibility studies are not yet complete, it is premature to define the specific pilots that will 
be supported in 2012 and 2013. However, FortisBC has identified the following pilots and 
demonstration projects to be primary areas of focus, subject to results from the prefeasibility 
studies:  

 Thermal Curtains  

Thermal curtains decrease heat losses (conduction, convection, and radiation losses) in 
greenhouses.  Typically, they are installed horizontally inside the greenhouse, near the 
greenhouse gutter line and are deployed during night time hours, and open during daytime 
hours. When applied in this manner, thermal curtains reduce greenhouse heat loss (mostly at 
night) and therefore reduce fuel consumption.  

As part of the BC Farms Phase 1 study conducted by Prism Engineering, the use of thermal 
curtains for greenhouse applications was recognised as a potential energy management 
opportunity. FortisBC requires further data to better understand the applicability and overall 
energy saving potential within British Columbia. A prefeasibility study is expected to be 
completed for November 2011. 

 Solar Air Heating System 

Solar air heating systems preheat outdoor air that is required for ventilation. This reduces the 
heating demand for conventional natural gas-fired heating in the existing rooftop air-handling 
unit.  

FortisBC requires further data to understand the energy saving potential within British Columbia 
and the appropriate applications. A prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for Q1 of 
2012.  

                                                

5
 Innovative technologies are market ready technologies that have little or no market penetration in BC. They can be 

defined as emerging and/or enabling technologies. 
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 Occupancy Sensors/Controls 

Room controlled HVAC systems maintain a set temperature when the room is occupied. When 
the room is vacant, the occupancy sensor device sends a signal back to a controller that allows 
the room temperature to drift downward to a pre-programmed setback temperature. Energy 
savings are realized by the resulted reduction in space heating load. The device automatically 
shuts off air conditioning or space heating when a monitored door or window has been open for 
a period of time.  

FortisBC requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and 
the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia. A prefeasibility study is 
expected to be completed for Q1 2012. 

 Condensing Make-up Air Units (MUA)  

Condensing makeup air units have recently entered the BC marketplace. Compared to the 
widely adopted standard efficiency MUA, condensing units claim natural gas savings of up to 
20% per year.  

FortisBC requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and 
the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia. A prefeasibility study is 
expected to be completed for November 2011. 

 Advanced Control of Lumber Drying Using an Energy Management System 

Conventional controls for direct fired (natural gas) lumber dry kilns at dimension lumber mills 
provide no direct way of scheduling fan speed based on actual measures of drying rate. There 
are claims that having a measure of the drying rate will allow adaptive drying schedules that dry 
the lumber precisely with less margin of error. The resulting drying schedule will dry as fast as 
feasible with acceptable charge degrade, minimizing drying time, and thus electrical power and 
natural gas usage.  

FortisBC has partnered with BC Hydro to evaluate the energy savings claims and determine the 
feasibility of launching a prescriptive program.   

 Catalytic Radiant Burner Technology 

There are claims that catalytic infrared ovens are far more energy efficient than convection 
ovens for paint drying because the wave length of the magnetic radiation is tuned to that of a 
paint molecule. When properly designed, the oven will focus the waves to produce even heating 
and a perfectly thermoset paint job. The elimination of the high air flow from convection heating 
ovens also can improve the quality of the painting.  

FortisBC requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and 
the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia. A prefeasibility study is 
expected to be completed for Q1 2012. 

 Ceramic Manufacturing Using Microwave Assist Technology 

British Columbia accounts for 26% of Canada’s total ceramic manufacturing. There are claims 
that microwave assist technology, in conjunction with a kiln, can reduce energy consumption 
and the time required to process ceramics.  
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The conventional firing technique heats the outside surface of the items either directly by 
radiation or indirectly by relying on conduction to transfer heat to the interior of the body.  
Ceramic materials in their unfired state (especially at lower temperatures) are usually very poor 
thermal conductors. Thus, heat transfer to the inside of single or to the center of densely 
stacked items such as bricks is energetically inefficient. Dielectric heating by means of 
microwave energy uses the material properties of the body itself in a rapidly changing 
electromagnetic field to produce the heat. Thus, if the material is suitable, heat is generated 
evenly throughout the body including the center.  

FortisBC requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and 
the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia. A prefeasibility study is 
expected to be completed for Q1 2012. 

9.2 CAVEAT 

FortisBC would like to emphasize that the inputs used to calculate the cost effectiveness for 
Innovative Technologies are estimates as there is a lack of measure-specific performance data 
since these technologies have little or no market penetration in BC.   

FortisBC has derived those estimates based on manufacturer data, industry information, 
informal conversations and professional experience. FortisBC intends to update those 
assumptions and determine the feasibility of launching a pilot for each of these technologies in 
2012 or 2013 upon receiving further information such as the prefeasibility study. 

9.3 Overview of Results 

Exhibit 9 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-
effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Innovative Technologies 
Portfolio, as a whole. 
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Exhibit 9: Innovative Technologies Program Results 

 
 

 

2012 2013 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total 2012 2013 Total

Thermal Curtains

FEI 6,990 20,970 191,080 131 261 392 51 51 101 181 312 493 1.98 4.28 3.09 0.74 4.96

FEVI 0 6,990 64,190 0 131 131 17 17 34 17 148 164 2.05 4.43 4.82 0.49 4.99

Total 6,990 27,960 255,270 131 392 523 68 68 135 198 460 658 1.99 4.30 3.26 0.71 4.96

Solar Air Heating Systems

FEI 2,564 6,410 78,404 105 158 263 93 93 185 198 250 448 1.31 2.09 2.78 0.63 3.66

Occupancy Sensors/Controls

FEI 10,044 10,044 74,438 810 0 810 77 77 153 887 77 963 1.17 0.77 1.47 0.85 2.16

FEVI 1,116 1,116 8,427 90 0 90 9 9 17 99 9 107 1.20 0.79 1.82 0.70 2.16

Total 11,160 11,160 82,866 900 0 900 85 85 170 985 85 1,070 1.18 0.77 1.51 0.83 2.16

Condensing Make Up Air (MUA) Units

FEI 0 1,444 12,842 0 6 6 24 24 48 24 30 54 2.46 2.64 18.44 0.67 6.10

FEVI 0 361 3,315 0 2 2 6 6 12 6 8 14 2.54 2.73 29.76 0.46 6.09

Total 0 1,805 16,157 0 8 8 30 30 60 30 38 68 2.47 2.65 19.57 0.65 6.10

Advanced Control of Lumber Drying Using an Energy Management System

FEI 0 19,050 77,320 0 75 75 23 23 45 23 98 120 6.98 6.67 8.73 1.04 13.65

FEVI 0 6,350 26,127 0 25 25 8 8 15 8 33 40 7.07 6.73 12.72 0.73 13.64

Total 0 25,400 103,448 0 100 100 30 30 60 30 130 160 6.99 6.67 9.13 1.01 13.65

Catalytic Radiant Burner Technology

FEI 0 4,917 33,936 0 195 195 39 39 79 39 234 274 0.79 1.36 1.64 0.54 1.89

FEVI 0 1,639 11,581 0 65 65 13 13 26 13 78 91 0.80 1.38 2.36 0.39 1.89

Total 0 6,556 45,518 0 260 260 53 53 105 53 313 365 0.79 1.36 1.71 0.52 1.89

Ceramic Manufacturing Using Microwave Assist Technology

FEI 0 12,000 141,979 0 175 175 53 53 105 53 228 280 3.61 6.22 6.74 0.77 10.25

ALL PROGRAMS

FEI 19,598 74,835 610,000 1,046 870 1,916 358 358 716 1,404 1,228 2,632 1.81 2.57 2.79 0.78 4.25

FEVI 1,116 16,456 113,641 90 222 312 52 52 104 142 274 416 2.00 2.96 4.19 0.55 4.38

Total 20,714 91,291 723,641 1,136 1,092 2,228 410 410 820 1,546 1,502 3,048 1.84 2.62 2.99 0.73 4.27

Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory

Societal

Program 

and Service 

Territory

Annual Gas Savings 

(GJ/yr.)
NPV Gas 

Savings 

(GJ)

Utility Expenditures ($1000s) Benefit/Cost Ratios

Incentives Non-Incentives All Spending
TRC Utility Participant RIM
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9.4 Program Profiles 

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 9. 

9.4.1 Thermal Curtain Pilot 

Program Description This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with thermal curtains installed 
in Industrial Greenhouse applications. 
 

Target Market Small/Medium/Large Greenhouses 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures Thermal curtains 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 
 

$320,166 
 

Incentive Amount $130,680 
 

Savings per Participant 6,990 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 15 years – Estimate 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 0% 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 1 2 

FEVI - 1 

Total 1 3 

Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 - 2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI / FEVI $523 $5 $5 $125 $658 

Total $523 $5 $5 $125 $658 
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9.4.2 Solar Air Heating System Pilot 

Program Description 
This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with Solar Air Heating 
systems installed in agricultural applications. 
 

Target Market 
Agricultural, poultry coups, crop drying 
 

New vs Retrofit 
Both 
 

Eligible Measures 
Solar Air 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 
 

$500,000 
 

Incentive Amount 
$250,000 
 

Savings per Participant 
1,500 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 
30 years – Estimate 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 
0% 
 

Spillover Rate & Source 
Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 - 2013 

FEI / FEVI 3 

Total 3 

Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 - 2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI / FEVI $750 $10 $10 $150 $920 

Total $750 $10 $10 $150 $920 
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9.4.3 Occupancy Sensors Lodging Pilot 

Program Description This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing occupancy 
sensors within the Hotel/Lodging industry. 
 

Target Market Commercial Sector MURBS/ Hotels 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures Occupancy sensors 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 
 

$1,000 
 

Incentive Amount $500 
 

Savings per Participant 6.2 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 10 years - Estimate 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 0% 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI 1,620 - 

FEVI 180 - 

Total 1,800 - 

Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 - 2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI / FEVI $500 $20 $25 $125 $670 

Total $500 $20 $25 $125 $670 
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9.4.4 Condensing Make up Air Units Pilot 

Program Description 
This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing condensing 
make up air units in Multi-Unit Residential Buildings (MURB) applications. 
 

Target Market 
Commercial Sector MURBS 
 

New vs Retrofit 
Both 
 

Eligible Measures 
Condensing make up air units Pilot 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 
 

$2,500 
 

Incentive Amount 
$1,500 
 

Savings per Participant 
361 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 
15 years – Estimate 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 
0% 
 

Spillover Rate & Source 
Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 - 2013 

FEI / FEVI 5 

Total 5 

Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 - 2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI / FEVI $8 $5 $5 $50 $68 

Total $8 $5 $5 $50 $68 
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9.4.5 Advanced Control Lumber Drying Using Energy Management System Pilot 

Program Description This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing energy 
management systems in lumber Kilns. 
 

Target Market Industrial Sector, Lumber Kilns 
 

New vs Retrofit Retrofit 
 

Eligible Measures Energy Management System 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 
 

$50,000 
 

Incentive Amount $25,000 
 

Savings per Participant 6,350 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 5 years – Estimate 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 0% - Estimate 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 - 2013 

FEI / FEVI 4 

Total 4 

Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 - 2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI / FEVI $100 $5 $5 $50 $160 

Total $100 $5 $5 $50 $160 
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9.4.6 Catalytic Radiant Burner Pilot 

Program Description This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with Catalytic Radiant Burners 
installed in painting booths. 
 

Target Market Commercial Sector, Painting Booths 
 

New vs Retrofit Both 
 

Eligible Measures Catalytic Radiant Burner 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 
 

$130,000 
 

Incentive Amount $65,000 
 

Savings per Participant 1,639 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 10 years – Estimate 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 0% – Estimate 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 2013 

FEI - 3 

FEVI - 1 

Total - 4 

Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 - 2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI $195 $11 $4 $64 $274 

FEVI $65 $4 $1 $21 $91 

Total $260 $15 $5 $85 $365 
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9.4.7 Ceramic Manufacturing Efficiency Pilot 

Program Description This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing/retrofitting 
Microwave Assist Technology (MAT) technology within Ceramic Manufacturing kilns. 
 

Target Market Ceramic Mfg Kilns 
 

New vs Retrofit Both 
 

Eligible Measures Microwave Assist Technology 
 

Incremental Measure 
Cost 
 

$350,000 
 

Incentive Amount $175,000 
 

Savings per Participant 12,000 GJ 
 

Measure Life & Source 30 years – Manufacturers’ Estimate 
 

Free Rider Rate & Source 0% - Estimate 
 

Spillover Rate & Source Not available 
 

Participants 

Service Region 2012 - 2013 

FEI / FEVI 1 

Total 1 

Expenditures ($,000s) 

 
2012 - 2013 

Service Region Incentives Admin Communication Evaluation Total 

FEI / FEVI $175 - $5 $100 $280 

Total $175 - $5 $100 $280 
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10   Summary 

The information presented in this EEC Plan provides: 

 A comprehensive suite of programs for each of the previously approved EEC activity areas. 

 Descriptions of each of the programs, including target markets, eligible measures, expected 
levels of participation, energy savings and forecast expenditures by administrative category. 

 A full reporting of the cost-effectiveness of those programs at the level of individual program, 
program area and total portfolio.  

The EEC plan illustrates that there remains significant cost-effective opportunities for energy 
efficiency within FortisBC’s service territory, which is consistent with the results provided in 
FortisBC’s Conservation Potential Review – 20106. This remaining opportunity reflects, in part, 
how the continued technology cost and performance improvements have increased the 
availability of energy efficiency options. This is particularly the case in the commercial sector. 
The CPR 2010 study concluded that this sector accounted for over 40% of the total near term 
achievable energy savings potential; this emphasis is reflected in the current EEC plan, which 
forecasts that approximately 50% of 2013 savings will be from the commercial sector programs. 
 
However, some markets are challenged. More specifically: 

 The scope for program induced natural gas savings in the residential sector are challenged 
by the impacts of new space and water heating equipment performance standards as well 
as those due to new residential construction standards. Consequently the residential 
program portfolio has a TRC value of 0.94.  

 The low-income portfolio is similarly challenged with a TRC of 0.54, due largely to the labour 
intensive nature of the programs relative to the size of available energy savings. 

Overall the portfolio of programs contained in the EEC Plan provides a positive TRC value of 
1.28. Based on the positive TRC value and the results of FortisBC’s earlier economic impact 
study, implementation of this EEC Plan will result in a positive net impact on provincial GDP and 
employment. That earlier study concluded that for each $1 million invested in natural gas DSM, 
provincial GDP would increase by about $350,000 and approximately 5.8 – 6.7 jobs would be 
created. 
 
As noted previously in Section 2, this EEC Plan also applies a societal cost test (SCT) to each 
of the programs. In contrast to the TRC inputs, the SCT employs a societal discount rate of 
3.0% and a levelized avoided gas commodity cost of $15.28/GJ. Overall, the portfolio of 
programs contained in the EEC Plan provides a SCT value of 3.07, which is significantly greater 
than the TRC value. The cost-effectiveness results for the residential and low income portfolios, 
note above also improve significantly under the SCT. The residential portfolio has a positive 
SCT value of 2.4 and the low-income portfolio has a SCT value of 0.99. 

                                                

6
 The annual energy savings reported in CPR 2010 include the cumulative effects of technologies implemented in 

prior years, which provides an accurate comparison with FortisBC’s load forecast. However, the annual savings 
calculation method used for the purpose of this EEC Plan does not include the effects of those prior year 
technologies.  Consequently, the reported savings from each approach are not directly comparable. 
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Chapter 1

Basic Methodology
Background
Since the 1970s, conservation and load management programs have been promoted by the
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and the California Energy Commission (CEC)
as alternatives to power plant construction and gas supply options. Conservation and load
management (C&LM) programs have been implemented in California by the major utilities
through the use of ratepayer money and by the CEC pursuant to the CEC legislative mandate to
establish energy efficiency standards for new buildings and appliances.

While cost-effectiveness procedures for the CEC standards are outlined in the Public Resources
Code, no such official guidelines existed for utility-sponsored programs. With the publication
of the Standard Practice for Cost-Benefit Analysis of Conservation and Load Management
Programs in February 1983, this void was substantially filled. With the informal "adoption"
one year later of an appendix that identified cost-effectiveness procedures for an "All
Ratepayers" test, C&LM program cost effectiveness consisted of the application of a series of
tests representing a variety of perspectives-participants, non-participants, all ratepayers, society,
and the utility.

The Standard Practice Manual was revised again in 1987-88. The primary changes (relative to
the 1983 version), were: (1) the renaming of the “Non-Participant Test” to the “Ratepayer
Impact Test“; (2) renaming the All-Ratepayer Test” to the “Total Resource Cost Test.”; (3)
treating the “Societal Test” as a variant of the “Total Resource Cost Test;” and, (4) an
expanded explanation of “demand-side” activities that should be subjected to standard
procedures of benefit-cost analysis.

Further changes to the manual captured in this (2001) version were prompted by the cumulative
effects of changes in the electric and natural gas industries and a variety of changes in
California statute related to these changes. As part of the major electric industry restructuring
legislation of 1996 (AB1890), for example, a public goods charge was established that ensured
minimum funding levels for “cost effective conservation and energy efficiency” for the 1998-
2002 period, and then (in 2000) extended through the year 2011.  Additional legislation in 2000
(AB1002) established a natural gas surcharge for similar purposes. Later in that year, the
Energy Security and Reliability Act of 2000 (AB970) directed the California Public Utilities
Commission to establish, by the Spring of 2001, a distribution charge to provide revenues for a
self generation program and a directive to consider changes to cost-effectiveness methods to
better account for reliability concerns.

In the Spring of 2001, a new state agency — the Consumer Power and Conservation Financing
Authority — was created. This agency is expected to provide additional revenues in the form of
state revenue bonds that could supplement the amount and type of public financial resources to
finance energy efficiency and self generation activities.

The modifications to the Standard Practice Manual reflect these more recent developments in
several ways. First, the “Utility Cost Test” is renamed the “Program Administrator Test” to
include the assessment of programs managed by other agencies.  Second, a definition of self
generation as a type of “demand-side” activity is included.  Third, the description of the
various potential elements of “externalities” in the Societal version of the TRC test is
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expanded. Finally the limitations section outlines the scope of this manual and elaborates upon
the processes traditionally instituted by implementing agencies to adopt values for these
externalities and to adopt the the policy rules that accompany this manual.

Demand-Side Management Categories and Program
Definitions
One important aspect of establishing standardized procedures for cost-effectiveness evaluations
is the development and use of consistent definitions of categories, programs, and program
elements.

This manual employs the use of general program categories that distinguish between different
types of demand-side management programs, conservation, load management, fuel substitution,
load building and self-generation. Conservation programs reduce electricity and/or natural gas
consumption during all or significant portions of the year. ‘Conservation’ in this context
includes all ‘energy efficiency improvements’. An energy efficiency improvement can be
defined as reduced energy use for a comparable level of service, resulting from the installation
of an energy efficiency measure or the adoption of an energy efficiency practice.  Level of
service may be expressed in such ways as the volume of a refrigerator, temperature levels,
production output of a manufacturing facility, or lighting level per square foot.  Load
management programs may either reduce electricity peak demand or shift demand from on peak
to non-peak periods.

Fuel substitution and load building programs share the common feature of increasing annual
consumption of either electricity or natural gas relative to what would have happened in the
absence of the program. This effect is accomplished in significantly different ways, by inducing
the choice of one fuel over another (fuel substitution), or by increasing sales of electricity, gas,
or electricity and gas (load building). Self generation refers to distributed generation (DG)
installed on the customer’s side of the electric utility meter, which serves some or all of the
customer's electric load, that otherwise would have been provided by the central electric grid.

In some cases, self generation products are applied in a combined heat and power manner, in
which case the heat produced by the self generation product is used on site to provide some or
all of the customer’s thermal needs.  Self generation technologies include, but are not limited to,
photovoltaics, wind turbines, fuel cells, microturbines, small gas-fired turbines, and gas-fired
internal combustion engines.

Fuel substitution and load building programs were relatively new to demand-side management
in California in the late 1980s, born out of the convergence of several factors that translated into
average rates that substantially exceeded marginal costs. Proposals by utilities to implement
programs that increase sales had prompted the need for additional procedures for estimating
program cost effectiveness. These procedures maybe applicable in a new context. AB 970
amended the Public Utilities Code and provided the motivation to develop a cost-effectiveness
method that can be used on a common basis to evaluate all programs that will remove electric
load from the centralized grid, including energy efficiency, load control/demand-responsiveness
programs and self-generation. Hence, self-generation was also added to the list of demand side
management programs for cost-effectiveness evaluation. In some cases, self-generation
programs installed with incremental load are also included since the definition of self-generation
is not necessarily confined to projects that reduce electric load on the grid. For example,
suppose an industrial customer installs a new facility with a peak consumption of 1.5 MW, with
an integrated on-site 1.0 MW gas fired DG unit. The combined impact of the new facility is
load building since the new facility can draw up to 0.5 MW from the grid, even when the DG
unit is running. The proper characterization of each type of demand-side management program
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is essential to ensure the proper treatment of inputs and the appropriate interpretation of cost-
effectiveness results.

Categorizing programs is important because in many cases the same specific device can be and
should be evaluated in more than one category. For example, the promotion of an electric heat
pump can and should be treated as part of a conservation program if the device is installed in
lieu of a less efficient electric resistance heater. If the incentive induces the installation of an
electric heat pump instead of gas space heating, however, the program needs to be considered
and evaluated as a fuel substitution program. Similarly, natural gas-fired self-generation, as well
as self-generation units using other non-renewable fossil fuels, must be treated as fuel-
substitution. In common with other types of fuel-substitution, any costs of gas transmission and
distribution, and environmental externalities, must be accounted for. In addition, cost-
effectiveness analyses of self-generation should account for utility interconnection costs.
Similarly, a thermal energy storage device should be treated as a load management program
when the predominant effect is to shift load. If the acceptance of a utility incentive by the
customer to, install the energy storage device is a decisive aspect of the customer's decision to
remain an electric utility customer (i.e., to reject or defer the option of installing a gas-fired
cogeneration system), then the predominant effect of the thermal energy storage device has been
to substitute electricity service for the natural gas service that would have occurred in the
absence of the program.

In addition to Fuel Substitution and Load Building Programs, recent utility program proposals
have included reference to "load retention," "sales retention," "market retention," or "customer
retention" programs. In most cases, the effect of such programs is identical to either a Fuel
Substitution or a Load Building program — sales of one fuel are increased relative to sales
without the program. A case may be made, however, for defining a separate category of program
called "load retention." One unambiguous example of a load retention program is the situation
where a program keeps a customer from relocating to another utility service area. However,
computationally the equations and guidelines included in this manual to accommodate Fuel
Substitution and Load Building programs can also handle this special situation as well.

Basic Methods
This manual identifies the cost and benefit components and cost-effectiveness calculation
procedures from four major perspectives: Participant, Ratepayer Impact Measure (RIM),
Program Administrator Cost (PAC), and Total Resource Cost (TRC). A fifth perspective, the
Societal, is treated as a variation on the Total Resource Cost test. The results of each perspective
can be expressed in a variety of ways, but in all cases it is necessary to calculate the net present
value of program impacts over the lifecycle of those impacts.

Table I summarizes the cost-effectiveness tests addressed in this manual. For each of the
perspectives, the table shows the appropriate means of expressing test results. The primary unit
of measurement refers to the way of expressing test results that are considered by the staffs of
the two Commissions as the most useful for summarizing and comparing demand-side
management (DSM) program cost-effectiveness. Secondary indicators of cost-effectiveness
represent supplemental means of expressing test results that are likely to be of particular value
for certain types of proceedings, reports, or programs.

This manual does not specify how the cost-effectiveness test results are to be displayed or the
level at which cost-effectiveness is to be calculated (e.g., groups of programs, individual
programs, and program elements for all or some programs). It is reasonable to expect different
levels and types of results for different regulatory proceedings or for different phases of the
process used to establish proposed program-funding levels. For example, for summary tables in
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general rate case proceedings at the CPUC, the most appropriate tests may be the RIM lifecycle
revenue impact, Total Resource Cost, and Program Administrator Cost test results for programs
or groups of programs. The analysis and review of program proposals for the same proceeding
may include Participant test results and various additional indicators of cost-effectiveness from
all tests for each individual program element. In the case of cost-effectiveness evaluations
conducted in the context of integrated long-term resource planning activities, such detailed
examination of multiple indications of costs and benefits may be impractical.
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Table I
Cost-Effectiveness Tests

Participant

Primary Secondary

Net present value (all participants)
Discounted payback (years)
Benefit-cost ratio
Net present value (average participant)

Ratepayer Impact Measure

Lifecycle revenue impact per Unit of
energy (kWh or therm) or demand
customer (kW)

Net present value

Lifecycle revenue impact per unit
Annual revenue impact (by year, per
kWh, kW, therm, or customer)
First-year revenue impact (per kWh, kW,
therm, or customer)
Benefit-cost ratio

Total Resource Cost

Net present value (NPV)
Benefit-cost ratio (BCR)
Levelized cost (cents or dollars per unit
of energy or demand)
Societal (NPV, BCR)

Program Administrator Cost

Net present value
Benefit-cost ratio
Levelized cost (cents or dollars per unit
of energy or demand)

Rather than identify the precise requirements for reporting cost-effectiveness results for all
types of proceedings or reports, the approach taken in this manual is to (a) specify the
components of benefits and costs for each of the major tests, (b) identify the equations to be
used to express the results in acceptable ways; and (c) indicate the relative value of the different
units of measurement by designating  primary and secondary test results for each test.

It should be noted that for some types of demand-side management programs, meaningful cost-
effectiveness analyses cannot be performed using the tests in this manual. The following
guidelines are offered to clarify the appropriated "match" of different types of programs and
tests:

1. For generalized information programs (e.g., when customers are provided generic
information on means of reducing utility bills without the benefit of on-site evaluations
or customer billing data), cost-effectiveness tests are not expected because of the
extreme difficulty in establishing meaningful estimates of load impacts.

2. For any program where more than one fuel is affected, the preferred unit of
measurement for the RIM test is the lifecycle revenue impacts per customer, with gas
and electric components reported separately for each fuel type and for combined fuels.
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3. For load building programs, only the RIM tests are expected to be applied. The Total
Resource Cost and Program Administrator Cost tests are intended to identify cost-
effectiveness relative to other resource options. It is inappropriate to consider increased
load as an alternative to other supply options.

4. Levelized costs may be appropriate as a supplementary indicator of cost per unit for
electric conservation and load management programs relative to generation options and
gas conservation programs relative to gas supply options, but the levelized cost test is
not applicable to fuel substitution programs (since they combine gas and electric effects)
or load building programs (which increase sales).

The delineation of the various means of expressing test results in Table 1 is not meant to
discourage the continued development of additional variations for expressing cost-effectiveness.
Of particular interest is the development of indicators of program cost effectiveness that can be
used to assess the appropriateness of program scope (i.e. level of funding) for General Rate
Case proceedings. Additional tests, if constructed from the net present worth in conformance
with the equations designated in this manual, could prove useful as a means of developing
methodologies that will address issues such as the optimal timing and scope of demand-side
management programs in the context of overall resource planning.

Balancing the Tests
The tests set forth in this manual are not intended to be used individually or in isolation. The
results of tests that measure efficiency, such as the Total Resource Cost Test, the Societal Test,
and the Program Administrator Cost Test, must be compared not only to each other but also to
the Ratepayer Impact Measure Test. This multi-perspective approach will require program
administrators and state agencies to consider tradeoffs between the various tests. Issues related
to the precise weighting of each test relative to other tests and to developing formulas for the
definitive balancing of perspectives are outside the scope of this manual. The manual, however,
does provide a brief description of the strengths and weaknesses of each test (Chapters 2, 3, 4,
and 5) to assist users in qualitatively weighing test results.

Limitations: Externality Values and Policy Rules
The list of externalities identified in Chapter 4, page 27, in the discussion on the Societal version
of the Total Resource Cost test is broad, illustrative and by no means exhaustive. Traditionally,
implementing agencies have independently determined the details such as the components of the
externalities, the externality values and the policy rules which specify the contexts in which the
externalities and the tests are used.

Externality Values
The values for the externalities have not been provided in the manual. There are separate studies
and methodologies to arrive at these values. There are also separate processes instituted by
implementing agencies before such values can be adopted formally.

Policy Rules
The appropriate choice of inputs and input components vary by program area and project. For
instance, low income programs are evaluated using a broader set of non-energy benefits that
have not been provided in detail in this manual. Implementing agencies traditionally have had
the discretion to use or to not use these inputs and/or benefits on a project- or program-specific
basis. The policy rules that specify the contexts in which it is appropriate to use the externalities,
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their components, and tests mentioned in this manual are an integral part of any cost-
effectiveness evaluation. These policy rules are not a part of this manual.

To summarize, the manual provides the methodology and the cost-benefit calculations only. The
implementing agencies (such as the California Public Utilities Commission and the California
Energy Commission) have traditionally utilized open public processes to incorporate the diverse
views of stakeholders before adopting externality values and policy rules which are an integral
part of the cost-effectiveness evaluation.
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Chapter 2

Participant Test
Definition
The Participants Test is the measure of the quantifiable benefits and costs to the customer due
to participation in a program. Since many customers do not base their decision to participate in
a program entirely on quantifiable variables, this test cannot be a complete measure of the
benefits and costs of a program to a customer.

Benefits and Costs
The benefits of participation in a demand-side program include the reduction in the customer's
utility bill(s), any incentive paid by the utility or other third parties, and any federal, state, or
local tax credit received. The reductions to the utility bill(s) should be calculated using the actual
retail rates that would have been charged for the energy service provided (electric demand or
energy or gas). Savings estimates should be based on gross savings, as opposed to net energy
savings1.

In the case of fuel substitution programs, benefits to the participant also include the avoided
capital and operating costs of the equipment/appliance not chosen. For load building programs,
participant benefits include an increase in productivity and/or service, which is presumably equal
to or greater than the productivity/ service without participating. The inclusion of these benefits
is not required for this test, but if they are included then the societal test should also be
performed.

The costs to a customer of program participation are all out-of-pocket expenses incurred as a
result of participating in a program, plus any increases in the customer's utility bill(s). The out-
of-pocket expenses include the cost of any equipment or materials purchased, including sales
tax and installation; any ongoing operation and maintenance costs; any removal costs (less
salvage value); and the value of the customer's time in arranging for the installation of the
measure, if significant.

                                                
1     Gross    energy savings are considered to be the savings in energy and demand seen by the participant at the
meter. These are the appropriate program impacts to calculate bill reductions for the Participant Test. Net
savings are assumed to be the savings that are attributable to the program. That is, net savings are gross savings
minus those changes in energy use and demand that would have happened even in the absence of the program.
For fuel substitution and load building programs, gross-to-net considerations account for the impacts that would
have occurred in the absence of the program.
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How the Results can be Expressed
The results of this test can be expressed in four ways: through a net present value per average
participant, a net present value for the total program, a benefit-cost ratio or discounted payback.
The primary means of expressing test results is net present value for the total program;
discounted payback, benefit-cost ratio, and per participant net present value are secondary tests.

The discounted payback is the number of years it takes until the cumulative discounted benefits
equal or exceed the cumulative discounted costs. The shorter the discounted payback, the more
attractive or beneficial the program is to the participants. Although "payback period" is often
defined as undiscounted in the textbooks, a discounted payback period is used here to
approximate more closely the consumer's perception of future benefits and costs.2

Net present value (NPVp) gives the net dollar benefit of the program to an average participant or
to all participants discounted over some specified time period. A net present value above zero
indicates that the program is beneficial to the participants under this test.

The benefit-cost ratio (BCRp) is the ratio of the total benefits of a program to the total costs
discounted over some specified time period. The benefit-cost ratio gives a measure of a rough
rate of return for the program to the participants and is also an indication of risk. A benefit-cost
ratio above one indicates a beneficial program.

Strengths of the Participant Test
The Participants Test gives a good "first cut" of the benefit or desirability of the program to
customers. This information is especially useful for voluntary programs as an indication of
potential participation rates.

For programs that involve a utility incentive, the Participant Test can be used for program design
considerations such as the minimum incentive level, whether incentives are really needed to
induce participation, and whether changes in incentive levels will induce the desired amount of
participation.

These test results can be useful for program penetration analyses and developing program
participation goals, which will minimize adverse ratepayer impacts and maximize benefits.

For fuel substitution programs, the Participant Test can be used to determine whether program
participation (i.e. choosing one fuel over another) will be in the long-run best interest of the
customer. The primary means of establishing such assurances is the net present value, which
looks at the costs and benefits of the fuel choice over the life of the equipment.

Weaknesses of the Participant Test
None of the Participant Test results (discounted payback, net present value, or benefit-cost ratio)
accurately capture the complexities and diversity of customer decision-making processes for
demand-side management investments. Until or unless more is known about customer attitudes
and behavior, interpretations of Participant Test results continue to require considerable

                                                
2 It should be noted that if a demand-side program is beneficial to its participants (NPVp     >     0 and BCRp     >     1.0)
using a particular discount rate, the program has an internal rate of return (IRR) of at least the value of the
discount rate.
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judgment. Participant Test results play only a supportive role in any assessment of conservation
and load management programs as alternatives to supply projects.

Formulae
The following are the formulas for discounted payback, the net present value (NPVp) and the
benefit-cost ratio (BCRp) for the Participant Test.

NPVP = Bp - Cp
NPVavp = (Bp - Cp) / P
BCRp = Bp / Cp
DPp = Min j such that Bj > Cj

Where:

NPVp = Net present value to all participants
NPVavp = Net present value to the average participant
BCRp = Benefit-cost ratio to participants
DPp = Discounted payback in years
Bp = NPV of benefit to participants
Cp = NPV of costs to participants
Bj = Cumulative benefits to participants in year j
Cj = Cumulative costs to participants in year j
P = Number of program participants
J = First year in which cumulative benefits are cumulative costs.
d = Interest rate (discount)

The Benefit (Bp) and Cost (Cp) terms are further defined as follows:
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Where:

BRt = Bill reductions in year t
Bit = Bill increases in year t
TCt = Tax credits in year t
INCt = Incentives paid to the participant by the sponsoring utility in year t3

PCt = Participant costs in year t to include:
• Initial capital costs, including sales tax4

                                                
3 Some difference of opinion exists as to what should be called an incentive. The term can be interpreted broadly
to include almost anything. Direct rebates, interest payment subsidies, and even energy audits can be called
incentives. Operationally, it is necessary to restrict the term to include only dollar benefits such as rebates or
rate incentives (monthly bill credits). Information and services such as audits are not considered incentives for
the purposes of these tests. If the incentive is to offset a specific participant cost, as in a rebate-type incentive,
the full customer cost (before the rebate must be included in the PCt term
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• Ongoing operation and maintenance costs include fuel cost
• Removal costs, less salvage value
• Value of the customer's time in arranging for installation, if

significant
PACat = Participant avoided costs in year t for alternate fuel devices (costs of

devices not chosen)
Abat = Avoided bill from alternate fuel in year t

The first summation in the Bp equation should be used for conservation and load management
programs. For fuel substitution programs, both the first and second summations should be used
for Bp.

Note that in most cases, the customer bill impact terms (BRt, BIt, and ABat) are further
determined by costing period to reflect load impacts and/or rate schedules, which vary
substantially by time of day and season. The formulas for these variables are as follows:
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ABat = (Use BRt formula, but with rates and costing periods appropriate for the alternate
fuel utility)
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Where:
∆EGit = Reduction in gross energy use in costing period i in year t
∆DG it = Reduction in gross billing demand in costing period i in year t
AC:Eit = Rate charged for energy in costing period i in year t
AC:Dit = Rate charged for demand in costing period i in year t 
Kit = 1 when ∆EGit or ∆DGit is positive (a reduction) in costing period i in

year t, and zero otherwise
OBRt = Other bill reductions or avoided bill payments (e.g.,, customer charges,

standby rates).
OBIt = Other bill increases (i.e. customer charges, standby rates).
I = Number of periods of participant’s participation

In load management programs such as TOU rates and air-conditioning cycling, there are often
no direct customer hardware costs.  However, attempts should be made to quantify indirect
costs customers may incur that enable them to take advantage of TOU rates and similar
programs.

                                                                                                                                                      
4  If money is borrowed by the customer to cover this cost, it may not be necessary to calculate the annual
mortgage and discount this amount if the present worth of the mortgage payments equals the initial cost. This
occurs when the discount rate used is equal to the interest rate of the mortgage. If the two rates differ (e.g., a
loan offered by the utility), then the stream of mortgage payments should be discounted by the discount rate
chosen.
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If no customer hardware costs are expected or estimates of indirect costs and value of service
are unavailable, it may not be possible to calculate the benefit-cost ratio and discounted payback
period.
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Chapter 3

The Ratepayer Impact Measure Test5

Definition
The Ratepayer Impact Measure (RIM) test measures what happens to customer bills or rates
due to changes in utility revenues and operating costs caused by the program. Rates will go
down if the change in revenues from the program is greater than the change in utility costs.
Conversely, rates or bills will go up if revenues collected after program implementation are less
than the total costs incurred by the utility in implementing the program. This test indicates the
direction and magnitude of the expected change in customer bills or rate levels.

Benefits and Costs
The benefits calculated in the RIM test are the savings from avoided supply costs. These
avoided costs include the reduction in transmission, distribution, generation, and capacity costs
for periods when load has been reduced and the increase in revenues for any periods in which
load has been increased. The avoided supply costs are a reduction in total costs or revenue
requirements and are included for both fuels for a fuel substitution program. The increase in
revenues are also included for both fuels for fuel substitution programs. Both the reductions in
supply costs and the revenue increases should be calculated using net energy savings.

The costs for this test are the program costs incurred by the utility, and/or other entities
incurring costs and creating or administering the program, the incentives paid to the
participant, decreased revenues for any periods in which load has been decreased and increased
supply costs for any periods when load has been increased. The utility program costs include
initial and annual costs, such as the cost of equipment, operation and maintenance, installation,
program administration, and customer dropout and removal of equipment (less salvage value).
The decreases in revenues and the increases in the supply costs should be calculated for both
fuels for fuel substitution programs using net savings.

How the Results can be Expressed
The results of this test can be presented in several forms: the lifecycle revenue impact (cents or
dollars) per kWh, kW, therm, or customer; annual or first-year revenue impacts (cents or dollars
per kWh, kW, therms, or customer); benefit-cost ratio; and net present value. The primary units
of measurement are the lifecycle revenue impact, expressed as the change in rates (cents per
kWh for electric energy, dollars per kW for electric capacity, cents per therm for natural gas)
and the net present value. Secondary test results are the lifecycle revenue impact per customer,
first-year and annual revenue impacts, and the benefit-cost ratio. LRIRIM values for programs
affecting electricity and gas should be calculated for each fuel individually (cents per kWh or
dollars per kW and cents per therm) and on a combined gas and electric basis (cents per
customer).

                                                
5 The Ratepayer Impact Measure Test has previously been described under what was called the "Non-Participant
Test." The Non-Participant Test has also been called the "Impact on Rate Levels Test."
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The lifecycle revenue impact (LRI) is the one-time change in rates or the bill change over the life
of the program needed to bring total revenues in line with revenue requirements over the life of
the program. The rate increase or decrease is expected to be put into effect in the first year of
the program. Any successive rate changes such as for cost escalation are made from there. The
first-year revenue impact (FRI) is the change in rates in the first year of the program or the bill
change needed to get total revenues to match revenue requirements only for that year. The
annual revenue impact (ARI) is the series of differences between revenues and revenue
requirements in each year of the program. This series shows the cumulative rate change or bill
change in a year needed to match revenues to revenue requirements. Thus, the ARIRIM for year
six per kWh is the estimate of the difference between present rates and the rate that would be in
effect in year six due to the program. For results expressed as lifecycle, annual, or first-year
revenue impacts, negative results indicate favorable effects on the bills of ratepayers or
reductions in rates. Positive test result values indicate adverse bill impacts or rate increases.

Net present value (NPVRIM) gives the discounted dollar net benefit of the program from the
perspective of rate levels or bills over some specified time period. A net present value above zero
indicates that the program will benefit (lower) rates and bills.

The benefit-cost ratio (BCR RIM) is the ratio of the total benefits of a program to the total costs
discounted over some specified time period. A benefit-cost ratio above one indicates that the
program will lower rates and bills.

Strengths of the Ratepayer Impact Measure (RIM)
Test
In contrast to most supply options, demand-side management programs cause a direct shift in
revenues. Under many conditions, revenues lost from DSM programs have to be made up by
ratepayers. The RIM test is the only test that reflects this revenue shift along with the other
costs and benefits associated with the program.

An additional strength of the RIM test is that the test can be used for all demand-side
management programs (conservation, load management, fuel substitution, and load building).
This makes the RIM test particularly useful for comparing impacts among demand-side
management options.

Some of the units of measurement for the RIM test are of greater value than others, depending
upon the purpose or type of evaluation. The lifecycle revenue impact per customer is the most
useful unit of measurement when comparing the merits of programs with highly variable scopes
(e.g.,, funding levels) and when analyzing a wide range of programs that include both electric
and natural gas impacts. Benefit-cost ratios can also be very useful for program design
evaluations to identify the most attractive programs or program elements.

If comparisons are being made between a program or group of conservation/load management
programs and a specific resource project, lifecycle cost per unit of energy and annual and first-
year net costs per unit of energy are the most useful way to express test results. Of course, this
requires developing lifecycle, annual, and first-year revenue impact estimates for the supply-side
project.

Weaknesses of the Ratepayer Impact Measure (RIM)
Test
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Results of the RIM test are probably less certain than those of other tests because the test is
sensitive to the differences between long-term projections of marginal costs and long-term
projections of rates, two cost streams that are difficult to quantify with certainty.

RIM test results are also sensitive to assumptions regarding the financing of program costs.
Sensitivity analyses and interactive analyses that capture feedback effects between system
changes, rate design options, and alternative means of financing generation and non-generation
options can help overcome these limitations. However, these types of analyses may be difficult
to implement.

An additional caution must be exercised in using the RIM test to evaluate a fuel substitution
program with multiple end use efficiency options. For example, under conditions where
marginal costs are less than average costs, a program that promotes an inefficient appliance may
give a more favorable test result than a program that promotes an efficient appliance. Though
the results of the RIM test accurately reflect rate impacts, the implications for long-term
conservation efforts need to be considered.

Formulae: The formulae for the lifecycle revenue impact (LRI RIM)' net present value (NPV
RIM), benefit-cost ratio (BCR RIM)' the first-year revenue impacts and annual revenue impacts
are presented below:

LRIRIM = (CRIM - BRIM) / E
FRIRIM =  (CRIM - BRIM) / E for t = I
ARIRIMt = FRIRIM for t = I

= (CRIMt - BRIMt )/Et for t=2, ………….., N
NPVRIM = BRIM-CRIM

BCRRIM` = BRIM/CRIM where:

LRIRIM = Lifecycle revenue impact of the program per unit of energy (kWh or therm)
or demand (kW) (the one-time change in rates) or per customer (the change
in customer bills over the life of the program). (Note: An appropriate choice
of kWh, therm, kW, and customer should be made)

FRIRIM = First-year revenue impact of the program per unit of energy, demand, or per
customer.

ARIRIM = Stream of cumulative annual revenue impacts of the program per unit of
energy, demand, or per customer. (Note: The terms in the ARI formula are
not discounted; thus they are the nominal cumulative revenue impacts.
Discounted cumulative revenue impacts may be calculated and submitted if
they are indicated as such. Note also that the sum of the discounted stream of
cumulative revenue impacts does not equal the LRI RIM')

NPVRIM = Net present value levels

BCRRIM = Benefit-cost ratio for rate levels

BRIM = Benefits to rate levels or customer bills
CRIM = Costs to rate levels or customer bills
E = Discounted stream of system energy sales (kWh or therms) or demand sales

(kW) or first-year customers. (See Appendix D for a description of the
derivation and use of this term in the LRIRIM test.)
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The BRIM and CRIM terms are further defined as follows:
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Where:
UACt = Utility avoided supply costs in year t
UICt = Utility increased supply costs in year t
RGt = Revenue gain from increased sales in year t
RLt = Revenue loss from reduced sales in year t
PRCt = Program Administrator program costs in year t
Et = System sales in kWh, kW or therms in year t or first year customers
UACat = Utility avoided supply costs for the alternate fuel in year t
Rlat = Revenue loss from avoided bill payments for alternate fuel in year t (i.e.,

device not chosen in a fuel substitution program)

For fuel substitution programs, the first term in the B RIM and C RIM equations represents the
sponsoring utility (electric or gas), and the second term represents the alternate utility. The RIM
test should be calculated separately for electric and gas and combined electric and gas.

The utility avoided cost terms (UACt, UICt, and UACat) are further determined by costing
period to reflect time-variant costs of supply:
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the alternate fuel utility.)
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Where:

[Only terms not previously defined are included here.]
∆ENit = Reduction in net energy use in costing period i in year t
∆DNit = Reduction in net demand in costing period i in year t
MC:Eit = Marginal cost of energy in costing period i in year t
MC:Dit = Marginal cost of demand in costing period i in year t
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The revenue impact terms (RGt, RLt, and RLat ) are parallel to the bill impact terms in the
Participant Test. The terms are calculated exactly the same way with the exception that the net
impacts are used rather than gross impacts. If a net-to-gross ratio is used to differentiate gross
savings from net savings, the revenue terms and the participant's bill terms will be related as
follows:

RGt = BIt * (net-to-gross ratio)
RLt = BRt * (net-to-gross ratio)
Rlat = Abat * (net-to-gross ratio)
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Chapter 4

Total Resource Cost Test6

Definition
The Total Resource Cost Test measures the net costs of a demand-side management program as
a resource option based on the total costs of the program, including both the participants' and
the utility's costs.

The test is applicable to conservation, load management, and fuel substitution programs. For
fuel substitution programs, the test measures the net effect of the impacts from the fuel not
chosen versus the impacts from the fuel that is chosen as a result of the program. TRC test
results for fuel substitution programs should be viewed as a measure of the economic efficiency
implications of the total energy supply system (gas and electric).

A variant on the TRC test is the Societal Test. The Societal Test differs from the TRC test in
that it includes the effects of externalities (e.g.,, environmental, national security), excludes tax
credit benefits, and uses a different (societal) discount rate.

Benefits and Costs: This test represents the combination of the effects of a program on both the
customers participating and those not participating in a program. In a sense, it is the summation
of the benefit and cost terms in the Participant and the Ratepayer Impact Measure tests, where
the revenue (bill) change and the incentive terms intuitively cancel (except for the differences in
net and gross savings).

The benefits calculated in the Total Resource Cost Test are the avoided supply costs, the
reduction in transmission, distribution, generation, and capacity costs valued at marginal cost for
the periods when there is a load reduction. The avoided supply costs should be calculated using
net program savings, savings net of changes in energy use that would have happened in the
absence of the program. For fuel substitution programs, benefits include the avoided device
costs and avoided supply costs for the energy, using equipment not chosen by the program
participant.

The costs in this test are the program costs paid by both the utility and the participants plus the
increase in supply costs for the periods in which load is increased. Thus all equipment costs,
installation, operation and maintenance, cost of removal (less salvage value), and administration
costs, no matter who pays for them, are included in this test. Any tax credits are considered a
reduction to costs in this test. For fuel substitution programs, the costs also include the increase
in supply costs for the utility providing the fuel that is chosen as a result of the program.

                                                
6 This test was previously called the All Ratepayers Test
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How the Results Can be Expressed
The results of the Total Resource Cost Test can be expressed in several forms: as a net present
value, a benefit-cost ratio, or as a levelized cost. The net present value is the primary unit of
measurement for this test. Secondary means of expressing TRC test results are a benefit-cost
ratio and levelized costs. The Societal Test expressed in terms of net present value, a benefit-
cost ratio, or levelized costs is also considered a secondary means of expressing results.
Levelized costs as a unit of measurement are inapplicable for fuel substitution programs, since
these programs represent the net change of alternative fuels which are measured in different
physical units (e.g.,, kWh or therms). Levelized costs are also not applicable for load building
programs.

Net present value (NPVTRC) is the discounted value of the net benefits to this test over a
specified period of time.  NPVTRC is a measure of the change in the total resource costs due to
the program. A net present value above zero indicates that the program is a less expensive
resource than the supply option upon which the marginal costs are based.

The benefit-cost ratio (BCRTRC) is the ratio of the discounted total benefits of the program to
the discounted total costs over some specified time period. It gives an indication of the rate of
return of this program to the utility and its ratepayers. A benefit-cost ratio above one indicates
that the program is beneficial to the utility and its ratepayers on a total resource cost basis.

The levelized cost is a measure of the total costs of the program in a form that is sometimes
used to estimate costs of utility-owned supply additions. It presents the total costs of the
program to the utility and its ratepayers on a per kilowatt, per kilowatt hour, or per therm basis
levelized over the life of the program.

The Societal Test is structurally similar to the Total Resource Cost Test. It goes beyond the
TRC test in that it attempts to quantify the change in the total resource costs to society as a
whole rather than to only the service territory (the utility and its ratepayers). In taking society's
perspective, the Societal Test utilizes essentially the same input variables as the TRC Test, but
they are defined with a broader societal point of view. More specifically, the Societal Test
differs from the TRC Test in at least one of five ways. First, the Societal Test may use higher
marginal costs than the TRC test if a utility faces marginal costs that are lower than other
utilities in the state or than its out-of-state suppliers. Marginal costs used in the Societal Test
would reflect the cost to society of the more expensive alternative resources. Second, tax credits
are treated as a transfer payment in the Societal Test, and thus are left out. Third, in the case of
capital expenditures, interest payments are considered a transfer payment since society actually
expends the resources in the first year. Therefore, capital costs enter the calculations in the year
in which they occur. Fourth, a societal discount rate should be used7. Finally, Marginal costs
used in the Societal Test would also contain externality costs of power generation not captured
by the market system. An illustrative and by no means exhaustive list of ‘externalities and their
components’ is given below (Refer to the Limitations section for elaboration.) These values are
also referred to as ‘adders’ designed to capture or internalize such externalities. The list of
potential adders would include for example:

1. The benefit of avoided environmental damage: The CPUC policy specifies two ‘adders’ to
internalize environmental externalities, one for electricity use and one for natural gas use.
Both are statewide average values.  These adders are intended to help distinguish between

                                                
7 Many economists have pointed out that use of a market discount rate in social cost-benefit analysis
undervalues the interests of future generations. Yet if a market discount rate is not used, comparisons with
alternative investments are difficult to make.
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cost-effective and non cost-effective energy-efficiency programs.  They apply to an average
supply mix and would not be useful in distinguishing among competing supply options.
The CPUC electricity environmental adder is intended to account for the environmental
damage from air pollutant emissions from power plants. The CPUC-adopted adder is
intended to cover the human and material damage from sulfur oxides (SOX), nitrogen
oxides (NOX), volatile organic compounds (VOC, sometimes called reactive organic gases
or ROG), particulate matter at or below 10 micron diameter (PM10), and carbon.  The adder
for natural gas is intended to account for air pollutant emissions from the direct combustion
of the gas.  In the CPUC policy guidance, the adders are included in the tabulation of the
benefits of energy efficiency programs.  They represent reduced environmental damage
from displaced electricity generation and avoided gas combustion. The environmental
damage is the result of the net change in pollutant emissions in the air basins, or regions, in
which there is an impact.  This change is the result of direct changes in powerplant or
natural gas combustion emission resulting from the efficiency measures, and changes in
emissions from other sources, that result from those direct changes in emissions.

2. The benefit of avoided transmission and distribution costs – energy efficiency measures that
reduce the growth in peak demand would decrease the required rate of expansion to the
transmission and distribution network, eliminating costs of constructing and maintaining
new or upgraded lines.

3. The benefit of avoided generation costs – energy efficiency measures reduce consumption
and hence avoid the need for generation. This would include avoided energy costs, capacity
costs and T&D line

4. The benefit of increased system reliability: The reductions in demand and peak loads from
customers opting for self generation, provide reliability benefits to the distribution system in
the forms of:
a. Avoided costs of supply disruptions
b. Benefits to the economy of damage and control costs avoided by customers and

industries in the digital economy that need greater than 99.9 level of reliable electricity
service from the central grid

c. Marginally decreased System Operator’s costs to maintain a percentage reserve of
electricity supply above the instantaneous demand

d. Benefits to customers and the public of avoiding blackouts.
5. Non-energy benefits: Non-energy benefits might include a range of program-specific

benefits such as saved water in energy-efficient washing machines or self generation units,
reduced waste streams from an energy-efficient industrial process, etc.

6. Non-energy benefits for low income programs: The low income programs are social
programs which have a separate list of benefits included in what is known as the ‘low
income public purpose test’. This test and the sepcific benefits associated with this test are
outside the scope of this manual.

7. Benefits of fuel diversity include considerations of the risks of supply disruption, the effects
of price volatility, and the avoided costs of risk exposure and risk management.

Strengths of the Total Resource Cost Test
The primary strength of the Total Resource Cost (TRC) test is its scope. The test includes total
costs (participant plus program administrator) and also has the potential for capturing total
benefits (avoided supply costs plus, in the case of the societal test variation, externalities). To the
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extent supply-side project evaluations also include total costs of generation and/or transmission,
the TRC test provides a useful basis for comparing demand- and supply-side options.

Since this test treats  incentives paid to participants and revenue shifts as transfer payments
(from all ratepayers to participants through increased revenue requirements), the test results are
unaffected by the uncertainties of projected average rates, thus reducing the uncertainty of the
test results. Average rates and assumptions associated with how other options are financed
(analogous to the issue of incentives for DSM programs) are also excluded from most supply-
side cost determinations, again making the TRC test useful for comparing demand-side and
supply-side options.

Weakness of the Total Resource Cost Test
The treatment of revenue shifts and incentive payments as transfer payments, identified
previously as a strength, can also be considered a weakness of the TRC test. While it is true that
most supply-side cost analyses do not include such financial issues, it can be argued that DSM
programs should include these effects since, in contrast to most supply options, DSM programs
do result in lost revenues.

In addition, the costs of the DSM "resource" in the TRC test are based on the total costs of the
program, including costs incurred by the participant. Supply-side resource options are typically
based only on the costs incurred by the power suppliers.

Finally, the TRC test cannot be applied meaningfully to load building programs, thereby
limiting the ability to use this test to compare the full range of demand-side management
options.

Formulas
The formulas for the net present value (NPVTRC)' the benefit-cost ratio (BCRTRC and levelized
costs are presented below:

NPVTRC = BTRC - CTRC
BCRTRC = BTRC /CTRC
LCTRC = LCRC / IMP

Where:
NPVTRC = Net present value of total costs of the resource
BCRTRC = Benefit-cost ratio of total costs of the resource
LCTRC = Levelized cost per unit of the total cost of the resource (cents per kWh for

conservation programs; dollars per kW for load management programs)
BTRC = Benefits of the program
CTRC = Costs of the program
LCRC = Total resource costs used for levelizing
IMP = Total discounted load impacts of the program
PCN = Net Participant Costs

The BTRC CTRC LCRC, and IMP terms are further defined as follows:
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[All terms have been defined in previous chapters.]

The first summation in the BTRC equation should be used for conservation and load
management programs. For fuel substitution programs, both the first and second summations
should be used.
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Chapter 5

Program Administrator Cost Test
Definition
The Program Administrator Cost Test measures the net costs of a demand-side management
program as a resource option based on the costs incurred by the program administrator
(including incentive costs) and excluding any net costs incurred by the participant. The benefits
are similar to the TRC benefits. Costs are defined more narrowly.

Benefits and Costs
The benefits for the Program Administrator Cost Test are the avoided supply costs of energy
and demand, the reduction in transmission, distribution, generation, and capacity valued at
marginal costs for the periods when there is a load reduction. The avoided supply costs should
be calculated using net program savings, savings net of changes in energy use that would have
happened in the absence of the program. For fuel substitution programs, benefits include the
avoided supply costs for the energy-using equipment not chosen by the program participant
only in the case of a combination utility where the utility provides both fuels.

The costs for the Program Administrator Cost Test are the program costs incurred by the
administrator, the incentives paid to the customers, and the increased supply costs for the
periods in which load is increased. Administrator program costs include initial and annual costs,
such as the cost of utility equipment, operation and maintenance, installation, program
administration, and customer dropout and removal of equipment (less salvage value). For fuel
substitution programs, costs include the increased supply costs for the energy-using equipment
chosen by the program participant only in the case of a combination utility, as above.

In this test, revenue shifts are viewed as a transfer payment between participants and all
ratepayers. Though a shift in revenue affects rates, it does not affect revenue requirements,
which are defined as the difference between the net marginal energy and capacity costs avoided
and program costs. Thus, if NPVpa > 0 and NPVRIM < 0, the administrator’s overall total
costs will decrease, although rates may increase because the sales base over which revenue
requirements are spread has decreased.

How the Results Can be Expressed
The results of this test can be expressed either as a net present value, benefit-cost ratio, or
levelized costs. The net present value is the primary test, and the benefit-cost ratio and levelized
cost are the secondary tests.

Net present value (NPVpa) is the benefit of the program minus the administrator's costs,
discounted over some specified period of time. A net present value above zero indicates that this
demand-side program would decrease costs to the administrator and the utility.

The benefit-cost ratio (BCRpa) is the ratio of the total discounted benefits of a program to the
total discounted costs for a specified time period. A benefit-cost ratio above one indicates that
the program would benefit the combined administrator and utility's total cost situation.
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The levelized cost is a measure of the costs of the program to the administrator in a form that is
sometimes used to estimate costs of utility-owned supply additions. It presents the costs of the
program to the administrator and the utility on per kilowatt, per kilowatt-hour, or per therm basis
levelized over the life of the program.

Strengths of the Program Administrator Cost Test
As with the Total Resource Cost test, the Program Administrator Cost test treats revenue shifts
as transfer payments, meaning that test results are not complicated by the uncertainties
associated with long-term rate projections and associated rate design assumptions. In contrast to
the Total Resource Cost test, the Program Administrator Test includes only the portion of the
participant's equipment costs that is paid for by the administrator in the form of an incentive.
Therefore, for purposes of comparison, costs in the Program Administrator Cost Test are
defined similarly to those supply-side projects which also do not include direct customer costs.

Weaknesses of the Program Administrator Cost
Test
By defining device costs exclusively in terms of costs incurred by the administrator, the
Program Administrator Cost test results reflect only a portion of the full costs of the resource.

The Program Administrator Cost Test shares two limitations noted previously for the Total
Resource Cost test: (1) by treating revenue shifts as transfer payments, the rate impacts are not
captured, and (2) the test cannot be used to evaluate load building programs.

Formulas
The formulas for the net present value, the benefit-cost ratio and levelized cost are presented
below:

NPVpa = Bpa - Cpa
BCRpa = Bpa/Cpa
LCpa = LCpa/IMP

Where:
NPVpa Net present value of Program Administrator costs
BCRpa Benefit-cost ratio of Program Administrator costs
LCpa Levelized cost per unit of Program Administrator cost of the resource
Bpa Benefits of the program
Cpa Costs of the program
LCpc Total Program Administrator costs used for levelizing
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 [All variables are defined in previous chapters.]

The first summation in the Bpa equation should be used for conservation and load management
programs. For fuel substitution programs, both the first and second summations should be
used.
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Appendix A

Inputs to Equations and
Documentation
A comprehensive review of procedures and sources for developing inputs is beyond the scope
of this manual. It would also be inappropriate to attempt a complete standardization of
techniques and procedures for developing inputs for such parameters as load impacts, marginal
costs, or average rates. Nevertheless, a series of guidelines can help to establish acceptable
procedures and improve the chances of obtaining reasonable levels of consistent and
meaningful cost-effectiveness results. The following "rules" should be viewed as appropriate
guidelines for developing the primary inputs for the cost-effectiveness equations contained in
this manual:

1. In the past, Marginal costs for electricity were based on production cost model simulations
that clearly identify key assumptions and characteristics of the existing generation system as
well as the timing and nature of any generation additions and/or power purchase agreements
in the future. With a deregulated market for wholesale electricity, marginal costs for electric
generation energy should be based on forecast market prices, which are derived from recent
transactions in California energy markets.  Such transactions could include spot market
purchases as well as longer term bilateral contracts and the marginal costs should be
estimated based on components for energy as well as demand and/or capacity costs as is
typical for these contracts.

2. In the case of submittals in conjunction with a utility rate proceeding, average rates used in
DSM program cost-effectiveness evaluations should be based on proposed rates.
Otherwise, average rates should be based on current rate schedules. Evaluations based on
alternative rate designs are encouraged.

3. Time-differentiated inputs for electric marginal energy and capacity costs, average energy
rates, and demand charges, and electric load impacts should be used for (a) load
management programs, (b) any conservation program that involves a financial incentive to
the customer, and (c) any Fuel Substitution or Load Building program. Costing periods
used should include, at a minimum, summer and winter, on-, and off-peak; further
disaggregation is encouraged.

4. When program participation includes customers with different rate schedules, the average
rate inputs should represent an average weighted by the estimated mix of participation or
impacts. For General Rate Case proceedings it is likely that each major rate class within
each program will be considered as program elements requiring separate cost-effectiveness
analyses for each measure and each rate class within each program.

5. Program administration cost estimates used in program cost-effectiveness analyses should
exclude costs associated with the measurement and evaluation of program impacts unless
the costs are a necessary component to administer the program.

6. For DSM programs or program elements that reduce electricity and natural gas
consumption, costs and benefits from both fuels should be included.
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7. The development and treatment of load impact estimates should distinguish between gross
(i.e., impacts expected from the installation of a particular device, measure, appliance) and
net (impacts adjusted to account for what would have happened anyway, and therefore not
attributable to the program). Load impacts for the Participants test should be based on
gross, whereas for all other tests the use of net is appropriate. Gross and net program
impact considerations should be applied to all types of demand-side management programs,
although in some instances there may be no difference between gross and net.

8. The use of sensitivity analysis, i.e. the calculation of cost-effectiveness test results using
alternative input assumptions, is encouraged, particularly for the following programs: new
programs, programs for which authorization to substantially change direction is being
sought (e.g.,, termination, significant expansion), major programs which show marginal
cost-effectiveness and/or particular sensitivity to highly uncertain input(s).

The use of many of these guidelines is illustrated with examples of program cost effectiveness
contained in Appendix B.
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Appendix B

Summary of Equations and Glossary
of Symbols
Basic Equations

Participant Test
NPVP = BP - CP
NPVavp = (BP - CP) / P
BCRP = BP/CP
DPP = min j such that Bj > Cj

Ratepayer Impact Measure Test
LRIRIM = (CRIM - BRIM) / E
FRIRIM = (CRIM - BRIM) / E for t = 1
ARIRIMt = FRIRIM for t = 1

= (CRIMt- BRIMt )/Et for t=2,... ,N
NPVRIM = BRIM — CRIM
BCRRIM = BRIM /CRIM

Total Resource Cost Test

NPVTRC = BTRC - CTRC
BCRTRC = BTRC / CTRC
LCTRC = LCRC / IMP

Program Administrator Cost Test

NPVpa = Bpa - Cpa
BCRpa = Bpa / Cpa
LCpa = LCpa / IMP
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Benefits and Costs

Participant Test
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Ratepayer Impact Measure Test
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Total Resource Cost Test
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Program Administrator Cost Test
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Glossary of Symbols
Abat = Avoided bill reductions on bill from alternate fuel in year t
AC:Dit = Rate charged for demand in costing period i in year t
AC:Eit = Rate charged for energy in costing period i in year t
ARIRIM = Stream of cumulative annual revenue impacts of the program per unit of

energy, demand, or per customer. Note that the terms in the ARI formula are
not discounted, thus they are the nominal cumulative revenue impacts.
Discounted cumulative revenue impacts may be calculated and submitted if
they are indicated as such. Note also that the sum of the discounted 
stream of cumulative revenue impacts does not equal the LRIRIM*

BCRp = Benefit-cost ratio to participants
BCRRIM = Benefit-cost ratio for rate levels
BCRTRC = Benefit-cost ratio of total costs of the resource
BCRpa = Benefit-cost ratio of program administrator and utility costs
BIt = Bill increases in year t
Bj = Cumulative benefits to participants in year j
Bp = Benefit to participants
BRIM = Benefits to rate levels or customer bills
BRt = Bill reductions in year t
BTRC = Benefits of the program
Bpa = Benefits of the program
Cj = Cumulative costs to participants in year i
Cp = Costs to participants
CRIM = Costs to rate levels or customer bills
CTRC = Costs of the program
Cpa = Costs of the program
D = discount rate
∆Dgit = Reduction in gross billing demand in costing period i in year t
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∆Dnit = Reduction in net demand in costing period i in year t
DPp = Discounted payback in years
E = Discounted stream of system energy sales-(kWh or therms) or demand sales

(kW) or first-year customers
∆Egit = Reduction in gross energy use in costing period i in year t
∆Enit = Reduction in net energy use in costing period i in year t
Et = System sales in kWh, kW or therms in year t or first year customers
FRIRIM = First-year revenue impact of the program per unit of energy, demand, or per

customer.
IMP = Total discounted load impacts of the program
INCt = Incentives paid to the participant by the sponsoring utility in year t   First year

in which cumulative benefits are > cumulative costs.
Kit = 1 when ∆EGit or ∆DGit is positive (a reduction) in costing period i in year t,

and zero otherwise
LCRC = Total resource costs used for levelizing
LCTRC = Levelized cost per unit of the total cost of the resource
LCPA = Total Program Administrator costs used for levelizing
Lcpa = Levelized cost per unit of program administrator cost of the resource
LRIRIM = Lifecycle revenue impact of the program per unit of energy (kWh or therm)

or demand (kW)-the one-time change in rates-or per customer-the change in
customer bills over the life of the program.

MC:Dit = Marginal cost of demand in costing period i in year t
MC:Eit = Marginal cost of energy in costing period i in year t
NPVavp = Net present value to the average participant
NPVP = Net present value to all participants
NPVRIM = Net present value levels
NPVTRC = Net present value of total costs of the resource
NPVpa = Net present value of program administrator costs
OBIt = Other bill increases (i.e., customer charges, standby rates)
OBRt = Other bill reductions or avoided bill payments (e.g., customer charges,

standby rates).
P = Number of program participants
PACat = Participant avoided costs in year t for alternate fuel devices
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PCt = Participant costs in year t to include:
• Initial capital costs, including sales tax
• Ongoing operation and maintenance costs
• Removal costs, less salvage value
• Value of the customer's time in arranging for installation, if significant

PRCt = Program Administrator program costs in year t
PCN = Net Participant Costs
RGt = Revenue gain from increased sales in year t
RLat = Revenue loss from avoided bill payments for alternate fuel in year t 

(i.e., device not chosen in a fuel substitution program)
RLt = Revenue loss from reduced sales in year t
TCt = Tax credits in year t
UACat = Utility avoided supply costs for the alternate fuel in year t
UACt = Utility avoided supply costs in year t
PAt = Program Administrator costs in year t
UICt = Utility increased supply costs in year t
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Appendix C.

Derivation of Rim Lifecycle Revenue
Impact Formula
Most of the formulas in the manual are either self-explanatory or are explained in the text. This
appendix provides additional explanation for a few specific areas where the algebra was
considered to be too cumbersome to include in the text.

Rate Impact Measure
The Ratepayer Impact Measure lifecycle revenue impact test (LRIRIM) is assumed to be the
one-time increase or decrease in rates that will re-equate the present valued stream of revenues
and stream of revenue requirements over the life of the program.

Rates are designed to equate long-term revenues with long-term costs or revenue requirements.
The implementation of a demand-side program can disrupt this equality by changing one of the
assumptions upon which it is based: the sales forecast. Demand-side programs by definition
change sales. This expected difference between the long-term revenues and revenue
requirements is calculated in the NPVRIM The amount which present valued revenues are
below present valued revenue requirements equals NPVRIM

The LRIRIM is the change in rates that creates a change in the revenue stream that, when
present valued, equals the NPVRIM* If the utility raises (or lowers) its rates in the base year by
the amount of the LRIRIM' revenues over the term of the program will again equal revenue
requirements. (The other assumed changes in rates, implied in the escalation of the rate values,
are considered to remain in effect.)

Thus, the formula for the LRIRIM is derived from the following equality where the present
value change in revenues due to the rate increase or decrease is set equal to the NPVRIM or the
revenue change caused by the program.

∑
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Since the LRIRIM term does not have a time subscript, it can be removed from the summation,
and the formula is then:
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Rearranging terms, we then get:
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 APPENDIX B – GLOSSARY 

Common EE Terms and Definitions 

 
 

Adopted Program Budget Free Riders (ridership) Peer Review Group (PRG) 

Advanced Technologies Fuel Substitution Performance Basis 

Affiliate Funding Cycle Performance Earnings Basis (PEB) 

Avoided Costs Gas Savings  

Baseline Data Hard To Reach, Non 

Residential 

Performance Uncertainties 

Coincident Peak Demand Hard To Reach, Residential Portfolio 

Community Choice 

Aggregators 

 Portfolio Reporting 

Competitive Solicitation Incremental Measure Cost Pre-commercialization 

Conservation Information and Education 

Programs 

Program 

Conservation Measures Innovation Incubator Program Activities 

Conservation Programs Institutional Barriers Program Administrator 

Cost Effectiveness Least Cost/Best Fit Program Administrator Cost Test 

(PAC) 

Cream Skimming Levelized Cost Program Advisory Group PAG) 

Cross Subsidization Load Management Program Cycle 

Customer Load Serving Entities Program Implementers 

Dual Test Lost Opportunities Program Strategy 

E3 Calculator Market Effect Program Year(s) 

Effective Useful Life Marketing and Outreach Ratepayer 

Electricity Savings Measures Rebate 

Emerging Technologies Minimum Performance 

Standard (MPS) 

Report Month 

Emissions Reductions Net to Gross Ratio Resource Value 

Energy Efficiency Groupware 

Application 2006 (EEGA) 

Non-price Factors Service Area 

End Use Operating Program Budget Short Term/Long Term 

Energy Efficiency Participant Test Source BTU Consumption 

Energy Efficiency Measure Partnership Spillover 

Energy Efficiency Program Peak Demand Standard Practice Manual 

Energy Efficiency Savings Peak Demand, Coincident Statewide 

Evaluation, Measurement and 

Verification (EM&V) 

Peak Demand (General) Third Party/Non-IOU 

Evaluation Project Budget Peak Savings, Coincident 

(kW) 

Total Resource Cost Test (TRC) 

Financial Incentive Peak Savings – Daily Average 

(kW) 

 

Free Drivers Peak Savings, Non Coincident  Zero Net Energy 
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY POLICY MANUAL  
FOR POST-2005 PROGRAMS 

 
I.  Introduction 
 
This document presents the California Public Utilities Commission’s 
(Commission) policy rules and related reference documents for the development 
and evaluation of energy efficiency programs funded by ratepayers in California.  
Referred to as the Energy Efficiency Policy Manual, Version 4.0, this document 
shall apply to all energy efficiency activities commencing in program year (PY) 
2005 and beyond.  The policy rules, terms and definitions contained herein apply 
to energy efficiency activities funded through the following mechanisms: 
 

 The electric public goods charge (PGC), as authorized by Public 
Utilities (PU) Code Sections 381 and 399.  

 The gas surcharge, as authorized by PU Code Sections 890-900. 

 Procurement rates, as authorized by the Commission. 

 
The rules in this manual do not currently apply to: 
 

 Low-income energy efficiency programs (LIEE) funded by the 
electric PGC or gas surcharges  

 California Alternative Rates for Energy (CARE) for low-income 
customers funded out of electric or gas PGC1 

 Interruptible rate or load management programs2 

 Self-generation and demand-responsiveness programs developed 
in response to AB970 (PU Code Section 399.15(b)).3 

                                              
1 A separate low-income rulemaking was initiated on January 25, 2007 (R.07-01-042). 

2 Interruptible and load management programs are addressed under Decision 05-11-009 
(R.02-06-001). 

3 These programs were adopted in D.01-03-073, in R.98-07-037.  
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This document supersedes all previous versions of the Energy Efficiency Policy 
Manual.  Sections II-XI below articulate the Commission’s policy rules (“Rules”) 
governing energy efficiency activities, commencing in 2006.   
 
The term “Program Administrators” refers to the following investor-owned 
utilities (IOUs): Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), Southern California 
Edison Company (SCE), San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E) and 
Southern California Gas Company (SoCalGas).   
 
II.  Energy Efficiency Policy Objectives and Program Funding Guidelines 
 

1.  Commission and state energy policy, as expressed in the Energy Action 
Plan and reaffirmed in Decision (D.) 04-12-048, make energy efficiency the 
utilities’ highest priority procurement resource.  In other words, cost-effective 
energy efficiency should be first in the “loading order” of resources used by the 
utilities to meet their customers’ energy service needs.  The Governor’s and the 
state’s policies also seek to reduce the environmental impact (including the 
greenhouse gas emissions) associated with the state’s energy consumption, to 
protect the public’s health and safety.  Energy efficiency is a critical part of the 
state’s strategy to achieve these goals.  

 
            1.a. For PY2009 and through 2020 and beyond, the utilities shall develop a 
single, comprehensive Strategic Plan updated annually for energy efficiency 
programs and program cycles.  The plan shall incorporate collaboration with a 
wider range of stakeholders, integration with other demand-side management 
programs, and innovation of energy efficiency programs, as outlined under D.07-
10-032.  The utilities shall aggressively pursue energy efficiency as part of the  
Western Regional Climate Action Initiative, February 26, 2007 and the National 
Action Plan for Energy Efficiency (See http://www.epa.gov/solar/energy-
programs/napee/index.html ). 

 
 
2.  The Commission’s overriding goal guiding its energy efficiency efforts 

is to pursue all cost-effective energy efficiency opportunities over both the short- 
and long-term.  By D.04-09-060, the Commission translated this policy into 
specific annual and cumulative numerical goals for electricity and natural gas 
savings by utility service territory.  These goals shall be updated periodically by 
the Commission as provided for in that decision.  The Commission-adopted 
energy savings goals are expressed in terms of annual and cumulative gigawatt 
hours, million-therms and peak megawatt load reductions.  By D.06-06-063, 
Ordering Paragraph 1, the definition of peak megawatt load reduction contained 

http://www.epa.gov/solar/energy-programs/napee
http://www.epa.gov/solar/energy-programs/napee
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in the 2005 Database for Energy Efficient Resources (DEER) shall be used for the 
purpose of verifying energy efficiency program and portfolio performance4.  
Program Administrators should develop their energy efficiency program 
portfolios so that they will meet or exceed these annual and cumulative savings 
goals, both over the short- and long-term.5  As clarified in D.07-10-032, 
cumulative savings represent the savings in that year from all previous measure 
installations (and reflecting any persistence decay that has occurred since the 
measures were installed) plus the first-year savings of the measures installed in 
that program year.  
 

3.  In order to promote the resource procurement policies articulated in 
the Energy Action Plan and by this Commission, energy efficiency activities 
funded by ratepayers should focus on programs that serve as alternatives to 
more costly supply-side resource options (“resource programs”). Focusing 
energy efficiency efforts in this way is the most equitable way to distribute 
program benefits:  By keeping energy resource procurement costs as low as 
possible through the deployment of cost-effective portfolio of resource programs, 
over time all customers will share in the resource savings from energy efficiency.   

 
4.  “Lost opportunities” are those energy efficiency options which offer 

long-lived, cost-effective savings and which, if not exploited promptly or 
simultaneously with other low cost energy efficiency measures or in tandem 
with other load-reduction technologies or distributed generation technologies 
being installed at the site (e.g., solar heating or photovoltaics), are lost 
irretrievably or rendered much more costly to achieve.  “Cream skimming” 
results in the pursuit of only the lowest cost energy efficiency measures, leaving 
behind other cost-effective opportunities.  Cream skimming becomes a problem 
when lost opportunities are created in the process.   
 

5.  Program Administrators should manage their portfolio of programs to 
meet or exceed the short- and long-term savings goals established by the 

                                              
4 D.06-06-063.  As discussed in this decision, DEER defines peak demand as the 
average grid level impact for a measure between 2 p.m. and 5 p.m. during the three 
consecutive weekday periods containing the weekday temperature with the hottest 
temperature of the year. 
5 While the energy savings achieved by LIEE programs will count towards the 
Commission’s savings goals, per D.04-09-050, the Commission considers factors other 
than cost-effectiveness in determining LIEE program design and funding levels. 
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Commission by pursuing the most cost-effective energy efficiency resource 
programs first, while minimizing lost opportunities.  In addition, the Program 
Administrators should demonstrate in their program planning applications how 
their proposed portfolio will aggressively increase overall capacity utilization 
and lower peak loads through the deployment of low load factor/high critical 
peak saving measures.  The aggressive annual and cumulative savings goals 
established by the Commission will serve to discourage cream- skimming 
program designs or implementation approaches that create lost opportunities.  
Nonetheless, Program Administrators should actively develop strategies to 
minimize lost opportunities, and should describe those strategies in the 
applications they submit for each program cycle.   

 
6.  Compliance with Rule II.5 will generally dictate the appropriate 

balance for portfolio funding of resource programs across market sectors (e.g., 
residential, industrial, commercial) and geography, as well as the most 
appropriate program designs.  Program Administrators should also include a 
selection of statewide marketing and outreach programs, upstream market 
transformation programs, information and education programs, support for 
codes and standards and other activities in their proposed portfolios that support 
the Commission’s short-term and long-term energy savings goals. Program 
administrators shall allocate a sufficient portion of portfolio funding to statewide 
marketing and outreach to continue and build upon the success of the existing 
program.  Statewide marketing and outreach programs should convey a 
consistent statewide message to energy consumers in all sectors. 

 
7.  To further support the Governor’s and State’s goals to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions, Program Administrators should explore with their 
advisory groups ways in which to co-brand with the California Climate Action 
Registry that will encourage the accurate reporting of emissions in California.  
This might include, for example, marketing and outreach efforts that provide 
information about the Registry to IOU customers and encourage larger 
commercial and industrial customers to participate in the Registry reporting 
protocols.  In their program plan applications, Program Administrators shall 
describe the ways in which such co-branding will be supported through their 
proposed programs. Similarly, energy efficiency marketing efforts should strive 
to co-brand with water conservation messaging, recycling, toxic reductions 
(particularly mercury from fluorescent lamps), solar, distributed generation, 
green buildings, low income, and other related programs. (D07-10-043, mimeo p. 
59) 
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8.  The deployment of new and improved energy efficiency products and 
applications can help sustain or increase current savings yields from program 
dollars, and serves to create a new generation of technologies available to tap the 
cost-effective potential of energy efficiency in ways we cannot predict today.  In 
order to provide higher levels of bridging between available upstream 
innovations and the marketplace, annual funding for emerging technologies 
programs should increase. Program Administrators should work with the 
California Energy Commission (CEC) and other appropriate stakeholders to 
include appropriate levels of funding to demonstrate and commercialize 
emerging technologies funded through the California Public Interest Energy 
Research (PIER) program and other sources that otherwise would not receive 
funding for pre-commercialization demonstration.  In their program planning 
applications, the Program Administrators shall jointly propose emerging 
technologies programs and increases to current funding levels for these 
programs.  The main purpose of these programs should be to increase the 
probability that promising technologies will be commercialized within 6 years of 
program funding and thereby increase the chance of obtaining additional energy 
savings from these technologies in the long run.  Program strategies should focus 
on reducing both the performance uncertainties associated with new products 
and applications and the institutional barriers to introducing them into the 
market.   
 

9.  Per D. 05-01-055, Program Administrators with input from the public 
and advisory groups will develop for Commission consideration their portfolios 
of energy efficiency programs utilizing selection criteria that are consistent with 
these Rules.  Program Administrators will manage a portfolio of programs 
implemented by IOUs and non-IOUs that are selected and evaluated based on 
their ability to best meet the policy objectives articulated in these Rules.         

 
10. Pursuant to PU Code sections 381, 381.16, 399 and 890-900, PGC and 

gas surcharge funds must be spent to deliver energy efficiency benefits to 
ratepayers in the service territory from which the funds were collected.  

                                              
6 Consistent with the provisions of AB117 (Chapter  838, Chaptered September 24, 2002), 
Section 381.1 was added to Public Utilities Code permitting community choice 
aggregators (CCAs) to apply to administer cost-effective energy efficiency and 
conservation programs.  The Commission adopted certain procedures in Decision (D.) 
03-07-034 (dated July 10, 2003) to implement portions of AB 117 affecting the allocation 
of energy efficiency program funds.  [MOVED FROM FOOTNOTE 1] 
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Additionally, gas PGC collections must fund natural gas energy efficiency 
programs and electric PGC collections must fund electric energy efficiency 
programs.  However, nothing in these Rules is intended to prohibit or limit the 
ability of the Commission to direct the IOUs to jointly fund with PGC, gas 
surcharges, or other collections (e.g., via procurement rates)  selected 
measurement studies,  statewide marketing and outreach programs, or other 
energy-efficiency activities that reach across service territory boundaries. 

 
11.  Fund Shifting Rules (D.05-09-043, Table 8) applicable to the 2006-2008 

program cycle are added to these Policy Rules as an attachment to Appendix A.  
Appendix A is modified per D.07-10-032 for carry-back/carry-over funding to 
apply to the 2009-2011 funding cycle, and is repeated below. 

      
12.  Bridge Funding.  Programs continuing from the 2006-2008 program 

cycle into the 2009-2011 cycle may use 2009-2011 funding, once the 2009-2011 
portfolio has been approved and start-up costs for 2009-2011 programs may use 
2009-2011 funding once the 2009-2011 portfolio has been approved. (D.07-10-
032). Unspent or uncommitted funds from previous program years, or 2006-2008 
funds that will not be needed should be used prior to using 2009-2011 funds.  
Both continuing program funding and start-up cost funding are limited to 15% of 
the current budget cycle without Commission approval.  An Advice Letter is 
required for funding in excess of this percentage.  

 
13. Funds may be committed for projects with lead times beyond three 

years under the following conditions:  

 Long-term projects that require funding beyond the 
three-year program cycle shall be specifically 
identified in the utility portfolio plans and shall 
include an estimate of the total costs broken down by 
year and associated energy savings; 

• Funds for long-term projects must be actually 
encumbered in the current program cycle; 

• Contracts with all types of implementing agencies 
and businesses must explicitly allow completion of 
work beyond the end of a program cycle; 

• Encumbered funds may not exceed 20% of the value 
of the current program cycle budget to come from the 
subsequent program cycle, except by approval in an 
advice letter process; 
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• Long-term obligations must be reported and tracked 
separately and include information regarding funds 
encumbered and estimated date of project 
completion; and 

• Energy savings for projects with long lead times will 
be calculated by defining the baseline as the 
applicable codes and standards at the time of the 
issuance of the building permit. 

14.  For calculating the Performance Earnings Basis (PEB), funds 
encumbered for continuing programs or for programs with 
long lead times shall be counted when those funds are spent. 

15.  Mid-Cycle Funding Augmentations.  See Rule IV.12 below. 

    
 

 

III.  Common Terms and Definitions 
1.  Common terms and definitions will facilitate the review, selection and 

evaluation of energy efficiency activities.  In particular, program definitions 
should be designed to facilitate to the extent possible: (1) the identification of 
energy efficiency activities by end-use savings potential, (2) the evaluation, 
measurement and verification (EM&V) of those activities based on Commission-
adopted EM&V protocols, and (3) the coordination of program development and 
evaluation with resource planning and procurement needs.  To this end, 
Program Administrators and program implementers should use the definitions 
included in Appendix B to these Rules when characterizing any proposed 
program activity.  The burden is on them to justify any departure from those 
terms and definitions.  

 
IV.  Cost-Effectiveness  
 

1.  The cost-effectiveness indicators referred to in these rules are described 
in the California Standard Practices Manual: Economic Analysis of Demand-Side 
Management Programs (SPM):  Economic Analysis of Demand-Side Management 
Programs.  Program Administrators and Implementers should perform cost-
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effectiveness analyses consistent with the indicators and methodologies included 
in the SPM, unless otherwise indicated.7    
 

2.  This Commission relies on the Total Resource Cost Test (TRC) as the 
primary indicator of energy efficiency program cost effectiveness, consistent with 
our view that ratepayer-funded energy efficiency should focus on programs that 
serve as resource alternatives to supply-side options.  The TRC measures the net 
resource benefits from the perspective of all ratepayers by combining the net 
benefits of the program to all ratepayers, both participants and non-participants.  
The benefits are the net present value of avoided costs of the supply-side 
resources avoided or deferred.  The TRC costs encompass the net present value 
of the costs participants incur for the measures/equipment installed over the 
measure life and all non-rebate8 costs incurred by the program administrator.9   
The TRC is calculated utilizing a discount rate that reflects each utility’s 
weighted average cost of capital, as adopted by the Commission10.  

                                              
7 See Appendix A of this manual for information on how to obtain a copy of the SPM 
and its clarifications. 

8 The SPM restricts rebates to include only dollar benefits such as rebates or rate 
incentives (monthly bill credits) paid from the Program Administrator to 
participating ratepayers. 

9 The TRC test uses the “incremental” measure cost (not the full cost) and 
incremental energy savings benefit (not the full energy savings benefit) when an 
energy-efficient appliance or measure promoted through the program is installed 
in lieu of the standard (less efficient) appliance/measure that would have been 
installed, without the utility EE activity.  The TRC test uses the full measure cost 
(at the time of installation) and the full energy savings benefit (of the new 
measure) for the remaining useful life of the pre-existing equipment (e.g., 3 or 
more years), where the utility EE activity causes measure/equipment to be 
replaced much earlier.  The TRC test then uses the incremental savings for the 
balance of the effective useful life of the newly installed measure/equipment and 
deducts the full cost of that equipment discounted back to the date of the 
measure/equipment installation. 

10  For the 2006-8 program cycle an average IOU weighted cost of capital may 
have been used for cost effectiveness calculations.  The value used for ex ante 
calculations should also be used for ex post calculations. 
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3.  The Program Administrator Cost (PAC) test of cost-effectiveness 

should also be considered in evaluating program and portfolio cost-effectiveness.  
Under the PAC test, the program benefits are the same as the TRC test, but costs 
are defined differently to include the net present value of costs incurred by the 
program administrator (including financial incentives and rebates paid to 
anyone), but not the costs incurred by the participating customer.  Like the TRC 
test, the PAC test is calculated utilizing a discount rate that reflects each utility’s 
weighted cost of capital, as adopted by the Commission.  

 
4.  Applying both the TRC and PAC cost-effectiveness test is called the 

“Dual-Test”.  In almost all instances, an energy efficiency program that passes 
the TRC test will also pass the PAC test.  However, if deployment of the program 
requires rebates or financial incentives to participants that exceed the measure 
cost, then the program may pass the TRC test, but fail the PAC test.  Considering 
the results of both tests when evaluating program proposals ensures that 
program administrators and implementers do not spend more on financial 
incentives or rebates to participating customers than is necessary to achieve TRC 
net benefits.     

 
5.  TRC and PAC benefits should be computed utilizing the avoided cost 

methodologies and input assumptions, including non-price factors (e.g., for 
avoiding greenhouse gas and non-greenhouse gas pollutants) that have been 
developed for the evaluation of energy efficiency programs in our avoided cost 
rulemaking, R.04-04-02511.  The performance earnings basis (PEB) of energy 
efficiency resource programs shall be calculated from TRC and PAC benefits 
(being equal) minus TRC and PAC costs weighted two-thirds and one-third 
respectively.  (D.05-04-051). 

 
6.  A prospective showing of cost-effectiveness using the Dual-Test for the 

entire portfolio of ratepayer-funded energy efficiency activities and programs 
(i.e., individual programs, plus all costs not assignable to individual programs, 
such as overhead, planning, evaluation, measurement verification and 
administrator compensation and performance, if applicable) is a threshold 
condition for eligibility for ratepayer funds.  This prospective showing of cost-
effectiveness shall include the costs for shareholder incentives that are projected 

                                              
11 See D.05-04-024 and D.06-06-063. 
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to be paid for portfolio performance under the energy efficiency risk/reward 
incentive mechanism in effect at that time.12  This threshold requirement applies 
to each of the following: (1) the entire statewide portfolio of programs and (2) the 
service-territory wide program portfolios offered by each Program 
Administrator, excluding emerging technologies programs. Program 
administrators must demonstrate that this threshold requirement is met on a 
prospective basis in their program funding applications to the Commission.  If a 
prospective showing of cost-effectiveness for the entire statewide portfolio 
including emerging technologies programs does not also pass the Dual-Test, 
Program Administrators shall describe the benefits associated with these 
programs that are not reflected in the TRC or PAC tests, and describe how these 
programs are expected to produce benefits in excess of costs for California 
ratepayers over the long-term. Program Administrators must also demonstrate 
that the proposed level of electric and natural gas energy efficiency program 
activities are expected to meet or exceed the Commission-adopted electric and 
natural gas savings goals, by service territory.13   

 
7.  As described in these Rules, fuel-substitution programs must also pass 

the Dual-Test to be considered for inclusion in the portfolio and eligible for 
funding.  In addition, as a condition for the inclusion of solar water heating 
within the definition of energy efficiency measures, solar water heating 
installations must be cost-effective on a stand-alone basis, i.e., pass the Dual-Test 
of cost-effectiveness to be eligible for funding.  Similarly, solar-powered water 
circulators must be cost-effective on a stand-alone basis (i.e., pass the Dual-Test) 
to be eligible for funding. 14  Other programs are not strictly required to pass the 
Dual test on a program level basis to be considered for funding, but their cost-
effectiveness must be carefully considered in order to design an overall portfolio 
that passes the Dual-Test, per Rule IV.6.  Accordingly, except where otherwise 
indicated in these Rules, Program Administrators must present estimates of TRC 
and PAC net benefits for each program on a prospective basis in their program 
funding applications, along with any other information that may be requested by 
the Commission, Assigned Commissioner, Administrative Law Judge or Energy 

                                              
12 D.07-09-043, Mimeo page 220. 

13 Per D.04-09-060, savings from LIEE programs will also count towards these goals.  

14 Per D.07-11-004, eligible for 2006-2008 funding and cumulative savings goals. 
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Division.15  However, evaluation, measurement and verification costs should not 
be allocated to individual programs in the calculation of TRC and PAC net 
benefits.   Rather, all costs associated with evaluation, measurement and 
verification should be allocated at the total portfolio level, rather than program 
by program.  

 
8.  To support comparisons of all resources in the utilities’ procurement 

portfolio, the program administrators are required to also provide levelized unit 
cost estimates at the portfolio, end-use and measure level consistent with the 
methods described in the SPM.  This information should be submitted with the 
program administrators’ compliance filings on the competitive bid results, 
during each program cycle. 

 
9.  The usefulness of the TRC test as a primary indicator of cost-

effectiveness is limited for certain programs which do not necessarily focus on 
the timing or type of resource needs of the utility, such as programs designed to 
demonstrate or commercialize promising emerging energy efficiency 
technologies or structurally change the marketplace.  For statewide marketing 
and outreach programs and information-only programs, the link between 
programs and savings is also difficult to discern.  Therefore, the Commission and 
program administrators will need to consider factors and performance metrics 
other than the TRC and PAC Tests of cost-effectiveness when evaluating such 
program proposals for funding and when evaluating their results.   

 
10.  Fuel substitution programs may offer resource value and 

environmental benefits.  Fuel-substitution programs should reduce the need for 
supply without degrading environmental quality.  Fuel-substitution programs, 
whether applied to retrofit or new construction applications, must pass the 
following three-prong test to be considered further for funding: 

 

1.  The program must not increase source-BTU consumption. 
Proponents of fuel substitution programs should calculate 
the source-BTU impacts using the current CEC-established 
heat rate. 

2.  The program must have TRC and PAC benefit-cost ratio of 
1.0 or greater. The TRC and PAC tests used for this purpose 

                                              
15 See, for example, Ordering Paragraph 4, D.04-09-060. 
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should be developed in a manner consistent with these 
Rules. 

3.  The program must not adversely impact the environment.  
To quantify this impact, respondents should compare the 
environmental costs with and without the program using 
the most recently adopted values for residual emissions in 
the avoided cost rulemaking, R.04-04-025.  The burden of 
proof lies with the sponsoring party to show that the 
material environmental impacts have been adequately 
considered in the analysis. 

For purposes of applying these tests, fuel substitution proponents must 
compare the technologies offered by their program with the most efficient same-
fuel substitute technologies available to prospective participants that would have 
TRC and PAC benefit-cost ratio of 1.0 or greater.  The burden of proof falls on the 
party sponsoring the analysis to show that the baseline comparison adheres to 
this requirement. Fuel substitution programs with a predominantly load 
building or load retention character are not eligible for funding, and the 
proponent of a fuel-substitution program carries the burden of proof to 
demonstrate that the program focuses on energy efficiency and creates net 
resource value. 

 
11. To the extent possible, the assumptions that are used to estimate load 

impacts (e.g., kWh, kW and therm savings per unit, program net-to-gross ratios, 
incremental measure costs and useful lives) in the calculation of the TRC and 
PAC tests shall be taken from the most up-to-date version of the Database for 
Energy Efficiency Resources (DEER). 16 If the required cost-effectiveness test 
inputs for a measure to be included into a portfolio are not available in DEER, 
documentation supporting the inclusion of new information from alternate 
sources must be provided to Energy Division for review and approval prior to 
the inclusion of that measure’s use in a savings claim or to a portfolio filing’s 
approval.  Cost-effectiveness parameters for non-DEER measures should be 
developed using methods and data from DEER to the extent possible.  The 
evaluation, measurement and verification protocols for post-2005 programs will 
include a schedule and process for updating DEER on a regular basis.  (See Rule 
V.2 below) (D.08-01-042) 

                                              
16 See Appendix A of this manual for information on how to access DEER. 
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12.  Costs and energy savings from mid-budget cycle funding additions 

for programs other than low income energy efficiency (LIEE) programs shall be 
counted when calculating portfolio cost-effectiveness and the performance 
earnings basis in applying the energy efficiency risk/return incentive 
mechanism.  Energy savings from mid-budget cycle funding additions shall 
count towards the utilities’ energy efficiency goals for resource planning 
purposes only.  Such savings shall not be counted towards the energy efficiency 
goals for the purpose of 1) satisfying the minimum performance standard (MPS) 
associated with the energy efficiency risk/reward incentive mechanism, or 2) 
determining which “performance band” (e.g., deadband or applicable earnings 
tier level) should be used in calculating incentive payments or penalties.  Each 
proposal to augment energy efficiency program funding must be carefully 
reviewed to ensure that such funding is not misclassified as LIEE, given the 
implications associated with LIEE classification that carry over to the adopted 
incentive mechanism.  Savings associated with any mid-cycle funding 
augmentation to the LIEE program will not count towards the MPS. (OP 7, D.07-
10-032) 

 
V.  Evaluation, Measurement and Verification (EM&V) 
  

1.  The development of energy efficiency programs that deliver reliable 
energy savings for California’s ratepayers depends on well-designed methods of 
portfolio performance evaluation, measurement and verification (EM&V).  
Rigorous and strategically focused EM&V practices are required to gauge the 
performance of Program Administrators and Implementers, verify energy 
savings, improve the design and success of future energy efficiency programs 
and enhance the reliability of forecasted savings for resource planning purposes.   
 

2.  The performance basis and related EM&&V protocols for energy 
efficiency portfolios and programs for post-2005 energy efficiency activities were 
developed in the EM&&V phase of Rulemaking 01-08-028, and updated in 
Rulemaking 06-10-040, consistent with these Rules.  The California Energy 
Efficiency Evaluation Protocols were initially adopted by ALJ Ruling dated April 
25, 2006 (later updated in June 2006) to specify the current minimum acceptable 
approaches and procedures for the evaluation of utilities energy efficiency 
portfolios. Per D.05-01-055, Energy Division will have the lead role in the further 
development of EM&V protocols and procedures and the assigned ALJ may 
provide additional clarification and direction on EM&V administrative issues as 
needed.   
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3. In D.05-04-051 the Commission defined the current performance 
earnings basis, or PEB, as the net dollar benefits to ratepayers of the utilities 
portfolios calculated as specified in IV.5. above.  In D. 07-09-043 the Commission 
defined the Minimum Performance Standard threshold, or MPS, for evaluation 
of the utility portfolios.  Together the MPS and PEB form the “performance 
basis” focus for energy efficiency portfolio performance evaluation. Additionally, 
portfolio evaluation efforts are to be structured such that they can: 1) inform the 
program selection process, 2) provide early feedback to program implementers, 
3) produce calculations of performance basis at the end of the funding period, 
and 4) feed back into the planning process for the next program cycle. 

 
4.  D.05-01-055 adopts an approach to EM&V administration whereby  

Energy Division has management and contracting responsibilities for all EM&V 
impact-related studies that will be used to 1) measure and verify energy and 
peak load savings; 2) generate data for savings estimates, cost-effectiveness 
inputs, and the Commission’s adopted performance basis; and 3) evaluate 
whether portfolio goals are met.  

 
5. As also directed in D.05-01-055, public participation in the development 

of impact-related evaluation studies will be provided in several stages including: 
1) development of the EM&V protocols; 2) the overall EM&V plans, budget and 
the allocation of funding levels to studies will be addressed during each program 
planning cycle; 3) study results will be made available for public review and 
comment while in draft form; and 4) finalized studies will be made available for 
public review in an appropriate forum established by Assigned Commissioner’s 
ruling. 

 
6. D.05-01-055 adopts an approach to EM&V administration whereby 

Program Administrators and program implementers may directly contract for 
(and serve as technical lead in managing) program design evaluation and market 
assessment studies to assist them in selecting and managing a portfolio of 
programs to meet the Commission’s objectives as well as provide them with 
access to information on a real-time basis to improve program delivery. While 
soliciting input from Energy Division, the Program Administrators should also 
take the lead in allocating Commission-authorized funding for this category of 
EM&V across individual studies, develop the scope of work for each study and 
prepare the RFPs. In their program plan applications, the Program 
Administrators should also describe each type of study (including general scope 
of work) they or their program implementers plan to manage and/or directly 
contract for in this category. All interested parties should have an opportunity to 
consider whether any of those proposed studies would create a conflict of 
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interest if the IOU Program Administrators or program implementers managed 
and directly contracted for them.  

  
 
 
 
VI.  Competitive Bidding and Partnership Programs 
 

1.  Competitive solicitations can help to identify innovative approaches or 
technologies for meeting savings goals with improved performance that might 
not otherwise be identified during the program planning process.  However, not 
all program activities lend themselves to a competitive solicitation.  It would be 
counterproductive to require open bids in instances where, for example, 
partnerships between IOUs and local governments (“local government 
partnership programs”) can take advantage of the unique strengths that both 
partners bring to the table, or a combination of partnerships and bilateral 
contracting arrangements with private or public entities can deliver effective 
statewide initiatives, such as a statewide public awareness campaign or an 
upstream lighting program. 
 

2.  Competition in energy efficiency procurement should focus on 
soliciting good, new program ideas to achieve or exceed the Commission’s 
savings goals, rather than allocating a specific percentage of program funding to 
particular implementers.  Decisions on whether non-IOUs should be program 
implementers responsible for designing and delivering the program (rather than 
working to implement IOU-designed programs) should be made based on an 
evaluation of whether the program designs and delivery mechanisms proposed 
by non-IOUs are superior to those currently being implemented or planned for 
the future in achieving overall portfolio savings goals.  
 

3.  As directed in D.05-01-055, for each program planning cycle, the 
Program Administrators shall propose a portfolio of programs (with input from 
the Program Advisory Groups as described in that decision) that reflects the 
continuation of successful IOU and non-IOU implemented programs and new 
program initiatives designed to meet or exceed the Commission’s savings goals 
with cost-effective energy efficiency.  As part of that process, the Program 
Administrators will identify a minimum of 20% of funding for the entire 
portfolio of programs that will be put out to competitive bid to third-parties for 
the purpose of soliciting innovative ideas and proposals for improved portfolio 
performance.  Per D.07-10-032, successful third-party programs from the 2006-
2008 program cycle retained by the IOUs for successive budget cycles will count 
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towards the 20% and the extensions should be able to be structured as bilateral 
contracts.  (D.07-10-032, OP 19)  The portions to put out to bid could encompass 
programs currently designed and delivered by a combination of IOU and non-
IOU program implementers.  Any current program or group of programs (IOU 
or non-IOU designed and implemented) that can be improved upon in this way 
may be subject to open bids to replace, augment or otherwise enhance current 
efforts.  However, open bids should not be required in instances where current 
or potential future partnerships between the Program Administrators and local 
governments can take advantage of the unique strengths that both partners bring 
to the table to deliver cost-effective energy efficiency services, or where 
combination of partnerships and bilateral contracting arrangements with private 
or public entities can deliver effective statewide initiatives that enhance portfolio 
performance.  Such activities should be funded out of the 80% (maximum) core 
portfolio that is not put out to competitive bid.   

 
4.  As directed in D.05-01-055, the proposed portfolio of programs, 

portions to put out to bid and the bid evaluation criteria will be filed by the 
Program Administrators in their program plan applications for each funding 
cycle, and subject to Commission approval.  Upon receiving Commission 
approval of the applications, the Program Administrators will complete the 
process of selecting programs and program implementers to design and deliver 
the programs in the next program cycle.  During this process, the Program 
Administrators will develop and issue RFPs using criteria approved by the 
Commission and select a set of bids.  For the 2007-2011 program cycle, third-
party proposals will be included in the utility’s portfolio application and the 
competitively bid RFP process and the PRG’s review to ensure that the criteria 
are applied properly will occur prior to the utility’s submittal of the application, 
as directed in D.07-10-032.  The Peer Review Groups (including Energy 
Division’s independent consultant(s)) will observe the Program Administrators’ 
bid selection process to ensure that the criteria are applied properly.  Before 
finalizing their selections, the Program Administrators will discuss the proposed 
results of their bid review process with the Peer Review Groups (and Energy 
Division’s independent consultants).  After incorporating feedback, the Program 
Administrators will make public all winning bids and submit compliance filings, 
as directed in D.05-01-055.   

 
5.  Future partnership programs need to be developed in a manner that 

places the Program Administrator and local government (or private) partner on 
more equal footing, in terms of involvement in program design and planning, 
information sharing and program implementation.  We recognize that some 
program partners may prefer or be best suited to functioning as a subcontractor 
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to the Program Administrator and performing a supporting role for the program.  
However, this should not be the only option available for partnership programs. 
Other partnership arrangements, e.g., where the local government partner is 
fully involved in program planning and implementation, may take better 
advantage of the relative strengths of each partner. These arrangements must, in 
any event, be considered in light of other applicable Commission decisions, 
including the implementation of community choice aggregation , and should in 
no way diminish or dilute the responsibility and accountability of Program 
Administrators to meet the Commission-adopted savings goals.   
 

6.  Standard contract language should improve the effectiveness of future 
partnership programs.  The standard language should establish the rights and 
responsibilities of the partners with sufficient flexibility to enable each partner to 
make improvements to program performance, as circumstances warrant.  The 
standard language should also address information sharing, intellectual property 
ownership, reimbursement turn-around, dispute resolution, and other issues.  
Energy Division and Legal Division should work with the Program 
Administrators, interested local governments and other parties to develop a 
standard contract for future partnership programs, and submit that language 
with the program plans. 

 
VII.  Advisory Groups 
Decision 07-10-032 eliminated the Public Advisory Groups (PAGs) for the 
purposes of planning for the 2009-11 program cycle and beyond.  The following 
rules combine the functional descriptions of the PAGs with the Peer Review 
Groups (PRGs) for the 2006-2008 program cycle and the 2009-11 program cycle 
and beyond, and should be applied to the appropriate program cycle.   
 

1.  The Program Administrators should put together the advisory groups 
and implement the program design and selection process consistent with D.05-
01-055 and D.07-10-032 and in the spirit of the collaborative approach they 
discuss in their filings.  For 2009 and beyond, the Public Advisory Group (PAG) 
is eliminated while the Peer Review Group (PRG) is retained. Per Decision 07-10-
032, the advisory function formerly performed by the PAG will be subsumed in 
the statewide strategic planning activity.   These advisory groups should serve 
to: (1) promote transparency in the Program Administrator’s decision-making 
process; (2) provide a forum to obtain valuable technical expertise from 
stakeholders and non-market participants; (3) encourage collaboration among 
stakeholders and (4) create an additional venue for public participation.  The 
advisory groups will provide advice and feedback to the IOUs and provide 
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information to the Commission, but will not have any independent decision-
making or contracting authority. 
 

2.  As discussed in D.05-01-055, members of the PAGs should be drawn 
from the energy efficiency expertise of both market and non-market participants 
across the full spectrum of program areas and strategies.  One purpose of the 
PAGs is to provide guidance to the IOUs regarding region-specific customer and 
program needs, and provide a forum for input and collaboration with the local 
interests and stakeholders served by the programs.  However, the PAGs must 
not focus exclusively on region-specific needs.  The IOUs and their PAGs should 
also address statewide programs and consistency issues, bringing in national 
expertise as appropriate to consider these issues.  For the purpose, the IOUs 
should form a subgroup of their PAG members who will closely collaborate and 
coordinate on statewide marketing and outreach, support for building codes and 
standards, education and training and other activities that secure both short- and 
long-term energy savings and peak demand reductions by providing a consistent 
and recognizable program presence throughout the state.  In addition, the PAGs 
and IOUs should collaborate on statewide program designs and implementation 
strategies that increasingly integrate energy efficiency with demand response 
and distributed generation offerings to end-users. For 2009 and beyond, the 
Public Advisory Group (PAG) is eliminated while the Peer Review Group (PRG) 
is retained. Per Decision 07-10-032, the advisory function formerly performed by 
the PAG will be subsumed in the statewide strategic planning activity.  
 

3.  The IOUs and PAGs should ensure that statewide residential and 
nonresidential offerings take advantage of “best available practices” and avoid 
customer confusion by being as uniform and consistent as possible.  While we 
recognize that differences in climate zones and other parameters may warrant 
some variations in program offerings to customers, these variations should be 
the exception and not the rule.  If the need emerges to focus on a particular 
market segment, the IOUs and PAGs may also establish a separate working 
group of industry experts and stakeholders to address that need.  
 

4.  Energy Division and DRA staff will be ex officio members of each PAG 
and peer review subgroup described below, and CEC staff is invited to 
participate as ex officio members as well.  The IOUs will select additional PAG 
members, but participation will be voluntary and there will be no formal voting 
rules or designation of voting or non-voting members.  Within each PAG, the 
IOU will also identify and select a subgroup of non-financially interested 
members with extensive energy efficiency expertise that are willing to serve as 
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peer reviewers for the energy efficiency program evaluation and selection 
process, referred to as “Peer Review Groups” (PRGs.)   
 

5.  As described in D.05-01-055 and D.07-10-032, members of each PRG 
will be expected to: (1) oversee the development of criteria and selection of 
government partnership programs, (2) review the IOUs’ submittals to the 
Commission and assess the IOUs’ overall portfolio plans, their plans for bidding 
out pieces of the portfolio per the minimum bidding requirement and (3) review 
the bid evaluation utilized by the IOUs and their application of that criteria in 
selecting third-party programs. In addition, the three PRGs are expected to meet 
and assess the statewide portfolio in terms of its ability to meet or exceed short 
and long-term savings goals in compliance with these Rules. 
 

6.  The PAG meetings should be open to the public, and the IOUs should 
establish a clearinghouse website for noticing these meetings and posting 
documents to be discussed by the PAG at the meetings.  In addition, the IOUs are 
expected to conduct public workshops, at least twice a year that are designed to 
solicit broad public input from non-PAG members concerning program design 
and implementation. For 2009 and beyond, the Public Advisory Group (PAG) is 
eliminated while the Peer Review Group (PRG) is retained. Per Decision 07-10-
032, the advisory function formerly performed by the PAG will be subsumed in 
the statewide strategic planning activity. 
 
VIII.  Performance-Based Risk and Reward Incentive Mechanism 
 

1.  In accordance with Public Utilities Code Section 739.10, the 
Commission has established balancing accounts for each utility that remove 
significant regulatory disincentives for utility investments in energy efficiency 
and other demand-side management programs.  With these balancing accounts, 
a large majority of the utilities’ fixed-cost revenue requirements are no longer 
tied to the forecasted level of commodity electric and natural gas sales. 
 
 
2.  Per D.07-09-043 OP 2, as modified by D.08-01-042 OP 2, the risk/reward 
shareholder incentive mechanism applies to the energy efficiency programs 
funded for the 2006-2008 program cycle and for subsequent program cycles until 
further Commission notice.  The risk/reward shareholder incentive mechanism 
is structured as follows: 

a) To be eligible for earnings, SDG&E, PG&E and SCE shall 
meet the following minimum performance standard (MPS) 
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for the energy efficiency portfolio as a whole, on an ex ante 
basis for load impacts, with verified installations and costs: 

(1) Achieve a minimum of 85% of the Commission-
adopted savings goals,  based on a simple average of 
the percentage of each individual gigawatt-hour 
(GWh), megawatt (MW) and, as applicable, million 
therm (MTherm) goal they achieve, and also 

(2) Meet a minimum of 80% of the goal for each individual 
savings metric. 

b) SoCalGas shall meet the MPS and be eligible for earnings if 
it achieves a minimum of 80% of the MTherm savings goal 
on an ex ante basis for load impacts, with verified 
installations and costs. 

c) Once the utility meets the MPS, earnings shall be calculated 
as a percentage (sharing rate) of the “performance earnings 
basis” (PEB) metric defined in Decision (D.) 94-10-059, as 
follows:   

(1) Portfolio net benefits calculated using the Total 
Resource Cost test of cost-effectiveness are weighted by 
two-thirds, and 

(2) Portfolio net benefits calculated using the Program 
Administrator Cost test of cost-effectiveness are 
weighted by one-third. 

d) Program savings and costs shall be counted in determining 
whether the MPS is met and in calculating the PEB, as 
follows: 

(1) Savings from low-income energy efficiency (LIEE) 
programs shall count towards determining whether 
the utilities have met their MPS, but neither LIEE 
program costs nor savings shall be included in the 
calculation of the PEB under the risk/reward 
shareholder incentive mechanism.  

(2) With the exception of the Emerging Technologies 
Program and LIEE, all energy efficiency portfolio costs 
including associated evaluation, measurement and 
verification (EM&V) shall be included in the 
calculation of PEB.  
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(3) Verified savings from Codes and Standards Advocacy 
Programs17 shall count as described in (a) and (b) below.  

Codes and Standards savings are to be verified (as 
opposed to ex ante estimates used for planning 
purposes).  

(a) Fifty (50) percent of verified savings from pre-
2006 Codes and Standards Advocacy Programs 
shall count towards the energy savings goals 
and minimum performance standards for the 
2006-2008 (per D.07-09-043) and 2009-2011 (per 
D.07-10-032) program cycles. 

  (b   One hundred (100) percent of  verified savings 
    from post-2005 Codes and  Standards Advocacy 
    Programs shall count  towards the energy                    
    savings goals, minimum performance standards 
    and performance earnings basis for the 2006-   
    2008 and 2009-2011 program  cycles.    

 Codes and Standards Advocacy costs are included as 
they are incurred in calculating the performance 
earnings basis and savings are included as they are 
realized. 

 e) If the utility has met the MPS, a first tier sharing 
rate of 9% shall apply.  If the utility has met 100% 

                                              
17   D.05-09-043 and Attachment 10.  Note – The 50% verified savings calculation 
for Codes and Standards Advocacy work applies only to savings leading to the 
adoption of the 2005 standards developed by the CEC.  At the time, installed 
savings and committed savings had been counted during the same budget cycle.  
D. 05-04-051 had adopted a policy to count only verified savings.   To avoid 
double counting of committed savings with verified savings, a methodology was 
developed and adopted to derive the amount of savings attributable to reducing 
energy over the future years concerned (post 2005) using a calculation 
considering economic potential, market potential and naturally-occurring 
savings associated with the codes adopted.   The result was 50%. 
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of the savings goals, a second tier sharing rate of 
12% shall apply, up to the earnings cap adopted 
for each utility. 

(1) If the MPS is met, each individual savings metric must 
be no less than 5% below the second tier threshold to be 
considered within that tier based on the three-metric 
average.  

(2)   If the MPS is met utilizing ex ante assumptions for load 
impacts, with verified installations and costs, but the ex 
post EM&V results take an individual metric below the 
80% threshold or take the overall portfolio results to 
between 65% and 85% of the Commission-adopted 
savings goals, the utility shall continue to earn at the 
first tier sharing rate of 9%, applied to the ex post PEB, 
and shall not return any interim claims payments.  If, 
however, ex post results take a utility below 65% of 
Commission goals for any individual metric, the utility 
shall pay back any interim payments, in addition to any 
applicable penalty. 

f) Penalties shall begin to accrue if portfolio performance for 
any single savings metric (GWh, MW or MTherm) falls to or 
below 65% of the savings goal for that metric.  If this occurs, 
the larger of the following penalty provisions apply up to 
the penalty cap adopted for each utility:  

(1) 5¢/kWh, 45¢/therm and $25/kW per unit penalties 
applied to each unit below the savings goal, or (if 
larger): 

(2) Dollar-for-dollar payback of negative net benefits 
(“cost-effectiveness guarantee”), where negative net 
benefits are calculated based on the PEB formula 
adopted in D.04-10-059.     

g) Total earnings and penalties are capped for the four utilities 
combined at $450 million over each three-year program 
cycle, beginning with the 2006-2008 program cycle.  The 
$450 million combined cap is allocated to each utility as 
follows:  PG&E--$180 million; SCE--$200 million; 
SDG&E-$50 million and SoCalGas--$20 million.   

3.  Earnings (or penalties) under the risk/reward shareholder incentive  
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     mechanism shall be paid as follows: 
a) There shall be two “progress payment” interim earnings 

claims and one final true-up claim for each three-year 
program cycle.  They shall be linked to Energy Division’s 
Verification and Performance Basis Reports as described in 
D.07-09-043 and in its Attachment 6. 

b) Interim claims shall be evaluated on a “Cumulative-to-Date” 
basis, which counts the verified achievements from program 
year(s) in determining whether the MPS is met in each 
subsequent interim claim.   

c) Thirty-five (35) percent of the earnings calculated for each 
interim claim shall be “held back” until the final true-up 
claim, in order to minimize the risk of overpaying earnings 
before the ex post true-up of load impacts in the final claim. 
(D.08-01-042)  

d)  The costs of shareholder incentives shall be included in 
calculations when (1) evaluating the cost-effectiveness of 
program plans submitted during the program planning 
cycle (on a projected basis), or (2) conducting a cost-
effectiveness review of portfolio performance in hindsight.  
These costs shall not be included in the calculation of PEB.   

 

See Appendix A for a graphic illustrating this mechanism. 

4.  Per D.08-01-042, for the 2006-2008 program cycle, the following ex ante 
assumptions of energy savings and demand reductions shall be used in 
conjunction with verified installations and verified costs to calculate the 
1st and 2nd Claims: 

(a) Except as otherwise provided for below, the ex ante measure 
savings parameters that are contained in the utilities’ E3 
calculators, as of the 4th quarter 2007 report for the 1st Claim 
and as of the 4th quarter 2008 report for the 2nd Claim. 
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(b) For measures contained in the Database for Energy Efficient 
Resources (DEER), the 2008 and 2009 DEER updates of ex ante 
measure savings parameters, including net-to-gross ratios and 
expected useful lives.  The 2008 DEER update shall apply to the 
1st Claim and the 2009 DEER update shall apply to the 2nd 
Claim. 

(c) For customized measures or customized projects that represent 
aggregated measures in the E3 calculator, Energy Division shall 
identify the appropriate installed measure(s) based on its 
measure verification results and develop the associated ex ante 
load impact values.  For this purpose, Energy Division may use 
the utilities’ tracking system information, engineering 
workpapers, DEER values and methods, or other current 
measurement and verification results that are available.   

5.  Per D.08-01-042, direction on the ex ante assumptions used 
to calculate interim claims during the 2009-2011 program 
cycle shall be provided in the decision authorizing the 2009-
2011 program plans. 

 

 

6.  Procedures for Review and Approval of Earnings/Penalties under the Energy 

Efficiency Risk/Reward Incentive Mechanism18.  (D.07-09-043, OP 5, Attachment 

7) 

 

6a.  Interim Claims - Payments under the interim claim(s) represent a “progress 

payment” towards total expected earnings: 

(1.) Evaluation contractors use data requested from investor-owned utility 

(IOU) program tracking databases and reports to develop Contract 

Group19 level reports that verify unit installations. 

                                              
18 These procedures augment and substitute for Attachment 4 to Administrative 

Law Judge’s Ruling Adopting Protocols for Process and Review of Post-2005 Evaluation, 

Measurement and Verification Activities, dated January 11, 2006. 

19 These procedures augment and substitute for Attachment 4 to Administrative 
 

Footnote continued on next page 
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(2.) California Public Utility Commission (CPUC) audit team develops 

financial audit reports that verify portfolio costs for each utility. 

 

(3.) Energy Division aggregates evaluation contractor reports and ex ante 

measure parameters (updated as directed in VIII.4 and VIII.5 above) for 

each utility to quantify the portfolio resource benefits and uses that 

quantity in connection with the audit team reports to develop the draft 

Verification Report, which is posted on a publicly accessible website.  

Energy Division notifies the CPUC Energy Efficiency service lists and lists 

of other interested stakeholders 20 maintained by Energy Division of the 

availability of the draft Verification Report and the website posting 

location. Energy Division also notifies all of those stakeholders of the 

conference described in the next Step. 

 

(4.) Energy Division holds a conference by telephone or in person. 

At this meeting, all stakeholders have an opportunity to discuss the draft 

Verification Report with those who prepared it (and supporting 

consultants). Stakeholders may raise questions about the draft report, 

receive responses from those who prepared it, and point out any errors 

they believe are contained in the report. The goal is to have a give and 

take between the stakeholders, report authors, and the supporting 

technical experts. 

 

(5.) Stakeholders have an opportunity to provide written comments to 

Energy Division identifying any errors in the draft Verification Report. 

Stakeholders will be required to include in the written comments at least a 

brief description of every point in the draft report which they believe 

needs correction, even if discussed at the conference. 

                                                                                                                                       

Law Judge’s Ruling Adopting Protocols for Process and Review of Post-2005 Evaluation, 

Measurement and Verification Activities, dated January 11, 2006. 
20 “Stakeholders” refers to those listed on one of the CPUC’s Energy Efficiency 

service list or who have notified Energy Division of their interest. 
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(6.) Energy Division makes any necessary changes to the Verification 

Report stimulated by the oral conference and written comments. All 

written comments, and Energy Division’s treatment of them, will be 

reflected in an appendix to the Final Verification Report, which is posted 

on a publicly accessible website. 

 

(7.) Final Verification Report is made publicly available. 

 

(8.) Within 45 days of issuance of the Final Verification Report, the utility 

will file an advice letter for Energy Division disposition pursuant to 

section 7.6.1 of General Order 96-B, citing the Verification Report. The 

advice letter will address whether based on that report there are any 

earnings or penalties, and if so at what level, for the interim claim. 

 

(9.) Energy Division will approve the advice letter as soon as practicable 

thereafter so long as it correctly incorporates the results of the Verification 

Report; if it does not, Energy Division will take other appropriate action 

under General Order 96-B. 

 

6b.  Final Claim - The final claim and true-up of savings and performance basis 

estimates will be based on the Final Performance Basis Report: 

 

(1.)Evaluation contractors complete draft final evaluation reports21 and 

post them on a publicly accessible website.  The evaluation contractors 

will notify the CPUC Energy Efficiency service lists and lists of other 

interested stakeholders maintained by Energy Division of the availability 

of the draft final evaluation reports and their website posting location(s). 

Energy Division will notify all of those stakeholders of the conference 

described in the next Step. 

                                              
21 Evaluation reports refer to either interim or final reports submitted to Energy 

Division by program evaluation contractors describing results of evaluations 

(e.g., impact evaluation studies) of the Contract Groups. 
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(2.) Evaluation contractors hold a conference, under Energy Division 

sponsorship, with stakeholders, by telephone or in-person, to discuss draft 

final evaluation reports. 

 

(3.) Stakeholders have an opportunity to provide written comments 

identifying any errors in the draft final evaluation reports. Stakeholders 

will be required to include in the written comments at least a brief 

description of every point in the draft report which they believe needs 

correction, even if discussed at the conference. 

 

(4.) Energy Division directs evaluation contractors to make any necessary 

changes to final evaluation reports stimulated by the comments. All 

written comments, and Energy Division’s treatment of them, will be 

reflected in appendices to the final evaluation reports.  The final 

evaluation reports are posted on a publicly accessible website. 

 

(5.) Within 60 days of public release, program administrators will respond 

in writing to the final report findings and recommendations indicating 

what action, if any, will be taken as a result of study findings as they relate 

to potential changes to the programs.  Energy Division can choose to 

extend the 60 day limit if the administrator presents a compelling case that 

more time is needed and the delay will not cause any problems in the 

implementation schedule, and may shorten the time on a case-by-case 

basis if necessary to avoid delays in the schedule. 

 

(6.) Energy Division aggregates evaluation contractor reports for each 

utility to quantify the portfolio resource benefits and uses that quantity in 

connection with the audit team reports to develop the draft Final 

Performance Basis Report. Energy Division will notify the CPUC Energy 

Efficiency service lists and lists of other interested stakeholders 

maintained by Energy Division of the availability of the draft Final 

Performance Basis Report and the website posting location. Energy 

Division also notifies all of those stakeholders of the conference described 

in the next Step. 

 

(7.) Energy Division, with the assistance of relevant contractors holds a 

conference with stakeholders, by telephone or in-person. At this meeting, 
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all stakeholders have an opportunity to discuss the draft Final 

Performance Basis Report with those who prepared it (and supporting 

consultants). Stakeholders may raise questions about the draft report, 

receive responses from those who prepared it, and point out any errors 

they believe are contained in the report. The goal is to have a give and 

take between the stakeholders, report authors, and the supporting 

technical experts. 

 

(8.) Stakeholders have an opportunity to provide written comments 

identifying any errors in the draft Final Performance Basis Report. 

Stakeholders will be required to include in the written comments at least a 

brief description of every point in the draft report or which they believe 

needs correction, even if discussed at the conference. 

 

(9.) Energy Division makes any necessary changes to the Final 

Performance Basis Report stimulated by the oral conference and written 

comments. All written comments, and Energy Division’s treatment of 

them, will be reflected in an appendix to the Final Performance Basis 

Report. 

 

(10.) Final Performance Basis Report is made publicly available by posting 

on a publicly accessible website and sending it to the Energy Efficiency 

proceeding service list(s). 

 

(11.) Within 60 days of issuance of the Final Performance Basis Report, the 

utility will file an advice letter for Energy Division disposition pursuant to 

section 7.6.1 of General Order 96b, citing the Final Performance Basis 

Report. The advice letter will address whether based on that report there 

are any earnings or penalties, and if so at what level, for the final claim. 

 

(12.) Energy Division will approve the advice letter as practicable as 

possible thereafter so long as it correctly incorporates the results of the 

Final Performance Basis Report; if it does not, Energy Division will take 

other appropriate action under General Order 96-B. 
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IX.  Affiliate and Disclosure Rules   

 

1.  To avoid anti-competitive behavior and cross-subsidies between IOUs 

and their affiliates, all transactions between the IOU administrator and any 

implementer that is an affiliate of PG&E, SCE, SDG&E or SoCalGas are banned, 

per D.05-01-055. 
 

2.  The Program Administrators will not provide preferential treatment to 
any provider of an energy efficiency service that uses energy efficiency program 
funds. 

3.  Bidders for EM&V contracts, including program design evaluation and 
market assessment studies, shall provide full disclosure of any potential conflicts 
of interest, including all current non-energy efficiency related contracts with 
Program Administrators and program implementers. 
 
 
X.  Reporting Requirements 
 

1.  The Program Administrators shall present information in their 
program planning applications in compliance with Ordering Paragraph 13 of 
D.04-12-048, and in compliance with any further direction by this Commission, 
the Assigned Commissioner or Administrative Law Judge regarding the content 
or format of these filings.  Energy Division may develop reporting requirements 
through workshops or other means to ensure that the types of data and the 
format of the information presented in the Program Administrator filings and 
reports is as consistent as possible.  
 

2.  The Program Administrators shall file reports on portfolio and 
program activities on a regular basis during the program cycle using the 
standardized reporting formats, definitions, timelines and narratives established 
by the Energy Division, as updated from time to time. The design and oversight 
of program-specific, portfolio-level and financial reporting requirements for 
energy efficiency activities will remain the responsibility of the Energy Division, 
as discussed in D.05-01-055.  Energy Division shall design the reporting 
requirements in consultation with the Assigned Commissioner and 
Administrative Law Judge. 
 
3.  In addition to other reports that may be required, the Program Administrators 
shall publish a summary of the achievements of the energy efficiency programs 
on an annual basis.  This report will be available to the public on the web and 
will contain at least the following information for the entire portfolio as well as 
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each utility’s portfolio: (1) energy savings (annual, cumulative, and lifecycle kWh 
and therms), peak demand savings22, levelized costs, cost per kW saved, total 
cost to billpayers, total savings to billpayers, net benefits to billpayers and 
environmental benefits (tons of CO2 and other pollutants avoided).  Following 
each program cycle, a summary of the ex post measured achievements from the 
entire portfolio will also be published.   

4.  The utilities shall incorporate the correction in the E3 calculator to the 
erroneous demand reduction estimated for lighting currently contained in DEER 
that is discussed in Section 8.3 of D.05-09-043. (D.05-09-043, OP 11.) 
   
5.  As discussed in D.05-09-043, the utilities are required to use the August 2005 
updates to ex ante expected useful life (EUL) assumptions posted to DEER when 
reporting actual installations during program implementation, and when 
submitting calculations of savings, portfolio cost-effectiveness and performance 
basis during the 2006-2008 program cycle.  Staff shall ensure that inputs to the E3 
calculator are appropriately adjusted, so that these calculations will reflect the ex 
ante EUL values referenced above. (D.05-09-043, OP 12.) 
 
XI.  Process and Procedural Issues 
 

1.  The Commission, the assigned Commissioner, the assigned 
Administrative Law Judge, or the Energy Division may utilize both formal and 
informal procedural vehicles as needed to (1) revise the Rules and /or any of its 
referenced documents, in whole or in part, at any time, upon request by 
interested parties or on its own initiative, and (2) resolve disputes among or 
complaints from various market participants, as circumstances warrant.  In 
addition, nothing in these Rules preclude the Commission from planning and 
developing future energy efficiency programs, or delegating that responsibility 
to the assigned Commissioner, the assigned Administrative Law Judge or to 
Energy Division in the future.   
 

2.  The Assigned Administrative Law Judge or Commission staff may hold 
workshops or other forums, as needed, for interested parties, customers and 
market actors to provide input and feedback on energy efficiency-related issues.  

                                              
22 By D.06-06-063, the definition of peak megawatt load reduction contained in 
the 2005 Database for Energy Efficient Resources (DEER) shall be used for the 
purpose of verifying energy efficiency program and portfolio performance. 
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3.  Any program proposal for energy efficiency funding must describe a 

dispute resolution process to be used in dealing with complaints from end-use 
gas or electric consumers participating or attempting to participate in the 
program.  In programs where the Program Administrators hold contracts with 
third parties, those contracts will also be required to include dispute resolution 
provisions. 
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APPENDIX A:  Reference Documents  

1. Energy Action Plan  

 http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/PUBLISHED/REPORT/51604.htm  

1.a  Energy Action Plan Update, February 2008: 

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/58ADCD6A-7FE6-4B32-8C70-
7C85CB31EBE7/0/2008_EAP_UPDATE.PDF  

2. CPUC Decision 05-01-055  “Interim Opinion on the Administrative Structure for Energy 
Efficiency: Threshold Issues”  

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/PUBLISHED/FINAL_DECISION/43628.htm  

3. CPUC Decision 04-09-060 “Interim Opinion: Energy Savings Goals for Program Year 2006 and 
Beyond.”   See attached tables for the savings goals adopted in that decision, by IOU service 
territory.  

            http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/PUBLISHED/FINAL_DECISION/40212.htm  

4. Standard Practice Manual.  Economic Analysis of Demand-Side Management Programs.  
October 2001.  

ftp://ftp.cpuc.ca.gov/puc/energy/electric/energy+efficiency/em+and+v/std+practice+
manual.doc  

 SPM 2001 Correction Memo.  From D.07-09-043, Attachment 9, page 7 of 7 linked below for 
the “SPM Correction Memo of October 7, 1988”  

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/3D41FF54-9809-4651-8898-
78F93F84999B/0/CorrectionMemoSPM1071988.pdf 

 SPM 2007 Clarification Memo. From D.07-09-043, attached to this reference list.  

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/A7C97EB0-48FA-4F05-9F3D-
4934512FEDEA/0/2007SPMClarificationMemo.doc 

 NTG Numerical Examples from D.07-09-043  

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/101F0713-7277-43A8-883D-
8EF2712EFA8A/0/NumericalExamplesNTGAdjtoTRCD0709043.pdf 

 

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/PUBLISHED/REPORT/51604.htm
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/58ADCD6A-7FE6-4B32-8C70-7C85CB31EBE7/0/2008_EAP_UPDATE.PDF
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/58ADCD6A-7FE6-4B32-8C70-7C85CB31EBE7/0/2008_EAP_UPDATE.PDF
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/PUBLISHED/FINAL_DECISION/43628.htm
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/PUBLISHED/FINAL_DECISION/40212.htm
ftp://ftp.cpuc.ca.gov/puc/energy/electric/energy+efficiency/em+and+v/std+practice+manual.doc
ftp://ftp.cpuc.ca.gov/puc/energy/electric/energy+efficiency/em+and+v/std+practice+manual.doc
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/3D41FF54-9809-4651-8898-78F93F84999B/0/CorrectionMemoSPM1071988.pdf
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/3D41FF54-9809-4651-8898-78F93F84999B/0/CorrectionMemoSPM1071988.pdf
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/A7C97EB0-48FA-4F05-9F3D-4934512FEDEA/0/2007SPMClarificationMemo.doc
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/A7C97EB0-48FA-4F05-9F3D-4934512FEDEA/0/2007SPMClarificationMemo.doc
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/101F0713-7277-43A8-883D-8EF2712EFA8A/0/NumericalExamplesNTGAdjtoTRCD0709043.pdf
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/101F0713-7277-43A8-883D-8EF2712EFA8A/0/NumericalExamplesNTGAdjtoTRCD0709043.pdf
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5. Database for Energy Efficient Resources (DEER) http://eega.cpuc.ca.gov/deer/  

6. Methodology and Forecast of Long Term Avoided Costs for the Evaluation of California Energy 
Efficiency Programs 

http://www.ethree.com/CPUC/E3_Avoided_Costs_Final.pdf   

 E3 Calculators (Updated to comply with D.07-09-043, 10-7-07) 

http://www.ethree.com/cpuc_cee_tools.html 

 

7.  CPUC Energy Efficiency Program Reporting Requirements Manual   under the heading 
“Reporting Rules”.  

ftp://ftp.cpuc.ca.gov/PUC/energy/electric/energy+efficiency/programs/rrm4.pdf 

 

8.  CPUC Energy Efficiency Program EM&V Protocols   

ftp://ftp.cpuc.ca.gov/PUC/energy/electric/energy+efficiency/em+and+v/evaluatorspro
tocols_final_adoptedviaruling_06-19-2006.doc 

http://eega.cpuc.ca.gov/deer/
http://www.ethree.com/CPUC/E3_Avoided_Costs_Final.pdf
http://www.ethree.com/cpuc_cee_tools.html
file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/avs/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/OLK131/CPUC%20Energy%20Efficiency%20Program%20Reporting%20Requirements%20Manual%20%20%20under%20the%20heading%20“Reporting%20Rules”
file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/avs/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/OLK131/CPUC%20Energy%20Efficiency%20Program%20Reporting%20Requirements%20Manual%20%20%20under%20the%20heading%20“Reporting%20Rules”
ftp://ftp.cpuc.ca.gov/PUC/energy/electric/energy+efficiency/programs/rrm4.pdf
ftp://ftp.cpuc.ca.gov/PUC/energy/electric/energy+efficiency/em+and+v/evaluatorsprotocols_final_adoptedviaruling_06-19-2006.doc
ftp://ftp.cpuc.ca.gov/PUC/energy/electric/energy+efficiency/em+and+v/evaluatorsprotocols_final_adoptedviaruling_06-19-2006.doc
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Energy Efficiency 
Programs       

Approved Savings Goals 2006 through 2013 (D.04-09-060)   

         

 SCE        

 Year 

Energy 
Savings 
Annual 

Goal 
(GWH/Yr) 

Cumulative 
Energy 
Savings 
(GWH)** 

Demand 
Reductions 

(MW/Yr) 

Cumulative 
Demand 

Reductions 
(MW)**    

 2006 922 2574.9 207 541    

 2007 1046 3621.3 219 760    

 2008 1167 4788.5 246 1006    

 2009 1189 5977.2 249 1255    

 2010 1176 7153.4 247 1502    

 2011 1164 8317.1 245 1747    

 2012 1151 9468.5 241 1988    

 2013 1139 10607.6 240 2228    

  

  

 

(1) Total Savings = all savings from energy efficiency programs funded by public goods charge and procurement 
funding.  This total includes savings from EE programs already in the CEC forecast. For incremental savings above 
the levels included in the CEC forecast, see D.04-09-060 Attachment 9. 

 

(2)  GWh savings converted to MW by multiplying by .21, average of utility GWh to peak savings for 2004/5 
applications.  This is an estimate of average peak savings not coincident peak = GWH savings in peak period / 560 
hours in period. 

         

 PG&E        

 Year 

Gas 
Savings 
Annual 

Goal 
(MMTh/Yr) 

Cumulative 
Gas Savings 

(MMTh)** 

Energy 
Savings 
Annual 

Goal 
(GWH/Yr) 

Cumulative 
Energy 
Savings 
(GWH)** 

Demand 
Reductions 

(MW/Yr) 

Cumulative 
Demand 

Reductions 
(MW)**  

 2006 12.6 32.1 829 2316.5 180 503  

 2007 14.9 47.0 944 3260.5 205 708  

 2008 17.4 64.4 1053 4313.5 228 936  

 2009 20.3 84.8 1067 5380.8 232 1168  

 2010 21.1 105.9 1015 6396.3 220 1388  

 2011 22 127.8 1086 7482.8 236 1624  

 2012 23 150.9 1173 8656.2 254 1878  

 2013 25.1 176.0 1277 9933.2 278 2156  

 

(1) Total Annual Energy Savings = all savings from energy efficiency programs funded by public 
goods charge and procurement funding.  This total includes savings from baseline EE program 
funding of $100 MM/yr accounted for in the CEC sales forecast. For incremental savings above the 
levels included in the CEC forecast, see D.04-09-060 Attachment 9.  

 

(2) GWh savings converted to MW by multiplying by .217, which is ratio of GWh to peak savings for 
2004/5 applications.  This is an estimate of average peak savings not coincident peak = GWh 
savings in peak period / 560 hours in period.  
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Energy Efficiency Programs       

Approved Savings Goals 2004 through 2013 (D.04-09-060)   

         

 SoCalGas        

 Year 

Gas Savings 
Annual Goal 
(MMTh/Yr) 

Cumulative Gas 
Savings 
(MMTh)**      

 2004 9.6 9.6      

 2005 9.6 19.3      

 2006 14.7 34.0      

 2007 19.3 53.3      

 2008 23.3 76.5      

 2009 27.2 103.7      

 2010 28.3 132.0      

 2011 29.9 161.9      

 2012 32.3 194.2      

 2013 35.8 230.1      

 
Total Savings = all savings from energy efficiency programs funded by public goods charges and procurement 
funding. 

 This total includes natural gas savings from  energy efficiency programs already included in the CEC forecast. 

 
 SDG&E         

 Year 

Gas 
Savings 
Annual 

Goal 
(MMTh/Yr) 

Cumulative 
Gas Savings 

(MMTh)
**
 

Energy 
Savings 
Annual 

Goal 
(GWH/Yr) 

Cumulative 
Energy 
Savings 
(GWH)

**
 

Demand 
Reductions 

(MW/Yr) 

Cumulative 
Demand 

Reductions 
(MW)

**
   

 2004 1.8 1.8 268.4 268.4  50.4   

 2005 1.8 3.6 268.4 536.8  100.7   

 2006 2.7 6.3 280.5 817.3 54.6 155.3   

 2007 3.1 9.5 285.1 1102.4 54.2 209.5   

 2008 3.7 13.1 284.4 1386.8 54 263.5   

 2009 4.1 17.3 282.3 1669.1 53.6 317.1   

 2010 4.5 21.8 273.6 1942.7 52 369.1   

 2011 4.9 26.7 262.5 2205.2 49.9 419   

 2012 5.3 32.0 221.7 2426.9 42.1 461.1   

 2013 5.7 37.6 214.9 2641.8 40.8 501.9   

          

 

Total Savings = all savings from EE programs funded by public goods charge and procurement funding.  This total 
includes savings from EE programs already in the CEC forecast.  For incremental savings above the levels included in 
the CEC forecast, see D.04-09-060, Attachment 9) 
MW Savings derived by multiplying GWh Savings by 0.19, average value SDG&E GWh to peak savings for 2004/5 
applications.  This is an estimate of average peak savings during all the peak hours: = GWh savings in peak 
period/560 hours in period. 
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Total Electricity and Natural Gas Program Savings Goals (all IOUs) 

2006-2013 (D.04-09-060) 

  

Total 
Annual 

Electricity 
Savings 
(GWh/yr) 

Total 
Cumulative 

Savings 
(GWh/yr) 

Total 
Peak 

Savings 
(MW) 

Total 
Annual 
Natural 

Gas 
Savings 

(MMTh/yr) 

Total 
Cumulative 
Natural Gas 

Savings 
(MMTh/yr) 

2004  1,838 1,838 379 21 21 

2005  1,838 3,677 757 21 42 

2006  2,032 5,709 1,199 30 72 

2007  2,275 7,984 1,677 37 110 

2008  2,505 10,489 2,205 44 154 

2009  2,538 13,027 2,740 52 206 

2010  2,465 15,492 3,259 54 260 

2011  2,513 18,005 3,789 57 316 

2012  2,547 20,552 4,328 61 377 

2013  2,631 23,183 4,885 67 444 

 
 
Total annual energy savings = all savings from EE programs funded by public 
goods charges and Procurement funding.  This total includes savings from 
baseline EE program funding of $100 MM/yr accounted for in the CEC sales 
forecast.  For incremental program savings above the levels included in the CEC 
forecast, see Attachment 9 of D.04-09-060. 
 
Average peak MW estimated by multiplying GWh from utility by the ratio they 
used in 2004/5 filings ranging from 0.19 to 0.21.  This is an estimate of average 
peak savings, not coincident peak savings = GWh savings in peak period/560 
hours in period. 
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D. 05-09-043 
TABLE 8: ADOPTED FUND SHIFTING RULES, as modified by D.06-12-013 and D.07-10-032 
Category Shifts Among Budget Categories, Within 

Program 

Shifts Among Programs, Within 

Category 

Shifts Among Categories 

Resource / 

Nonresource 

Programs 

(includes 

multiple program 
categories – see 

definitions 

below) 

 

Yes, no formal Commission 

review/approval triggered. 

 

• Yes, no formal Commission 

review/approval triggered. 

• However, 15 day PRG notification 

and comment required if shifts 
exceed 25% on an annual basis or 

50% on a cumulative basis. 

• Adding a new program outside the 

competitive bid process triggers 
Advice letter process. 

• Advice letter required if allocation to 

third-party implementers is expected 

to fall below 20%. 

 

• Yes, up to 25% on an annual basis or 

50% on a cumulative basis. Advice 

letter required for larger shifts. 
• Adding a new program outside the 

competitive bid process triggers 

Advice letter process. 

• Advice letter required if allocation to 

third-party implementers is expected 
to fall below 20%. 

 

C&S / ET / 

Statewide M&O 

 

Yes, same as above  

 

Advice letter required for shifts that 

would reduce any of these programs 
by more than 1% of budgeted levels. 

Advice letter required to shift funds 

OUT of any program more than 1% of 
budgeted levels. 

 

EM&V Yes, within utility portion. 

Fund shifting between the 
utility and ED portions only 

with Assigned Commissioner 
or ALJ approval, in 

consultation with Joint Staff. 

 

Not Applicable – Single Program 

 

Assigned ALJ or Commissioner ruling 

required to shift funds OUT of EM&V 
by any amount. 

 

For purpose of these fund-shifting rules, the Resource/Non-Resource program categories are as follows: 
 

 Resource / Non-Resource Program categories for SCE, SDG&E, and SoCalGas are: (1) Residential; (2) Nonresidential; (3) Crosscutting 
(except C&S, ET, SW Marketing and Outreach, EM&V). 

 Resource / Non-Resource Program categories for PG&E are: (1) Mass Market (residential/small commercial cross-cutting); (2) Residential 

targeted market sectors within Targeted Markets and (3) Non-Residential targeted market sectors within Targeted Markets. 

 

Utility program administrators may carryover/carryback funding during the 2006-2008 program cycle without triggering a 
review/approval process. Authorization for utilizing 2006 funding in 2005 for specific purposes is described in D.05-09-043.  Per D.06-12-013 

(OP 2), utility program administrators may file an advice letter to seek authorization to shift existing, unspent uncommitted energy efficiency 

funds from previous program cycles  to the 2006-2008 portfolio budgets to fund new energy efficiency programs or incremental energy efficiency 
activities as part of existing authorized programs.  Utilities should consult with the PRG prior to submitting this type of advice letter.   Per D.07-

10-032, carryover/carryback funding is permitted during the 2006-2008 budget cycle so long as the 2009-2011 portfolio has been approved.  

CPUC approval is not necessary for up to 15% of the “current” program cycle.  See Rules II.12 and II.13. 
 

Changes to incentive levels or modifications to program design (such as changes to customer eligibility requirements) will not trigger 

Energy Division or formal Commission review, except as indicated below. We expect that the results of EM&V studies, statewide 
coordination efforts and ongoing consultation with advisory groups will enable utility program administrators to identify the best 

practices and program designs for portfolio implementation. 

 

  If the proposed incentive level change impacts as statewide offering, e.g., is included in the deemed and calculated measure list 

presented in the statewide PAG meeting on August 2-3, 2005, and is less than 50% of the original incentive level on a cumulative 

basis over the three-year program cycle, the utility administrator will need to inform and solicit comment from the joint PRGs prior to 
the change taking place. 

 If the proposed incentive level change impacts a statewide program offering and is more than 50% of the original incentive level on a 

cumulative basis, the utility administrator will follow the advice letter process described in these rules. 

 The program administrator will notify the PRG of all incentive level changes that take place. 
 

For all significant shifts in funding or modifications to program design, the utilities should seek informal review with their PRG members as part 

of the ongoing exchange of information during program implementation. Where an advice letter is required under these rules, absent a protest or 
written data request by Energy Division for additional information by the end of the 20-day protest period, the request will become effective on 

the twentieth day after filing. If Energy Division staff issues a data request before the end of the protest period, the response time requirements 

and other procedures applicable to our normal advice letter procedures, as updated by D.05-01-032, will take effect. All advice letters required for 
fund shifting shall be served on the service list in A.05-06-004 and R.01-08-028, or its successor rulemaking, unless otherwise specified by the 

assigned ALJ.  The assigned ALJ, in consultation with the Assigned Commissioner, may provide further clarification on implementing these 

fundshifting rules, or consider modifications to these rules during the 2006-2008 program cycle, as appropriate. 
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Figure 1: Adopted Incentive Mechanism Earnings/Penalty Curve 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Reward 
(% of 
PEB) 
 

(per 
unit 
below 
CPUC 
goal) 
Penalty 

65% 

85% 100% % of CPUC 
goals 
 

ER = 9% 

ER = 12% 
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APPENDIX B:  GLOSSARY 

COMMON ENERGY EFFICIENCY  
TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

 
Adopted Program Budget 
The program budget as it is adopted by the Commission.  Inclusive of costs (+/-) 
recovered from other sources. 
 
Advanced Technologies 
Measures or processes which exceed the efficiency or thermodynamic performance of 
standard energy using equipment or processes. 
 
Affiliate 
Any person, corporation, utility, partnership, or other entity 5% or more of whose 
outstanding securities are owned, controlled, or held with power to vote, directly or 
indirectly either by an administrator or any of its subsidiaries, or by that administrator's 
controlling corporation and/or any of its subsidiaries as well as any company in which 
the administrator, its controlling corporation, or any of the administrator's affiliates 
exert substantial control over the operation of the company and/or indirectly have 
substantial financial interests in the company exercised through means other than 
ownership.  For purposes of these Rules, "substantial control" includes, but is not 
limited to, the possession, directly and indirectly and whether acting alone or in 
conjunction with others, of the authority to direct or cause the direction of the 
management of policies of a company.  A direct or indirect voting interest of five 
percent (5%) or more by the administrator, its subsidiaries, or its affiliates in an entity's 
company creates a presumption of control. 
 
Avoided Costs 
Avoided costs refers to the incremental costs avoided by the investor-owned utility 
when it purchases power from qualifying facilities, implements demand-side 
management, such as energy efficiency or demand-response programs, or other wise 
defers or avoids generation from existing/new utility supply-side investments or 
energy purchases in the market.  Avoided costs also encompass the deferral or 
avoidance of transmission and distribution-related costs. (D.08-01-006, Footnote 2) 
 
Baseline Data 
The initial base metric for comparing the net result of programmatic changes versus 
what would have happened in the absence of the program or activity.   
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Coincident Peak Demand  
The metered or estimated demand of a device, circuit, or building that occurs at exactly 
the same time as the system peak for a given year and weather condition. 
 
Community Choice Aggregators 
Organizations created by local governments pursuant to Assembly Bill 117 for the 
purpose of procuring power and administering energy efficiency programs on behalf of 
local citizens. 
 
Competitive solicitation 
The process whereby parties are requested to submit bids offering innovative 
approaches to energy savings or improved program performance. 
 
Conservation 
Reduction of a customer's energy use achieved by relying on changes to the customer's 
behavior which may result in a lower level of end use service. 
 
Conservation Measures 
Activities and/or behaviors aimed at reducing energy consumption. 
 
Conservation Programs 
Programs which are intended to influence customer behavior as a means to reduce 
energy use. 
 
Cost Effectiveness 
An indicator of the relative performance or economic attractiveness of any energy 
efficiency investment or practice when compared to the costs of energy produced and 
delivered in the absence of such an investment. 
 
Cream Skimming 
Cream skimming results in the pursuit of a limited set of the most cost-effective 
measures, leaving behind other cost-effective opportunities.  Cream skimming becomes 
a problem when lost opportunities are created in the process.  
 
Cross Subsidization 
Benefits enjoyed by one group, such as a customer class, which are funded by another 
group. 
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Customer 
Any person or entity that pays an electric and/or gas bill to an IOU and that is the 
ultimate consumer of goods and services including energy efficiency products, services, 
or practices. 
 
Cumulative Savings 
As clarified in D.07-10-032, cumulative savings represent the savings in that year from 
all previous measure installations (and reflecting any persistence decay that has 
occurred since the measures were installed) plus the first-year savings of the measures 
installed in that program year.  
 
Dual Test 
The requirement that an energy efficiency activity pass both the TRC and the PAC cost-
effectiveness test.  
 
E3 Calculator 
The E3 calculator is a model developed by Energy Environmental Economics (or “E3” 
for use by the utilities to map Commission-adopted avoided costs to energy efficiency 
programs for cost-effectiveness calculations. 
 
Effective Useful Life (EUL) 
An estimate of the median number of years that the measures installed under the 
program are still in place and operable. 
 
Electricity Savings 
Reduced electricity use (or savings) produced by either energy efficiency investments 
which maintain the same level of end use service or conservation actions which usually 
reduce energy use by reducing the quantity or quality of the baseline energy services 
demanded. 
 
Emerging Technologies 
New energy efficiency technologies, systems, or practices that have significant energy 
savings potential but have not yet achieved sufficient market share (for a variety of 
reasons) to be considered self sustaining or commercially viable.  Emerging 
technologies include early prototypes of hardware, software, design tools or energy 
services that if implemented will result in energy savings.  
 
Emissions Reductions 
The Commission requires annual reporting of reduced emissions of carbon dioxide 
(CO2), sulfur oxides (SOx), nitrous oxides (NOx), and particulate matter (PM10) as a 
result of energy efficiency savings.  The utilities use the E3 calculator to compute the 
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annual electric and natural gas emissions reductions, which are the units implemented 
in the year times the annual emission reduction for a particular measure.  The E3 
calculator calculates values of CO2 in tons per kWh or therms; NOx and PM10 are in 
pounds per kWh or therms. 
 
The following equations are from the “E3 Calculator Tech Memo” found at the 
following web link: 
http://www.ethree.com/CPUC/E3%20Calculator%20TechMemo%203c.doc 

Emissions Reductions 

Electric Reductions:  CO2 tons per year (Emission[E][CO2]) 
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Where 

y = year of consideration. 2006 = 1.  “Total Annual” used for years 2008 through the end 

of the implementation period. 

Q = Quarter of the year.  Jan-Mar 2006 = 1. 

INM,Q = # of incremental of measures implemented in quarter Q. 

NTGM = Net–to-Gross ratio for measure M. 

ER[CO2]M = Emission rate of CO2 in tons per kWh of measure M.  (The emissions rate for each 

measure is calculated using the product of the hourly measure savings load shape and 

the hourly heat rate for the IOU.). 

kWh_AM   =  Annual kWh reduction for measure M. 

 

NOX and PM-10 equations are the same.  Just replace [CO2] with the appropriate indicator.  Note that CO2 

emission rate is in tons per kWh.  NOX and PM-10 are in pounds per kWh. 

Gas Reductions:  CO2 tons per year (Emission[G][CO2]) 
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Where 

y = year of consideration. 2006 = 1.  “Total Annual” used for years 2008 through the end 

of the implementation period. 

Q = Quarter of the year.  Jan-Mar 2006 = 1. 

INM,Q = # of incremental of measures implemented in quarter Q. 

NTGM = Net–to-Gross ratio for measure M. 

ER[CO2]GCT = Emission rate of CO2 in tons per therm, based on the gas combustion type (GCT) 

specified on the input sheet for the measure. 
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              Th_AM = Annual gas reduction (in therms) for measure M. 

 

NOX and PM-10 equations are the same.  Just replace [CO2] with the appropriate indicator.  Note that 

CO2 emission rate is in tons per Therm.  NOX and PM-10 are in pounds per Therm. 

 

Energy Efficiency Groupware Application 2006 (EEGA2006) 

The utilities post monthly and quarterly status reports to the EEGA2006 webpage, 

which is accessible to the public: http://eega2006.cpuc.ca.gov. 

 
End Use 

1) The purpose for which energy is used (e.g. heating, cooling, lighting). 

2) A class of energy use that an energy efficiency program is concentrating efforts 
upon.  Typically categorized by equipment purpose, equipment energy use intensity, 
and/or building type.  
 
Energy Efficiency 
Activities or programs that stimulate customers to reduce customer energy use by 
making investments in more efficient equipment or controls that reduce energy use 
while maintaining a comparable level of service as perceived by the customer. 

 
Energy Efficiency Measure 
An energy using appliance, equipment, control system, or practice whose installation or 
implementation results in reduced energy use (purchased from the distribution utility) 
while maintaining a comparable or higher level of energy service as perceived by the 
customer.  In all cases energy efficiency measures decrease the amount of energy used 
to provide a specific service or to accomplish a specific amount of work (e.g., kWh per 
cubic foot of a refrigerator held at a specific temperature, therms per gallon of hot water 
at a specific temperature, etc).  For the purpose of these Rules, solar water heating and 
stand-alone solar-powered water circulators are eligible energy efficiency measures. 
(Per D.07-11-004, OP 1.) 
 
Energy Efficiency Programs 
Programs that reduce customer energy use by promoting energy efficiency investments 
or the adoption of conservation practices or changes in operation which maintain or 
increase the level of energy services provided to the customer. 
 
Energy Efficiency Savings 
The level of reduced energy use (or savings) resulting from the installation of an energy 
efficiency measure or the adoption of an energy efficiency practice, subject to the 
condition that the level of service after the investment is made is comparable to the 
baseline level of service.  The level of service may be expressed in such ways as the 
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volume of a refrigerator, temperature levels, production output of a manufacturing 
facility, or lighting level per square foot.  
 
Evaluation, Measurement and Verification (EM&V) 
Activities which evaluate, monitor, measure and verify performance or other aspects of 
energy efficiency programs or their market environment. 

 
Evaluation Project Budget 
The project level evaluation budget as it is defined by the program administrators or 
Joint Staff for internal program budgeting and management purposes.  Inclusive of 
direct and allocated overhead and costs (+/-) recovered from other sources. 
 
Financial Incentive 
Financial support (e.g., rebates, low interest loans, free technical advice) provided to 
customers as an attempt to motivate the customers to install energy efficient measures 
or undertake energy efficiency projects.  (See Rebate) 
 
Free Drivers 
A free driver is a non-participant who adopted a particular efficiency measure or 
practice as a result of a utility program.  (From April 2006 EM&V Protocols) 
 
Free riders (Free Ridership) 
Program participants who would have installed the program measure or equipment in 
the absence of the program. 

 
Fuel Substitution 
Programs which are intended to substitute energy using equipment of one energy 
source with a competing energy source (e.g. switch from electric resistance heating to 
gas furnaces). 
 
Funding Cycle 
Period of time for which funding of energy efficiency programs have been approved by 
the Commission. 
 
Gas Savings 
Reduced natural gas usage (or savings) produced by either energy efficiency 
investments which maintain the same level of end use service or conservation actions 
which can reduce energy use by reducing the quantity or quality of the baseline  
services provided. 
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Hard to Reach, Non Residential 
Those customers who do not have easy access to program information or generally do 
not participate in energy efficiency programs due to a language, business size, 
geographic, or lease (split incentive) barrier.  These barriers are defined as: 
 Language – Primary language spoken is other than English, and/or 
 Business Size – Less than ten employees and/or classified as Very Small, 
 and/or 
 Geographic – Businesses in areas other than the San Francisco Bay Area, San 
 Diego area, Los Angeles Basin or Sacramento, and/or 
 Lease – Investments in improvements to the building benefit the business  only 
during the lease period; landlords benefit longer. 
 
Hard to Reach, Residential 
Those customers who do not have easy access to program information or generally do 
not participate in energy efficiency programs due to a language, income, housing type, 
geographic, or home ownership (split incentives) barrier.  These barriers are defined as: 
 Language – Primary language spoken is other than English, and/or 
 Income – Those customers who fall into the moderate income level (income 
 levels less than 400% of the federal poverty guidelines), and/or 
 Housing Type – Multi-family and Mobile Home Tenants, and/or 
 Geographic – Businesses in areas other than the San Francisco Bay Area, San 
 Diego area, Los Angeles Basin or Sacramento, and/or 
 Home Ownership – Renters. 
 
Incremental Measure Cost 
The additional cost of purchasing and installing a more efficient measure.  Calculated 
from the price differential between energy-efficient equipment and standard or baseline 
measures.  The inclusion of the word “gross” in the definition reflects incremental 
measure costs, which have not been adjusted for free riders.  Net incremental measure 
costs means that the term has been adjusted for free riders; i.e., the net-to-gross ratio has 
been applied.  
 
Information & Education 
Information and education programs can provide a wide range of activities designed to 
inform or educate a customer or customer group.  Generally these range from in-depth, 
one-on-one, on-site or centrally located classroom style instruction in topics related to 
energy efficiency, to programs that target information to specific types of customers, to 
general information provided to a wide range of customers, to short inexpensive public 
service announcements on FCC approved communication frequencies.  Programs 
intended to provide customers with information regarding generic (not customer-

PolicyRulesV4-Final.doc
PolicyRulesV4-Final.doc
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specific) conservation and energy efficiency opportunities.  For these programs, the 
information may be unsolicited by the customer.   
 
 
Innovation Incubator 
A low-cost, stand-alone program designed to grow innovative energy saving programs 
and processes for the larger portfolio over the long term.  The incubator funds new 
program ideas that meet reasonable scientific scrutiny for potentially cost-effective 
energy savings and peak reduction.   
 
Institutional Barriers 
A type of market barrier:  In this case, the internal organizational hurdles that inhibit 
the evaluation and or choice to take energy efficiency actions. 
 
Least Cost/Best Fit 
The procurement of cost-effective supply and demand-side resources that, regardless of 
ownership, meet capacity and energy deliverability requirements.  Energy efficiency 
resources are constructed from the bottoms up approach that aggregates the demand 
and energy savings from various energy-saving measures and activities into applicable 
end-use categories such as space cooling, space heating, lighting, and refrigeration, in 
order to provide near- and long-term peaking, intermediate, and baseload 
requirements. 
 
Levelized Cost 
An estimate of the annualized cost of installing an energy efficiency measures divided 
by the annual energy savings.  Typically calculated by multiplying the incremental cost 
of the measure by capital recovery factor (function of discount rate and expected useful 
life of the measure) and then dividing by annual energy savings.  

 
Load Management 
Programs which reduce or shift electric peak demand away from periods of high cost 
electricity to non-peak or lower cost time periods, with a neutral effect on or negligible 
increase in electric use. 
 
Load Serving Entities 
Entities that provide electric and/or gas commodity to customers. 
 
Lost Opportunities 
Energy efficiency measures that offer long-lived, cost-effective savings that are fleeting 
in nature.  A lost opportunity occurs when a customer does not install an energy 
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efficiency measure that is cost-effective at the time, but whose installation is unlikely to 
be cost-effective if the customer attempts to install the same measure later. 

 
 
Market Effect 
A market effect is a change in the structure or functioning of a market or the behavior 
of participants in a market that result from one or more program efforts.  Typically 
these efforts are designed to increase in the adoption of energy-efficient products, 
services or practices and are causally related to market interventions. (From EM&V 
Protocols, April 2006). 
 
Market Transformation 
Decision (D.) 98-04-063, Appendix A, defines market transformation as “[l]ong- 
lasting, sustainable changes in the structure or functioning of a market achieved by 
reducing barriers to the adoption of energy efficiency measures to the point where 
further publicly-funded intervention is no longer appropriate in that specific 
market.” 
 
Marketing and Outreach 
Communications activities designed to identify, reach and motivate potential customers 
to take actions to either learn more about or invest in energy efficiency opportunities. 
 
Measures 
1)  Specific customer actions which reduce or otherwise modify energy end use 
patterns. 
2)  A product whose installation and operation at a customer’s premises results in a 
reduction in the customer’s on-site energy use, compared to what would have 
happened otherwise.   
 
Minimum Performance Standard (MPS) 
As part of the Shareholder Incentive Mechanism, the minimum performance standard is 
the minimum level of savings that utilities must achieve relative to their savings goal 
before accruing earnings and is expressed as a percentage of the Commission-adopted 
savings goals per utility.  The utility MPS is based on the whole energy efficiency 
portfolio and the minimum goal of each individual savings metric.  (See Rule VIII.) 
 
Net to Gross Ratio 
A ratio or percentage of net program impacts divided by gross or total impacts.  Net to 
gross ratios are used to estimate and describe the free-ridership that may be occurring 
within energy efficiency programs. 
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Non-price Factors 
Those factors included in cost effectiveness tests, other than commodity prices and 
transportation and distribution costs, e.g., environmental factors. 
 
Operating Program Budget 
The program budget as it is defined by the program administrators for internal 
program budgeting and management purposes.  Inclusive of costs (+/-) recovered from 
other sources. 
 
Participant Test 
The Participant Test is the measure of the quantifiable benefits and costs to the customer 
due to participation in a program.  Since many customers do not base their decision to 
participate in a program entirely on quantifiable variables, this test cannot be a 
complete measure of the benefits and costs of a program to a customer. (See SPM link 
under Attachment A.) 
 
Partnership 
Coordinated efforts of a utility and a local government or other entity to use the 
strengths of both parties to achieve energy savings goals. 
 
Peak Demand (per OP 1 of D.06-06-063) 
The average grid level impact for a measure between 2 p.m. and 5 p.m. during the three 
consecutive weekday period containing the weekday temperature with the hottest 
temperature of the year. 

 
Peak Demand-General (kW) 
1)  The maximum level of metered demand during a specified period, such as a billing 
month, or during a specified peak demand period.   
2)  Extremely high energy use, usually with reference to a particular time period. 
 
Peak Savings- Coincident (kW)  
The estimated peak (e.g. highest)  demand savings (MW or kW) from a program for a 
specific time, date, and location coincident with the forecasted system peak for a given 
area and a given set of weather conditions.  This estimate must also include 
consideration of the likelihood that the equipment is actually on at the time of 
coincident peak.  Usage of this definition:  Resource planning- for making adjustments 
to forecasts of peak usage for understanding reserve margins and reliability purposes. 
 
Peak Savings- Daily Average (kW) 
The average peak demand savings (kWh impacts/ # of hours in the peak rate period) 
for a given utility during their peak season. Example for SCE-Peak period is for summer 
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weekdays from 12-6 PM. So - daily average savings would be the number of kWh 
saved/ # of kWhs saved for all weekday peak periods (= kWh/5 days/week * 
12 weeks/ summer* 6 hours/day = kW average.  Usage: Cost effectiveness analysis, 
primarily for valuing energy savings that occur during the peak period using “peak”  
average avoided costs. 
 
Peak Savings –Non coincident (kW) 
Estimated highest level of peak savings( kW or MW)  for a given program during the 
peak time period for  a given utility on the hottest day of a “normal” weather year. Thus 
if a group of measures saved 1MW at 2Pm, 1.7 MW at 3PM, 1.6 MW at 4PM, 1.0 MW at 
5Pm and 1.2 MW at 6 pm, the peak non coincident savings would be 1.7 MW.   This 
savings estimate does not take into account how many of the affected devices or 
equipment will be operating during the peak time period. Usage: Cost effectiveness 
analysis and procurement.  

 
Peer Review Group (PRG) 
A subset of the Program Advisory Group consisting of non-financially interested 
members who will review utility submittals to the Commission, assess overall portfolio 
plans, plans for bidding out pieces of the portfolio, and the bid evaluation criteria for 
selecting third-party programs.   
 
Performance Basis 
The metrics by which a program or a group of programs is measured and evaluated for 
the purpose of assessing the program(s) success at displacing or deferring more costly 
supply-side resources and or increasing more energy efficient design and practices. 
 
Performance Earnings Basis (PEB) 
A metric used in the shareholder incentive mechanism consisting of total portfolio net 
benefits (TRC) weighted 2/3rd and total Program Administrator Cost (PAC) portfolio 
net benefits weighted 1/3rd. (See Rule VIII.)    
 
Performance Uncertainties 
A market barrier: refers to new technologies or systems whose efficiency or system 
performance levels are uncertain due to lack of experience. 
 
Portfolio 
All IOU and non-IOU energy efficiency programs funded by ratepayers that are 
implemented during a program year or cycle.  May also refer to a group of programs 
sponsored, managed, and contracted for by a particular IOU. 
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Portfolio Reporting 
Regularly scheduled reporting by the portfolio administrators directly to the CPUC. 
Metrics reported are: portfolio budgets and expenditures, measures installed, services 
rendered, and other program activity deemed relevant to Energy Division’s 
responsibility to support the Commission’s responsibilities of quality assurance, policy 
oversight, and EM&V. 
 
Pre-commercialization 
A phase in the life of a product before it is readily available on the market. 
 
Program 
A collection of defined activities and measures that  

 are carried out by the administrator and/or their subcontractors and 
implementers, 

 target a specific market segment, customer class, a defined end use, or a defined 
set of market actors (e.g. designers, architects, homeowners), 

 are designed to achieve specific efficiency related changes in behavior, 
investment practices or maintenance practice in the energy market, 

 and are guided by a specific budget and implementation plan.  
 
Program Activities 
Any action taken by the program administrator or program implementer in the course 
of implementing the program. 
 
Program Administrator 
An entity tasked with the functions of portfolio management of energy efficiency 
programs and program choice. 
 
Program Administrator Cost (PAC) Test 
Under portfolio evaluation of cost effectiveness, the PAC test contains the program 
benefits of the TRC test, but costs are defined differently to include the costs incurred by 
the program administrator but not the costs incurred by the participating customer.  
(See the SPM link under Attachment A.) 
 
Program Advisory Group (PAG) 
Advisory groups for each utility service area composed of energy efficiency experts 
representing customer groups, academic organizations, environmental organizations, 
agency staff and trade allies in the energy market.  For 2007 and beyond, the Public 
Advisory Group (PAG) is eliminated while the Peer Review Group (PRG) is retained. 
Per Decision 07-10-032, the advisory function formerly performed by the PAG will be 
subsumed in the statewide strategic planning activity. 
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Program Cycle 
The period of time over which a program is funded and implemented. 
 
Program Implementation Plan 
A detailed description of a program that includes program theory, planned program 
processes, expected program activities, program budget, projected energy savings and 
demand reduction and other program plan details as required by the Commission, 
assigned ALJ, or Energy Division.   
 
 
 
Program Implementers 
An entity or person that puts a program or part of a program into practice based on 
contacts or agreements with the portfolio manager. 
 
 
Program Strategy 
The set of activities deployed by the program in order to achieve the program’s 
objectives. 
 
Program Year(s) 
The calendar year(s) during which the program operates. 
 
Ratepayer 
Those customers who pay for gas or electric service under regulated rates and 
conditions of service. 
 
Rebate 
A financial incentive paid to the customer in order to obtain a specific act, typically the 
installation of energy efficiency equipment. 
 
Report Month 
The month for which a particular monthly report is providing data and information. 
For example, the report month for a report covering the month of July 2006, but 
prepared and delivered later than July 2006, would be July 2006. 
 
 
Resource Value 
An estimate of the net value of reliable energy (e.g., kWh, therms) and capacity (e.g., 
kW, Mcfd) reductions resulting from an energy efficiency program. This includes the 
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net present value of all of the costs associated with a program and all of the estimated 
benefits (both energy and capacity). The calculation of resource value and associated 
benefits should be consistent with the avoided costs adopted in the most recent 
Commission proceeding or otherwise provided for by the Commission.  
 
Service Area 
The geographical area served by a utility. 
 
 
Short Term/Long Term 
Planning terms referring to the timing or expected timing of program activities, 
program impacts, or program funding.  Short term indicates program activities, 
program impacts, or program funding that occurs during the current program cycle.  
Long term indicates program activities, program impacts, or program funding that 
occurs beyond the current program cycle. 
 
Source-BTU Consumption 
Conversion of retail energy forms (kWh, therms) into the BTU required to generate and 
deliver the energy to the site.  This conversion is used to compare the relative impacts of 
switching between fuel sources at the source or BTU level for the three-prong test 
required for fuel-substitution programs. 
 
Spillover 
Reductions in energy consumption and/or demand in a utility’s service area caused by 
the presence of the DSM program, beyond program related gross or net savings of 
participants.  These effects could result from:  (a) additional energy efficiency actions 
that program participants take outside the program as a result of having participated; 
(b) changes in the array of energy-using equipment that manufacturers, dealers and 
contractors offer all customers as a result of program availability; and (c) changes in the 
energy use of non-participants as a result of utility programs, whether direct (e.g., utility 
program advertising) or indirect (e.g., stocking practices such as (b) above or changes in 
consumer buying habits)."  Participant spillover is described by (a), and non-

participant spillover, by (b) and (c).  Some parties refer to non-participant spillover as 

“free-drivers.” (From EM&V Protocols, April 2006) 

Standard Practice Manual (SPM) 
The California Standard Practice Manual: Economic Analysis of Demand-side Programs 
and Projects is jointly issued by the California Public Utilities Commission and the 
California Energy Commission.  It defines the standard cost effectiveness tests and their 
components used for energy efficiency programs. 
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Statewide 
Energy efficiency programs or activities that are essentially similar in design and 
available in all Commission regulated utility service areas in California. 
 
Third Party/Non-IOU 
Non-regulated implementers of ratepayer funded energy efficiency activities. 
 
Total Resource Cost Test (TRC) 
The TRC test measures the net resource benefits from the perspective of all ratepayers 
by combining the net benefits of the program to participants and non-participants.  The 
benefits are the avoided costs of the supply-side resources avoided or deferred.  The 
TRC costs encompass the cost of the measures/equipment installed and the costs 
incurred by the program administrator. (See SPM link under Attachment A.) 
 
Zero Net Energy 

Zero Net Energy is defined as the implementation of a combination of building energy 
efficiency design features and on-site clean distributed generation that result in no net 
purchases from the electricity or gas grid, at the level of a single “project” seeking 
development entitlements and building code permits.  Definition of zero net energy at 
this scale enables a wider range of technologies to be considered and deployed, 
including district heating and cooling systems and/or small-scale renewable energy 
projects that serve more than one home or business. (D.07-10-032, Footnote 42.) 

 
 
 
 

(END OF APPENDIX B) 
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